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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the first half of F5T93-94 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The specific topics currently under investigation are Kaiman filtering approaches for Earth 
pointing and three axis stabilized vehicles, multipath mitigation in GPS phase observations, 
and modal estimation techniques for attitude determination on spinning satellites. 

In the area of Kaiman filtering approaches for attitude determination, a boot-strapping 
algorithm for successive enhancement of GPS attitude determination accuracy was 
developed. It comprises three steps - an initial batch solution estimate, a Kaiman filter 
baseline estimate, and a high accuracy attitude estimate. The full technique has been tested 
using simulated data. The two attitude determination steps have also been successfully used 
to process GPS data collected on-board the RADCAL satellite. The accuracy of this solution 
is expected to be better than 0.2 deg, l-o in each axis. 

Multipath is generally thought to be the largest error source for GPS based attitude 
determination. To address this problem, an algorithm was developed which uses receiver 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to produce a multipath correction profile for differential phase 
observations. The algorithm has been successfully applied to actual GPS data collected in a 
controlled static experiment. Errors in the best case were reduced from a maximum of 6 mm 
to 2 mm. 

A research effort has also been initiated on attitude determination of spinning satellites 
using modal estimation techniques. This set of approaches may provide an alternative to 
Kaiman filtering in situations where the vehicle dynamics, and consequently, the GPS 
observations, are dominated by sinusoidal oscillations of various frequencies. A preliminary 
simulation has been designed and used to investigate these frequency domain techniques. 
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1. Overview 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the first half of FY93-94 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
This is a continuation of work sponsored by the Naval Research Laboratory during FY92-93, 
described in detail in the technical report by Axelrad, Chesley, and Ward [1993]. 

The overall project encompasses various methods for using GPS to determine the attitude of 
a spacecraft in near Earth orbit. The specific topics currently under investigation are 
Kaiman filtering approaches for Earth pointing and three axis stabilized vehicles, multipath 
mitigation in GPS phase observations, and modal estimation techniques for spinning 
satellites. 

Significant advances were made during this six month period.. The highlights are as follows: 
• Developed a boot-strapping algorithm for successive enhancement of GPS attitude 

determination accuracy. 
• Successfully generated attitude solutions for the RADCAL spacecraft using data 

collected on-orbit. 
• Developed an algorithm which uses receiver signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to produce a 

multipath correction profile for differential phase observations, and successfully 
applied it to an experimental data set. 

• Began an investigation into the application of modal estimation techniques to 
attitude determination of spinning satellites. 

Section 2 covers the bootstrapping attitude determination algorithms and presents results 
from both simulated and actual on-orbit data. The bootstrapping procedure comprises three 
steps -1) initial batch attitude estimate, 2) Kaiman filter antenna baseline estimate, and 3) 
Kaiman filter attitude estimate. All three steps have been successfully applied to simulated 
data. Steps 1 and 3 have also been successfully applied to a data set collected on-orbit from 
the RADCAL spacecraft. Section 2 concludes with a discussion of future plans for applying 
the baseline estimation technique to the RADCAL data and for improving the robustness of 
the algorithms. 

Section 3 describes analytical and experimental work performed to characterize and mitigate 
multipath errors in differential phase measurements. Our previous work and the work of 
others indicates that multipath is likely to be the largest source of error in GPS attitude 
determination. We have developed a technique to create a profile of the induced phase error 
due to multipath, based on the reported signal to noise ratio from each antenna. The 
technique was successfully applied to a data set in which an electronically generated 
multipath signal was deliberately injected into the GPS antennas. Section 3 provides a 
discussion of the technique , the experiment, and plans for continued research in this area. 

Section 4 describes preliminary research on attitude determination of spinning satellites 
using modal estimation techniques. This set of approaches may provide an alternative to 
Kaiman filtering in situations where the vehicle dynamics, and consequently, the GPS 
observations, are dominated by sinusoidal oscillations of various frequencies. A preliminary 
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Simulation has been designed and used to investigate these frequency domain techniques. 
The procedures are divided into two parts. First, the dominant frequencies are identified via 
an FFT or Auto-Regressive (AR) method. Given the frequency estimates and a model of the 
vehicle motion, the attitude parameters are identified. Thus far the effects of external 
torques or nutation damping have not been considered. A comparison is made between 
various methods in terms of accuracy, time required to generate a solution, and 
computational load. 

Appendix A provides an errata sheet for last year's technical report lAxelrad, et al., 1993]. 
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2. GPS Based Spacecraft Attitude and Antenna Location Estimation 
Lisa M. Ward 

2.0 Introduction 

If GPS based attitude determination is to meet the expectations of spacecraft designers and 
operators, it must be made both accurate and robust. This implies that the receiver 
processing algorithm should be able to start up with a minimal amount of information and 
provide an accurate solution in a timely fashion. Furthermore, it must have a means for 
validating results in real time. Cohen [1992] and others have provided excellent suggestions 
and algorithms which deal with various levels of a priori knowledge and dynamic 
uncertainty. What we have done is to combine many of these ideas into a bootstrapping 
algorithm which starts with very little a priori information about the vehicle, and in several 
steps, works its way to a highly accurate and reliable solution. We have also developed a 
simulation to aid in our testing and verification of these algorithms. This section of the 
report focuses on additions and improvements to the bootstrapping process and simulation. 
Much of the information presented here draws on the paper by Axelrad and Ward [1994]. 

2.1 GPS Attitude Determination Basics 

To establish definitions and notation we review the basic theory of GPS attitude 
determination. The principal observable for GPS attitude determination is the difference in 
carrier phase between a master and slave antenna. The phase difference, Aq>, is related to 
the range difference, Ar, (both expressed in cycles) as follows, 

Aq> = Ar-Jfe+ß+v (2.1) 

where k is the integer number of carrier cycles in the differential range, ß is the line bias and 
v is the random measurement noise. Geometrically, the range difference is just the 
projection of the baseline vector, b (directed from the master antenna to the slave antenna), 
onto the user-to-GPS line of sight vector, e, which gives 

Ar = b e (2.2) 

or more specifically, 

Ar = (bB)TBCi eL. (2.3) 

In this notation BCL is the transformation matrix from the orbit local reference frame, L, to 
the body fixed reference frame, B. The superscripts on the vectors denote the reference 
frame in which the vector is expressed. 
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2.2 RADCALData 

The Air Force RADCAL satellite demonstrates the operation of attitude determination using 
GPS [Cohen, et al., 19933. A Trimble Quadrex receiver collects tiie differential carrier phase 
data. Glenn Lightsey of Stanford University provided us with a sample of the raw data 
collected in August 1993 during one of the first days of the mission. Since then, with the 
recommendation of William Feess and Robert Smith of Aerospace Corporation, we now have 
access to the TECNET where recently collected GPS receiver data and navigation solutions 
are posted and can be downloaded to a local computer. The receiver data appears in binary 
packet form. We then use a C program called "qs" to parse the packets and recover the phase 
data. The navigation solutions have been corrected for selective availability by ARL. With 
the help of Dave Starr at JPL, we also gained access to the JPL GPS navigation solutions. 
These solutions are on the sideshowjpljiasa.gov computer and are available via anonymous 
ftp. Both the RADCAL and GPS positions are converted from Earth Centered Earth Fixed to 
Earth Centered Inertial coordinates, interpolated to the measurement epochs, and then used 
to form the line of sight vectors. Testing these bootstrapping algorithms on the actual 
RADCAL data has been indispensable to our effort. 

2.3 Simulation 

In addition to the actual RADCAL data, we also use data generated from a simulation which 
models a spacecraft using GPS for attitude determination. Although a few enhancements 
have been made, the simulation remains largely unchanged from previous reports. As 
before, the attitude dynamics of the user satellite are based on a gravity gradient satellite 
(either with or without a gyrostat) while the orbit dynamics are based on a two-body orbit 
with oblate Earth perturbations. The position and velocity of the GPS satellites are 
calculated analytically using a simpler model which includes only two-body effects. These 
dynamical equations as well as the equations describing the construction of observed GPS 
measurements can be found in the September 1993 Final Report to NRL [Axelrad, et al., 
1993]. 

One change that has been implemented is an improvement in the GPS satellite visibility 
calculation. GPS satellite signals may be blocked by the Earth or by parts of the user 
satellite itself. Previously, only one visibility cone, with the boresight along the spacecraft's 
zenith vector, was specified for the entire spacecraft. Although this approach accounted for 
Earth blockage, it did not account for variation due to the motion of the user satellite. 
Furthermore, antenna placement on the spacecraft was not considered at all. A more 
realistic model is to construct a separate visibility cone is for each antenna. Each cone is 
specified by the boresight direction and half-angle. An Earth blockage cone centered on the 
spacecraft nadir vector is specified as well. As shown in Figure 2.1, a GPS satellite is visible 
if its line of sight vector falls inside the antenna visibility cone and outside the Earth 
blockage cone. 

Another addition made to the simulation is the ability to select a different master antenna 
for each GPS satellite based on signal strength considerations. Here we consider signal 
strength to be proportional to the cosine of the angle between the GPS line-of-sight vector 
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and the antenna boresight vector.  The master is set to the antenna with the strongest 
signal. 

Antenna 2 Visibility Cone 
Antenna 1 Visibility Cone 

Spacecraft Nadir 

Figure 2.1. GPS Satellite Visibility 
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The spacecraft modeled in the simulation is based on the RADCAL satellite. The parameters 
used can be found in Table 2.1. The yaw, roll, and pitch generated from this scenario are 
shown in Figure 2.2. 

Table 2.1. Simulation Parameters 

User Orbital Elements 
semimajor axis:    7193 km 
eccentricity:        0.01 
inclination: 90.0 degrees 

Moments of Inertia 
11 = 5.813 kgm2 (radial) 
12 = 26.40 kgm2 

13 = 26.40 kgm2 

Basftline Configuration 
• 4 antennas mounted on zenith face 
• antennas canted outward 17.5 degrees 
• visibility cone half-angle 85 degrees 

Baseline Vectors (m) 
bi=     [0.0      -0.313 0.313] 
b2=    tO.O      0.0 0.626] 
b3=     [0.0      0.313 0.313] 

flarth Plpckfire Cone Half-Angle 
64.2 degrees measured from nadir 

Range Difference Measurement Errors 
standard deviation:      5 mm 
inverse time constant: 100/sec 

Tiinp Piapep 
ßl = 0.2 cycles 
ß2 = 0.5 cycles 
ß3 = 0.8 cycles 

Initial Attitude 
yaw:      20 degrees 
roll:       10 degrees 
pitch:   -10 degrees 

Initial Inertia! Angular Velocity 
©1 = 4.45 deg/min 
©2 = 0.0 
(03 = 3.44 deg/min (-orbit rate) 
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Figure 2.2. Simulated Yaw, Roll, and Pitch 
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2.4 Bootstrapping Overview 

Two key elements are needed to start the bootstrapping process. The first is an approximate 
attitude (to about 20 degrees for a 1 meter baseline). There are many clever ways of 
determining an approximate vehicle attitude based on vehicle design and/or GPS satellite 
visibility. For example, the RADCAL satellite is gravity gradient stabilized with a long 
boom, thus a good starting assumption is that it is aligned along the radius vector with pitch 
and roll both zero. If antennas are mounted on different faces of the spacecraft or facing in 
substantially different directions, received GPS satellite signal strength could be used to 
determine a likely orientation. This method is not likely to be feasible for many Earth 
pointing satellites because all the antennas will probably be placed on the anti-nadir side of 
the vehicle. 

The other key element is knowledge of the antenna locations in the spacecraft body frame (to 
about 2 centimeters for a 1 meter baseline). Cohen [1992] developed a self-survey algorithm 
to provide baseline and bias estimates to an accuracy of several millimeters. Unfortunately, 
it is often not possible or convenient to run such a survey on a fully integrated spacecraft as 
is the case with RADCAL. In this situation we must rely on a mechanical drawing of the 
spacecraft which should provide the location of antennas to within several centimeters. This 
drawing also defines the spacecraft "body" frame based on some sensors of interest. 

Once a rough estimate of vehicle attitude and antenna locations is obtained we can begin the 
bootstrapping process. The first stage of the bootstrapping algorithm is an initial attitude 
estimator which resolves integer ambiguities and improves the attitude estimate to within 5 
degrees. These estimates are adequate to resolve the expected phase to within about 1/4 
wavelength and thus permit us to compute the correct integers directly. The second stage is 
a baseline estimator which improves the knowledge of the relative coordinates of the 
antennas to within 5 millimeters. The final stage is an extended Kaiman filter which 
incorporates knowledge of vehicle dynamics to provide the best estimate of vehicle attitude in 
real-time. Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of the data flow through the bootstrapping 
algorithms. 
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Figure 2.3. Bootstrapping Data Flow 

2.5 Initial Attitude Determination Algorithm 

Since the receiver only measures the fractional part of the phase difference, the range 
difference remains ambiguous until the integer part is resolved. This can be done directly if 
the attitude, angular velocity, and line biases are known to an equivalent uncertainty of 1/4 
of a wavelength. This algorithm is based on the method described by Cohen and Parkinson 
[1992b] to estimate the initial attitude, angular velocity, and integer ambiguities for a 
spacecraft. Here we use a batch process rather than the sequential filter presented in 
Axelrad and Ward [1994]. 

The vehicle is assumed to rotate with a constant angular velocity, so that the attitude matrix 
can be represented as 

BnL ■CA=C(a*)C(q0) (2.4) 

where the quaternion q0 represents the attitude of the vehicle with respect to the local frame 
at some initial time, and a is the constant angular velocity vector of the vehicle with respect 
to the local frame. With an a priori initial attitude and angular velocity, q0 and a, 
respectively, we can estimate BCL using the following equation, 

BnL. CL =8C BCL =(I + 9X) C(eö*)C(q0). (2.5) 
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The vector 8 represents small rotations about the initial estimate of the body axes and is 
given by 

8 = 
"oV 8®! 

582 + 8©2 
883 8©3 

t, (2.6) 

and  6X is the cross product matrix associated with the components of 8. This formulation 
leads to the following phase measurement model for baseline i and satellite,/, 

Aq>i, = (bf)T(I+ex)BCiej'-icü. 
(2.7) 

where KJJ is the integer, kjjt minus the line bias, ßy (i.e. xy is a floating point number). If 
the correction state vector, x, is defined as 

« = [88!   882   88318©!   5(D2   8©3|Kn   ...   xMf, (2.8) 

then the measurement gradient, Hö = 3(A<Pp)/3x, for a single measurement is given by 

H(/=[(*CLe;)TBr   I (*5Le})TBr*   |  0   -   0   -1   0   ...   o]      (2.9) 

where Bx is the cross product matrix associated with the components of the vector bf. The 
measurement gradient vectors are then concatenated into an m by n matrix, H, where m is 
the number of measurements and n is the number of states. The measurement residual is 
computed by subtracting the predicted phase difference, 

^• = (bf)T(*C^), (2.10) 

from the observed phase, A<Py. The residuals are then combined into a m-vector, z, to give 

z = Aq^-A^ (2.11) 

Now, to find the best estimate of the corrections solve the system of equations Hx = z for x. 
The small angle corrections are converted to a correction quaternion as follows, 
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8g1 = 861/2 

Z     KA 10 (212) 
893=883/2 

8g4 = Vl-8g?-8gI-8g; 

which is in turn used to update the a priori estimate of q0 according to the quaternion 
composition rule, 

q0 = 8q®q0. (2.13) 

The angular velocity is updated in the traditional manner, 

ob = 8<a+üä. (2.14) 

This batch process is iterated until the corrections become sufficiently small. 

Since the fractional part of each Ky represents the constant differential line bias between the 
two antennas, we would like to be able to estimate the line bias associated with the a 
baseline i by averaging over all satellites j = 1,...,/, where / is the number of GPS satellites. 
If the master antenna varies from satellite to satellite, however, the baseline configuration 
will vary as well. In this situation, one antenna is chosen to be the pseudo-master for all 
satellites, and the ambiguities are converted to refer this pseudo-master. For example, if the 
master for a particular satellite is antenna 2, and the pseudo-master is antenna 0 (with 
antennas numbered 0,1,2,3), then the ambiguities are converted as follows, 

K0-»l = K2-»l ~ K2->0 
K0-»2 =    0  -TC2-*O (2-15) 
K0->3 = K2-»3 - K2->0 

where i -> j denotes the baseline from master i to slave j. Now the fractional portions of 
each ambiguity can be averaged to estimate the line biases for a particular baseline 
configuration. Proximity of the fractional portions is used as an integrity check of the 
algorithm. 

This algorithm assumes that each Ky is constant; thus, an interval of data should be chosen 
where there are at least 3 visible satellites that do not change master or loose lock. 
Furthermore, the time span of the data should be short enough so that the angular velocity is 
approximately constant but long enough to obtain adequate information to resolve the 
ambiguities. 

2.6 Initial Attitude Determination Results 

For the simulated data we set the a priori attitude of the vehicle to be aligned with the local 
level. That is nadir pointing with zero azimuth angle. The a priori angular velocity of the 
body with respect to the local frame was set to zero.  The a priori guess of each baseline 
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vector differs about 2 centimeters in length from the true baseline. These assumptions seem 
to be reasonable based on what we know about the RADCAL satellite. The algorithm was 
run over a 10 minute span of data and converged after 15 iterations. Table 2.2 shows the 
results of this simulation run. Each estimated angle is within 4 degrees of the true angle. 

Table 2.2. Initial Attitude Determination Results - Simulated Data 

A priori True         Estimated Error 
Euler Angles   (degrees) 

yaw 0 20.0 22.87 2.87 

roll 0 10.0 6.35 -3.65 

pitch 0 -10.0 -8.42 1.58 

Angular Velocity BcoL    (deg/min) 

m 0 4.45 4.34 -0.11 

(02 0 0.00 -1.49 -1.49 

m 0 3.44 4.42 0.98 

line Bias (cycles) 

Bl 0 0.2 0.143 -0.057 

to 0 0.5 0.472 -0.028 

ßa 0 0.8 0.815 0.015 

This algorithm was used to process actual RADCAL data. The baseline vectors were fixed to 
the values reported in Lightsey et al. [1994] which are based on the vehicle mechanical 
drawings. The data set was dated 20 March 1994 (Day 079). On the first attempt the a 
priori attitude was aligned with the local level with zero angular velocity, but the algorithm 
did not converge. Next the yaw was set to 180 degrees. This time the algorithm converged in 
20 iterations. See Table 2.3 for the results. 

Table 2.3. Initial Attitude Determination Results - RADCAL Data 

Euler Angles (degrees) 
A priori Estimated 

yaw 
roll 

pitch 

180 
0 
0 

146.2 
-15.4 
24.3 

Angular Velocity (deg/min) 
A priori Estimated 

©2 

e>3 

0 
0 
0 

6.73 
1.19 
0.78 

Line Biases (cycles) 
A priori Estimated 

Pi 
ß2 

fa 

0 
0 
0 

0.839 
0.232 
0.103 

In testing this algorithm we discovered that with some initial conditions it would converge to 
the wrong answer. Incorrect solutions can be distinguished from the correct one by checking 
the line biases. If the individual line biases for each baseline are not close to one another, 
then the solution is deemed incorrect. If a particular set of initial conditions does not 
produce a consistent answer, we choose another set and try the algorithm again. For a 
gravity gradient satellite like RADCAL the roll and pitch are constrained, but we have no 
a priori knowledge of the initial yaw angle. We found if we try various yaw angles at 
increments of even 40 degrees, the algorithm would converge to a consistent answer on one of 
these trials. 
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2.7 Baseline Estimation Algorithm 

To properly estimate the attitude of a spacecraft, the body reference frame (B) must be 
clearly defined and each of the antenna baselines must be accurately known in this frame. 
For a 1 meter baseline length we estimate that the baseline coordinates must be determined 
to better than 5 mm to produce high accuracy attitude results. 

The B frame may be defined by vehicle geometry, principal axes, or perhaps based on the 
sensitive axes of payload instruments. If the GPS antennas are not carefully surveyed prior 
to launch, one must make some assumptions about the relation of the body frame to the 
antenna array. The method developed here is to initially estimate the baseline vectors in the 
local reference frame, then specify the body frame based on two of the baselines, and 
calculate the best estimate of each baseline in this body fixed frame. 

The phase difference measurement model shown in Equation (2.7) is modified to represent 
this new perspective as follows, 

A*H«tf)V+fc-* (216) 

Afc-(e})T(bf +8bf) +(ft+8ft)-* 

where the starting estimates of the ß's are provided by the initial attitude estimation process. 
The starting estimates of the baselines in the local frame are derived from the mechanical 
drawings and the attitude estimate from the initial stage as follows, 

b?0b)=iCB0b)bf. (2.17) 

A sequential filter is used to solve for the line biases and the three components of each 
baseline in local coordinates. The state vector then is 

x = [(8bf)T   (8b£)T   (8bJ)T 16ßt   8ß2   8ß3f. (2.18) 

The filter presented in Axelrad and Ward [1994] assumed no dynamics between 
measurement epochs. This approach did not use all of the available information and was 
very sensitive to measurement outages. To address this problem and improve the filter's 
performance, the following dynamic model was added 

=?-   =etfxbi. (2.19) 

where on is the inertial angular velocity of the body. Since b is known in the local frame, ©i 
is also expressed in local coordinates. We assume coi is a constant and set it to the value 
obtained in the initial attitude determination stage. 
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Consider a measurement on baseline i observing satellite j. The elements of the 
measurement gradient matrix for baseline i are just the elements of the line of sight vector 
ej. The element corresponding to the line bias, ßi is 1. All other elements are zero. For 
example, if baseline 1 observes satellite j, then 

Hv=[eJ   ÖT   ÖT | 1  0   0]. (2.20) 

After the baselines have been estimated in the local frame, we define the body reference 
frame by setting the JB vector equal to a unit vector in the direction of the bi vector. The iß 
vector is set equal to a unit vector in the direction of bi x b2 which is nominally along the 
radial vector for gravity gradient satellites. And finally, the kß vector completes the 
orthogonal triad. In summary, 

^Ifr !*-|H^ tt-Hx». (2.21) 

Defining the body frame in this way makes use of the information that the baselines are 
fixed relative to one another. This particular definition was chosen because it was 
convenient to use with the satellite under study, but it is not the only way to define the body 
frame. In a different situation another definition based on the position of the GPS relative to 
spacecraft instruments may be more useful. 

Now the estimate of the local to body transformation matrix is given by 

Br>L CL = (2.22) 

Q2L T _ 
C is computed at each measurement epoch, and the estimated local baselines are 

transformed to the body frame. Since the baseline vectors in the body frame should remain 
constant, their coordinates can be averaged over time to obtain the best estimate. 

Currently, the baseline estimation algorithm does not handle a roving master, but this work 
is in progress. Another improvement we are working on is to estimate the angular velocity in 
the filter along with the baselines and line biases. Although we have tested this algorithm 
with simulated data, we do not yet have results from the RADCAL data. 

2.8 Baseline Estimation Results 

Since baselines 1 and 2 are used to define the rotation matrix from body to local coordinates, 
we look at the results for baseline 3 as an indication of how well the algorithm works. 
Figure 4 shows the local baseline filter errors for baseline 3. After transforming the local 
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baselines to body frame coordinates and averaging, the baselines are determined within 0.5 
millimeters. The results for a typical run can be found in Table 2.4. Some baseline 
coordinates are necessarily exact due to the definition of the body frame and have been 
omitted from the table. 

Table 2.4. Baseline Filter Results - Simulated Data 

A priori True Estimated Error 
Baselines (cm) 

blY -30.30 -31.30 -31.32 -0.02 
b1fi 33.30 31.30 31.32 0.02 
bffr 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
btf7i 61.00 62.60 62.60 0.00 
b3ir 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
bav 32.40 31.30 31.31 0.01 
b3z 32.30 31.30 31.28 -0.02 

Line Biases (cm) 
b1 3.00 5.00 5.01 0.01 

*>?, 12.00 10.00 10.02 0.02 

b» 16.00 15.00 15.04 0.04 
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Figure 2.4. Local Baseline 3 Estimation Errors - Simulated Data 
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2.9 High Accuracy Attitude Estimation Algorithm 

With accurate knowledge of the baseline vectors, line biases, and integers we can now 
proceed to the task of attitude estimation. An extended Kaiman filter based on Lefferts, et 
al. [1982] is used to estimate the local to body quaternion, inertial angular velocity of the 
body, and line biases. Although much of this algorithm remains unchanged, we have made a 
change in calculating the dynamics matrix, F, due to an error discovered in the previous 
implementation [Axelrad et al., 1993]. q4 was used directly in the computation of F, even 
though q4 was not in the state vector. Formulating the dynamics matrix in this way caused 
the filter to become unstable when q4 was close to zero. However, we found that writing F in 
terms of the correction, 8q, took care of this problem. Thus, if the state vector is given as 

: = [8gi   5g2   8g3 | 8ü>n   o©72   8<o/3 18ßj   8ß2   Sßaf (2.23) 

then the dynamics matrix, F, is given as 

F = 

d(8$) 
d(Sq) 

d(%) 0 
  

0 

0 

'dCsSi) 
d(8q) 

0 

d{8a>i) 

0 

(2.24) 

Before proceeding with the derivation of F, we note the following properties: 

1. The quaternion inverse is given by   q_1 = [-gi   -g2   ~1i   Q* ] • 

2. The distribution of the inverse is given by:   (p ® q)-1 = q_1 ® p-1. 

3. If ©^[üO!   co2   co3   0]T, then the quaternion equation of motion is q = ^©®q. 

4. Combining properties 2 and 3 leads to   q-1 = - \ q"1 ® ffi. 

Now, Lefferts, et at. [1982] defines the correction quaternion and angular velocity as 

and 

5q = q®q_1 

CC0 = G>-ffi 

(2.25) 

where q and fl) are the true values and q and e> are the estimated values. It follows that 

5q = q®q 1 + q®q Ä-i 

i    i, 8q = ^m®q®q"-^q®q 

8q = -i(ffi®8q-8q®ffl) 

i-i, >oa (2.26) 

We can rewrite the above equation as 
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5q = -|(ffl®8q-8q®ffl+8©®5q) (227) 

Neglecting second order terms 

8(ö®8q = 8a> + 0(l8tDl ISql) (2 28) 

and £(<B®8q-8q®a>) = 8gx(o = a*8g (2.29) 

where 8g denotes [8gx   8g2   8g3]   and oax denotes the cross product matrix associated with 

the elements of ax Thus, substituting Equation 2.28 and 2.29 into Equation 2.27 gives 

8$ = fflx8g+|8ca (2.30) 

for the kinematic equations of motion. If the above quaternion represents the local to body 
transformation, then co must represent the angular velocity of the body with respect to the 
local frame. Generally, we know the inertial angular velocity of the body frame in body 
coordinates, of, and the inertial angular velocity of the local frame in local coordinates, ra£. 
Then e> is calculated by 

fflB = a>?-C(4)fi>i (2.31) 

Now the partials for the dynamics matrix are 

3(5?) . = 0,* 
3(8?) 

= 41 
3(8?) _!. 

(2.32) 

3(8%)    2 

where 1 is a 3 by 3 identity matrix. 

The linearized dynamic equations of motion for 8ü>I can be written as follows, 

( 
8cbn = <K>3    r A- 

- 8a)/2+.K'1G)28<D/3+ -=±1 Sq/It 
35? J 

T 

&b/2= Ä,
2ffl3+— 8cDn+X2©18oö73+ —|-   6?/I2 (2.33) 

\T 

8a>/3 = ^310/28©/! + JT3(Dn8(ü/2 + f -^ 1 8? 113 

where N is the gravity gradient torque, h is the angular momentum of the gyrostat wheel, 
(A = 0 for RADCAL), I is the inertia tensor expressed in body coordinates as follows, 
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1= 
*1 0 ol 
0 h 0 
0 0 h\ 

(2.34) 

and #1 = 
h-h Ko = h-h K,=hzh (2.35) 

N is not dependent on Scar, so taking the partials of Equation 2.33 with respect to 5©i gives 

3(80)/) _ 
9(8(0/) 

0 Xjffi/3-A//!   Kx(üI2 

K2(oI2 + h/I2 0 K2mn 

K3a>12 K3(On 0 
(2.36) 

Now the gravity gradient torque, N, is given by 

N = 3Q2[BCL TL x I BCL rL ] (2.37) 

where rL is the satellite's radial direction vector and Q is the orbit rate of the satellite. 
Expanding the transformation matrix 

BCL = (l+28q*)BCt; (2.38) 

and setting 

t/0  r  =r0 =r (2.39) 

we can now write 

N = 3Q2[(l+28gx)rxI(l+2ogx)r] 

N = 3Q2[(rxIr+rx2I6gxr+28gxrxIr+0(og2)] 
(2.40) 

After some algebraic manipulation and neglecting second order terms, the gravity gradient 
torque becomes 

N = 30' {r x Ir + 2[rxIrx - (Ir)xrx ]6g} (2.41) 

Substituting into Equation 2.33 and taking the partial with respect to the correction 
quaternion gives 

^^ = 6Qa[rxIrx-(fr)xrx]r1. 
d(8g) 

(2.42) 

Expanding the above equation into its matrix elements gives 
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3(8^        2 

d(5g) 

£"i(r2-r3)     -^2 ^IYJ 

■**2rlr2 -^2^3 — *"l)       — -^2r2r3 

~-^3rlr3 -K3r2r3 -^3 (rl ~ r2) 

(2.43) 

Equations 2.32,2.36, and 2.43 are all of the elements needed to describe the dynamics matrix 
and in turn derive the state transition matrix. 

Another addition to the high accuracy attitude estimation algorithm is the ability to handle a 
roving master. As in the initial attitude determination stage (Equation 2.15), the line biases 
are modified so they all refer to the same pseudo-master. 

2.10 High Accuracy Attitude Estimation Results 

First, the simulated data was used to demonstrate the high accuracy attitude estimation 
algorithm. The initial quaternion was supplied by the initial attitude determination 
algorithm. The baselines and line biases were supplied by baseline estimation algorithm. 
Since a lot of the ground work has already been done, the filter works without difficulty 
estimating the attitude to within 0.2 degrees. Figure 2.5 shows the attitude filter errors for 
the quaternion states along with their covariance bounds. The magnitude of the errors for qj 
vary with a once per orbit frequency. This is probably due to changes in visibility geometry 
as the satellite orbits. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the errors in each state are 
summarized in Table 2.5 where the quaternion errors have been converted to yaw, roll, and 
pitch errors. 

Table 2.5. RMS of Attitude Estimation Errors - Simulated Data 

RMS 
Euler Angles (dee) Ans. Velocity deg/min    Line Biases (cvcles) 

yaw            0.19 ©1 0.221            ßi 2.1x10-3 
roll            0.18 (02 0.107            Bs 2.7x10-3 

pitch           0.17 CBS 0.110           Ba 2.7x10-3 

The RADCAL data downloaded from the TECNET was also processed with this algorithm. 
Figure 2.6 shows the estimated attitude for RADCAL on 20 March 1994. These results are 
qualitatively similar to those reported in Lightsey, et al. [1994] for a different data set. 
Furthermore, the attitude motion shown here agrees with the motion produced by the 
simulation. Unfortunately, there is not external "truth" reference for the RADCAL attitude. 
The l-o uncertainties reported by the Kaiman filter are less than 0.2 deg for yaw, pitch, and 
roll angles. The l-o uncertainty in each of the angular velocities is less than 0.3 deg/min. 
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2.11 Future Work 
Now that we have finally been able to process actual data from RADCAL with success, the 
next step is to verify our results with another interval of data. Many lessons have been 
learned in getting to this point which should make further testing go more smoothly. 
Eventually, we hope to process actual data from another satellite as well. 

Currently, the initial attitude determination algorithm needs some manual intervention. 
Only measurements collected from specific GPS satellite/master pairs are used. The raw 
data must be examined to choose an appropriate span of data and the corresponding 
satellite/master pairs. The data must also be checked for cycles slips. We plan to automate 
this data selection process. In addition, a rigorous method of selecting initial conditions and 
testing for convergence to a consistent solution is also needed. Furthermore, studying the 
optimal number of GPS satellites to process would be very useful here. More satellites 
provides more observations but also introduce more states to estimate. 

The next step for the basebne estimation filter is to add the capability to handle data from a 
roving master. Developing a more generic description of the body frame is also a goal. The 
approach used thus far requires data to be available from certain baselines. Due to 
shadowing or vehicle maneuvers, this baseline may not always be available. 

In this work, we ran the baseline and attitude estimators in two separate passes. For real 
time applications we plan to investigate running the two in parallel to determine how best to 
provide baseline updates to the attitude filter. Two important issues are of course filter 
stability and computational load. We will also continue to investigate the robustness of both 
estimators to individual measurement outages, complete satellite outages, and total blockage 
of one or more antennas. 
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3. Multipath Mitigation 
Christopher J. Camp 

3.0 Introduction 

The objective of this project was to improve the accuracy of GPS attitude determination by 
reducing multipath error. In an ideal situation, present attitude determination systems 
have achieved the state where carrier phase multipath and receiver noise remain as the 
major sources of error. 

Multipath is the corruption of the direct GPS signal by one or more signals reflected from the 
local surroundings. In the case of carrier phase multipath, the receiver phase locked loop 
(PLL) tracks the composite signal which comprises a direct component, one or more reflected 
components, and receiver induced noise. As the GPS satellite moves across the antenna field 
of view, or as the antenna moves with respect to the reflectors, the phases of the multipath 
signals change relative to the direct. This is generally depicted with a phasor diagram such 
as that in Figure 3.1 for a single multipath signal. The axes correspond to the in-phase (I) 
and quadrature (Q) signal components. 

Q 

<t>m = measured phase 
<(>   = direct signal phase 
6   = multipath phase error 

resultant 

multipath 

I 

Figure 3.1. Phasor diagram depicting the relationship between the resultant, direct, and 
multipath signals. 

The receiver PLL tracks the vector sum of the direct and multipath signals producing a 
phase measurement of fa. The angle 8 represents the difference between this measurement 
and the true phase of the direct signal, <j). In the absence of PLL tracking errors, 6 is due 
entirely to multipath. 

The amplitudes of the direct, multipath, and resultant signals, are represented by the 
lengths of the phasors in Figure 3.1. The amplitude of the resultant signal is reported by a 
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GPS receiver in the form of a signal to noise ratio (SNR) which is an indication of the 
magnitude of the recovered carrier signal at each antenna. 

Any motion due to the GPS satellites, the receiving antenna, or the source of the multipath 
signal, causes a change in the angle between the direct and multipath phasors. This in turn 
causes oscillations in both the measured phase and in the amplitude of the resultant signal. 
If the amplitudes of both the direct and multipath components are constant over the period of 
interest, the changes in amplitude of the resultant phasor give an indication of the multipath 
error angle, 6. The variations of the resultant amplitude are manifested as a sinusoidal 
characteristic in the SNR, similar to its phase counterpart 

3.1 Methodology 

Multipath error reduction can be approached in two ways: rejection and correction. Because 
multipath signals often approach the antenna at low elevation angles, a narrow beam 
antenna will reject the incoming multipath. GPS multipath has been discussed extensively 
in the literature [c.f. Braasch, 1994; Braasch and van Graas, 1992; Cohen and Parkinson, 
1991; Counselman and Gourevitch, 1981; Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1988; Greenspan et al., 
1982, Sennot and Pietraszewski, 1987; van Nee, 1992,1994]. 

Several schemes have been suggested for carrier multipath correction. Georgiadou and 
Kleusberg [1988] developed a model for the error that depended on the satellite elevation, 
and reflectivity and proximity of the reflector. Cohen and Parkinson [1991] created a spatial 
map of corrections to be applied based on satellite elevation and azimuth and the local 
surroundings. In this case the corrections were computed by fitting spherical harmonics to 
approximately 12 hours of phase data. We investigate a new approach. If the multipath is 
identifiable in the received SNR, a correction may be derived. The techniques shall be 
described in detail in the following two subsections. 

3.1.1 Multipath Rejection with Narrow Beam Antennas 

Typical GPS attitude determination systems employ the standard microstrip patch type of 
antenna. While this antenna has a wide and uniform gain pattern for good satellite 
visibility, it is more susceptible to multipath than a narrow beamwidth antenna. If a narrow 
beamwidth antenna has its boresight pointed toward the satellite, it will attenuate 
reflections that approach at low elevation angles. The narrow beamwidth gain pattern tends 
to reject the multipath, however the degree of rejection needs to be quantified. 

It is desired to test the multipath rejection performance of wide and narrow beamwidth 
antennas. This can be done by comparing the amount of multipath present in the 
differential phase and SNR measurements. The multipath should be fully observable in the 
data collected with the wide beam antennas. The data collected with the narrow beam 
antennas should show some multipath but at reduced strength. This is because the low 
elevation multipath approaches the antenna from a direction near the edge or outside its 
beamwidth. 
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An antenna has a gain pattern dictating how an incoming signal is amplified or attenuated 
depending on its direction of incidence. The shape of the gain pattern depends on the type of 
the antenna, i.e. microstrip patch or helical, and on the relative dimensions of the antenna. 
The gain pattern is usually described by a gain map in elevation and azimuth, where the 
gain at any point is normalized with respect to the maximum gain along the antenna 
boresight Ignoring azimuthal variations, the gain pattern is usually viewed as a cross 
section of the upper hemisphere of the antenna, thereby showing gain versus elevation 
above the horizontal plane. The antenna beamwidth is defined as the angular width 
between the half power points (-3 dB), and serves as a gauge on the extent of the field of 

view. 

The two types of antennas used in the experiments were a wide beam microstrip patch 
antenna, and a narrow beam helical antenna placed within a parabolic bowl (called the 
helibowl). The antennas were tested in the anechoic chamber located in the microwave 
transmission laboratory at the University of Colorado. The tests were conducted February 
18, 1994. The antenna was mounted on a platform at one end of the chamber facing 
horizontally towards the opposite side. An BF source transmitting a -10 dBW power sine 
wave at the GPS LI frequency was located at the other end of the chamber. The platform 
was slaved from -90 deg to +90 deg in 6 deg increments relative to the RF source. At the 6 
deg points, the power received through the antenna was measured. The resulting cross 
section of the antenna gain patterns are shown in Figure 3.2. From the gain patterns the 
beamwidths were estimated as 102 deg and 66 deg for the patch and helibowl antennas, 
respectively. The dip in the center of the patch gain pattern is a result of a groundplane, a 
square aluminum sheet mounted to the base of the antenna. 

1 

0.5 

0 ^S 
-100 -50 0 50 

ZENITH ANGLE (DEG) 

Figure 3.2 Antenna Gain Patterns. 

"x" -wide beam (patch) and V narrow (helibowl) beam antennas. 

100 

3.1.2 Multipath Correction Using the SNR 

The multipath induced amplitude variations of the resultant carrier can be observed in the 
SNR. We have developed an algorithm to use the SNR data to create a profile of the 
multipath induced differential phase errors. The two antennas that comprise a differential 
baseline possess unique SNR histories. The SNR multipath fluctuations beat against one 
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another to form the multipath signature in the differential phase data. The SNR data had 
large trends removed prior to analysis to account for satellite motion. A satellite elevation 
time series was derived from the GPS almanac. Using the antenna gain pattern, the 
elevation angles were mapped into normalized signal power, and converted to SNR 
amplitude. The measured resultant SNR is equal to the sum of the direct and multipath 
contributions: 

SNRresultant = SNRdirect + SNRmultipath (3.1) 

Without multipath, the receiver would observe the direct signal moving through the antenna 
gain pattern. Hence, subtracting the SNR trend computed with the satellite elevation and 
gain pattern corresponds to removal of the direct portion of the SNR. What remains is the 
SNR multipath. 

The maxima and minima of the multipath fluctuations in the SNR correspond to the direct 
and multipath phasors pointing in the same direction or opposite directions, respectively. 
Referring back to Figure 3.1, 6 is the angle between the direct and resultant phasors, and ß 
is the angle between the multipath and resultant phasors. A peak in the SNR multipath 
signifies a maximum resultant amplitude, which occurs when 9 = ß = 0 deg. Conversely, a 
valley in the SNR multipath signifies a minimum resultant amplitude, which occurs when 
9 = 0 deg, ß =180 deg. 

The quantity ß is a function of the frequency and offset of the cyclic SNR multipath, 
represented by the formula: 

ß(*;) = (a ti + 4» (3.2) 

where ca is the frequency of the multipath observed in the SNR, $ is the offset, and ti is the 
measurement time. Assuming several multipath frequencies exist, the predominant 
frequencies are identified by spectral analysis of the SNR data. This is presently done 
graphically with the Lomb periodogram. The Lomb algorithm is discussed in Press, et al. 
[1992]. 

The amplitude and offset of the SNR multipath constituents are estimated by least squares. 
Modeling each constituent as a sinusoid, the normal equation is: 

cos(a>iti) sinicDiti) — cos(fi>B*,) -sin(ß)nf,) 

"Ajcos^i" 

Aj sin <t>i 
'SNRitiY 

An cos 0n 

: 

Ansin0n 

(3.3) 
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where n is the number of multipath constituents. Both the matrix containing sinusoidal 
arguments and the SNR data vector are accumulated in columnar fashion for the time of 
interest. 

The multipath phase error 0 can be constructed from the phasor geometry. Applying the law 
of sines to the phasor geometry leads to an expression for the angle between the direct and 
resultant phasors. The multipath error present in the carrier phase measurement at 
antenna j, for the constituent k, and the time % after some manipulation, is given as: 

0jfc(£;) = arctan 
smjßjkitj)) 

RAU) 
mPjk 

coaißjküi)) 
(3.4) 

where Rj is the resultant phasor amplitude at antenna/ for time ti, and mpjk is the constant 
multipath phasor amplitude at antenna j for multipath constituent k. The resultant 
amplitude Rj is simply the SNR value at antenna j for each measurement time. The 
multipath amplitude mpjk is the value A from the least squares solution of Equation 3.2. 
The composite multipath error at antenna j is a linear combination of the constituent errors: 

ej(tt)= x ejk(ti) 
k=i 

(3.5) 

The 6j sequence is essentially a profile of the phase multipath derived from the SNR data. 
This estimate may be subtracted from the phase data to correct for the multipath. The 
direction of rotation of the multipath phasor determines the sign of the amplitude of the 
multipath error. The spectral estimation procedure leaves the sign of the SNR multipath 
frequency ambiguous. All signs are initially assumed positive and the multipath error is 
computed. The multipath constituents are then fit to the differential phase data using least 
squares to solve for the proper sign. The normal equation for this procedure is provided 
below: 

öll('i) - 0in(*i) ö2l('i) - 02l('i) 

"sil" 
? 

Sin ~dphs(ti)' 

«21 : 

.s2n. 

(3.6) 

The sn, and S2i's are determined as real numbers which should be close to ±1. The values 
are set to ±1 and used to scale the appropriate multipath profile. The multipath profiles may 
be differenced between two antennas corresponding to a differential phase measurement. 
For example, to compute the multipath in the differential phase between the master and 
number 2 slave antennas for time ti, the correct value would be {Qmoster - Oäfoi)- 
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3.2 March 1994 Experiments 

3.2.1 Description 

The motivation for this set of experiments was to test the multipath rejection and correction 
techniques described in Section 3.1.2 for a static platform. The experiments were conducted 
March 1-6, 1994. The location was a remote site 10 miles North of Boulder that was nearly 
void of naturally occurring multipath. The object of the tests was to create the simplest 
multipath interference possible - a single multipath ray of relatively constant magnitude. 
This case would provide the best opportunity for successful application of the proposed 
multipath mitigation techniques. 

Preliminary experiments in December of 1993 provided qualitative insight on what kind of 
multipath rejecting performance to expect from the narrow beam helibowl antennas. The 
experience brought forth the following improvements for the March 1994 experiments: 

• Intentional multipath injection 
• Consistent antenna types and orientations 
• Diurnal repeatability testing with control 
• Record SNR data 

The Trimble TANS Vector receiver was used in conjunction with two Trimble patch antennas 
and two helibowl antennas. This provided both a patch and a helibowl differential baseline. 
The antennas were mounted on a rigid support structure and were kept oriented in the same 
direction with respect to each other. The receiver was controlled with a GRiD computer. 

Differential phase and SNR data were collected at an average interval of 1.5 seconds. Due to 
receiver hardware and computer communication problems at the time, the data logging rate 
was not constant. This did not pose a problem in the analysis however, and has since been 
corrected. Deliberate multipath injection was accomplished by two methods: known 
placement of reflectors, and electronic retransmission of the GPS signal. In both cases the 
distance to the multipath source was in the neighborhood of two meters, which is equivalent 
to what is expected on a spacecraft. 

In the first scenario, aluminum foil reflectors were placed at known distances and 
orientations from the Vector antenna array. The placement was planned so that the GPS 
signal transmitted from a known elevation and azimuth would reflect towards the array. 
The antenna array was directed towards a low satellite. Two reflectors were located 
symmetrically on either side of the array at a distance of 2.1 meters in the direction of the 
satellite, and canted outwards at an angle of 45 deg. 

The electronic multipath injection, on the other hand, was performed using a satellite near 
zenith. As the satellite passed overhead, a high gain helical antenna would collect the GPS 
signal simultaneously with the Vector array. The signal was sent through 50 feet of RG-214 
cable, and retransmitted through another helical antenna towards the array. The 
retransmitting antenna was placed 1.7 meters horizontally and 2.1 meters vertically from 
the array, causing the multipath to approach at an elevation angle of 60 deg. This angle was 
chosen because it lies on the fringe of the helibowl beamwidth. The signal power balance was 
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accounted for by considering the gain of the helical collection and retransmitting antennas, 
power loss from the cable, and free space loss from the retransmitting antenna to the array. 
The received power of the multipath signal relative to the direct could be adjusted with a 
variable step RF attenuator. The multipath relative power was set to -10 dB, a typical value 
due to the reflectivities associated with a spacecraft environment. 

Table 3.1 Multipath Injection Power Budget 

Component Gain/Loss (dB) 

Helical Receive Antenna +17 

Low Noise Amplifier +30 

50ftRG-214Cable -6 

Variable Attenuator -14 

Helical Retransmit Antenna +7 

Free Space Loss @2.4 m -44 

Net Multipath Power -10 

The antennas comprising the patch and helibowl baselines were consistent in gain pattern 
throughout the experiment. The antennas were tested in the anechoic chamber to check 
consistency of gain patterns. The antennas were fixed to the support structure such that 
their orientations were kept the same throughout the experiment In the differential mode, 
this compensated for small azimuthal variations in gain patterns and antenna phase center 
motion. Each test was conducted for a minimum of three consecutive days to achieve diurnal 
repeatability. Due to the geometry dependence of multipath, the same error is observed and 
shifted forward 4 minutes per day. In addition to the three days, a set of data with no 
intentional multipath was collected as a control. The multipath correction algorithm was 
implemented in MATLAB. The Lomb algorithm was coded in C, and the output ported into 
MATLAB. The analysis programs were executed on a Sparc Station 2. 
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Figure 3.3 Experimental block diagram. 
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3.2.2 Procedure 

An experimental setup block diagram is provided in Figure 3.3. The patch antennas were 
connected to the master and number 2 slave ports. The helibowl antennas were connected to 
the number 1 and 3 slave ports. The helibowl antennas required low noise amplifiers to 
boost the signal to appropriate levels. Figure 3.4 shows the electronic multipath injection 
apparatus as it occurred in the field. At the far right is the high gain collection antenna. 
The retransmitting antenna is fixed to the table tripod at center. The receiver and antenna 
array is at the left. Figure 3.5 shows the reflective multipath injection apparatus. The idea 
was to imitate a spacecraft environment. 

The experimental procedure listed below was executed each day of the test: 
1. Antenna array statically positioned and pointing towards 85 deg elevation and 350 

deg azimuth. Intentional multipath was electronically injected. Tracked PEN 29 for 
a duration of 90 minutes. 

2. Antenna array statically positioned and pointing towards 30 deg elevation and 240 
deg azimuth. No intentional multipath as a control. Tracked PRN 27 for a duration 
of 60 minutes. 

3. Antenna array statically positioned and pointing towards 30 deg elevation and 270 
deg azimuth. Intentional multipath was injected with reflectors. Tracked PRN 02 
for a duration of 60 minutes. 

The data processing procedure: 
1. Load time-tagged differential phase and SNR data into MATLAB. 
2. Remove satellite motion effects from differential phase and SNR data using 

Equation 3.1. 
3. Select a differential baseline and time window. 
4. Export SNR data for execution of Lomb periodogram. Import the product of the 

Lomb program which contain frequency and power information. 
5. Plot the SNR multipath spectrum and input frequencies of predominant constituents. 
6. Compute the SNR multipath amplitudes and offsets for the antennas and multipath 

constituents using the least squares solution to Equation 3.3. 
7. Compute the ß time series using Equation 3.2 for the antennas and multipath 

constituents.. 
8. Compute the 9 time series using Equation 3.4 for the antennas and multipath 

constituents.. 
9. Determine the correct sign of the constituent frequencies using Equation 3.6. 
10. Assemble the differential phase multipath profile using Equation 3.5 at each antenna 

and then difference. 
11. Subtract the profile from the differential phase data. 
12. Plot the results. 
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Figure 3.4. Photograph of electronic multipath injection apparatus. 

Figure 3.5. Photograph of reflective multipath injection apparatus. 
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3J2JS Results 

The differential phase and SNR data are shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, respectively. 
This data was collected in the presence of deliberate electronic multipath on March 6. Recall 
that the satellite motion has been removed from the data as detailed in Section 3.1.2. The 
figures display the patch differential baseline data at the top, and the helibowl at the bottom. 
The horizontal axes are the time of day in units of hours. The vertical axes are the 
differential phase in units of millimeters for Figure 3.6, and the SNR in units of Trimble 
amplitude measurement units (AMU) for Figure 3.7. The AMU is the amplitude of the 
recovered carrier within the channel bandwidth. It is not measured in dB as is the 
commonly reported C/No (in dB-Hz). 

The differential phase multipath excursions in the patch baseline peaked at 6 millimeters. 
Those for the helibowl baseline peaked at 4 millimeters. The SNR multipath effects for the 
patch antennas peaked around 16 AMUs. Those for the helibowl antennas peaked around 8 
AMUs. The narrow beam helibowls appeared to attenuate the multipath. 
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Figure 3.6. Differential phase data for patch (a) and helibowl (b) baselines. 
The data was collected March 6,1994, during electronic multipath injection. 
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Figure 3.7. SNR data for patch (a) and helibowl (b) baselines. 
The data was collected March 6,1994, during electronic multipath injection. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates differential phase data, accompanied by the SNR derived multipath 
profile. The data was taken using the patch antennas with deliberate electronic multipath 
on March 6. The horizontal axis is the time of day in units of hours, the vertical axis is the 
differential phase in units of millimeters. The multipath estimated with the SNR data, 
which is represented by the smooth line, closely tracks the differential phase multipath. This 
was the best result we achieved. 
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Figure 3.8. Differential phase data and multipath profile. 
The data was collected March 6,1994, during electronic multipath injection. 

Figures 3.9 through 3.12 contain the multipath correction results. Again, these are for the 
patch baseline with electronic multipath on March 6. The horizontal axes are the time of day 
in units of hours, the vertical axes are the differential phases in units of millimeters. Each 
figure contains the differential phase in the top plot, and the differential phase after 
subtracting the SNR derived  multipath in the bottom plot.  Each figure represents a 30 
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minute section of data. Figures 3.9 through 3.12 collectively comprise the entire data set, 
except for several minutes at the beginning and end. Figure 3.9 exhibits the near 
elimination of multipath. The 6 millimeter excursions in the differential phase data have 
been reduced to 2 millimeters. The standard deviation was changed from 3.1 to 1.8 
millimeters. 

Less dramatic results are shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. The average reduction of 
the differential phase multipath was 50%. The average compression of the standard 
deviations was 25%. The multipath corrections for the helibowl baseline followed the same 
trend. 

The deliberate multipath injection by electronic means was very successful for the day of 
March 6. However, on the other days the multipath injection was only sporadic. We believe 
that this is due to a misalignment of the high gain antenna. For this reason, the results from 
the March 6 data have been presented exclusively. Processing of data segments from the 
other days containing multipath signatures produced results similar to those shown here. 

We have not yet attempted to use SNR based multipath profiling on the data collected using 
the aluminum foil reflectors. An example of the differential phase and SNR data is shown in 
Figures 3.13 and 3.14. Notice that the noise level in both observables is much higher than 
the control or electronic multipath induction cases. We expect that this is due to the 
fluttering of the aluminum foil in the wind. This scenario is probably not applicable to the 
spacecraft environment but may have implications for ground based antennas. Therefore, we 
elected to postpone the evaluation of this data. 
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Figure 3.9. March 6,1994 / Segment 1- Differential phase data 
(a) no correction o=3.1 mm, (b) with multipath correction o=1.8 mm 
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Figure 3.10. March 6,1994 / Segment 2- Differential phase data 
(a) no correction o=3.1 mm, (b) with multipath correction o=2.6 mm 
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Figure 3.11. March 6,1994 / Segment 3- Differential phase data 
(a) no correction o=2.8 mm, (b) with multipath correction c=2.2 mm 
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Figure 3.12. March 6,1994 / Segment 4- Differential phase data 
(a) no correction o=2.7 mm, (b) with multipath correction o=2.1 mm 
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Figure 3.13. Differential phase data for patch (a) and helibowl (b) baselines. 
The data was collected March 4,1994, during reflective multipath injection. 
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Figure 3.14. SNR data for patch (a) and helibowl (b) antennas. 
The data was collected March 4,1994, during reflective multipath injection. 
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3.3 Discussion of Results 

The narrow beam helibowl antenna multipath rejection capability was marginal. This is 
evidenced by the differential phase data and SNR data in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Considering 
both observables, the multipath peaks in the helibowl baseline were less than those in the 
patch baseline. The multipath was still dominant compared to the noise levels of the data. 

The multipath most visible in both the phase and SNR data was the fast constituent which 
had a period of roughly 300 seconds. This component can be attributed to the electronic 
multipath inducer based on the separation between the high gain antenna and the Vector 
antenna array. There was also a slow variation in both data types which had a period of 
approximately 1600 seconds. Based on considerations of the antenna separations, we 
concluded that this was produced by the reflective surfaces of the helibowl antennas. 

The multipath profiling technique was successful. The multipath corrections for this 
experiment were computed using two constituents at each antenna, requiring a four element 
least squares solution to solve for the amplitudes and offsets. The post-multdpath-correction 
differential phases approach the level of receiver noise. There still remains residual 
multipath, but the magnitudes are generally within the 2 millimeter receiver noise. The 
correction attempts to remove the severe multipath peaks down to this level by subtracting 
off a smooth multipath contour. This eliminates or reduces the slow period errors in the 
differential phase. High frequency receiver errors are not affected. 

The effectiveness of the multipath correction is largely dependent on the spectral estimation. 
It was observed that FFT methods do not provide sufficient resolution at the low multipath 
frequencies. The current implementation using the Lomb periodogram is satisfactory, but 
requires user interaction to identify the frequencies of the multipath constituents. An 
automated routine would be preferred. 

The differential phase and SNR data was segmented to enhance the spectral and least 
squares estimation techniques. The multipath frequencies and amplitudes slowly change 
over long periods of time. The multipath parameters appear stationary when the data is 
broken up into 30 minute sections. 

The quality of the multipath correction also depends on the antenna gain pattern, because it 
is used to remove variations in the SNR due to changes in the direct signal magnitude. Most 
of the residual multipath effects could be eliminated with a more precise map of the antenna 
gain. Any errors in the residual SNR directly affect the estimates of the phase corrections. 
The multipath correction results for the helibowl baseline were not shown because the gain 
patterns for these hand-made antennas were found to have substantial variations 
azimuthally as well as between the two antennas. They could be used if a detailed pattern 
were generated in both elevation and azimuth. 

The inconsistent multipath injection was attributed to the equipment set up. Since we were 
dealing with narrow beam antennas, the multipath injection was sensitive to placement of 
the apparatus. The signal from the GPS satellite passing overhead did not penetrate the 
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center of the high gain collection antenna gain pattern, except on March 6. In so doing, the 
multipath signals on the other days were attenuated. This is supported by the fact that the 
daily routine required the assembly and disassembly of the multipath injection apparatus. 
The experiment also took place on unevenly surfaced terrain. There was no practical method 
of placing the equipment in exactly the same position and orientation every day. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Based on the static test results, the multipath correction technique was successful in 
reducing differential carrier phase multipath to the levels of receiver noise. The results 
clearly warrant further investigation. In the form of research, we will soon be conducting 
another experiment focused on gathering additional experimental data. The Trimble patch 
antennas will be used, which will give multiple baselines in different directions using the 
same antenna type. The electronic multipath injection equipment will be assembled and 
kept stationary for the days of testing. This shall ensure several sets of consistent multipath 
data. The reflective multipath injection will also be performed. This time a l/8th inch 
aluminum plate will be used as a reflective source. It was decided that the aluminum foil 
flapping in the wind was the source of the noise for the previous experiment. We would also 
like to test the algorithm with a different type of receiver, for example an Allen Osborne 
Turborogue or Novatel GPSCard. 

The multipath correction algorithm will be adapted to operation in a near real-time mode. At 
present, the post-processing routine is not fully automated, nor is it efficient. Methods of 
adaptive signal processing or filtering will be investigated to assist in reaching this goal. The 
additional experimental data will be crucial. 

The multipath correction theory will also be applied to dynamic as well as precise static 
platforms. To really be useful, the technique must be operable in a dynamic environment 
indicative of a spacecraft environment. In the current situation, theory may hold promise for 
high precision geodetic surveying and DGPS base stations. 
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4. Spinning Satellite Attitude Determination 
Charles P. Behre 

4.0 Introduction 
The dynamical properties of spinning satellites allow for unique ways of determining spin 
rates and attitude [Martin-Neira and Lucas, 1992]. For the motion of a satellite that is 
spinning in the absence of applied torques, the motion of the kinematics can be modeled as 
the sum of sinusoids. If a GPS antenna is mounted on the spinning satellite, the signals it 
receives are related to this sinusoidal model. The frequencies of the signal oscillations 
correspond to the spin and nutation frequencies of the satellite. The amplitudes of the 
signals correspond to the attitude of the satellite. 

This section describes two techniques for extracting the modes of a sinusoid from a sampled 
signal. These methods are then applied to a model of GPS phase measurements as would be 
received on spinning satellite. Finally, a simulation is described that is used to analyze the 
performance of the techniques. 

4.1 Modal Analysis Techniques for Sinusoidal Signals 

The two methods that are described are the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the auto 
regressive model (AR). The ideal performance of each of the techniques are compared to 
their performance due to sampling and noise effects. 

4.1.1 The FFT Method 

To determine the modal frequencies and modal amplitudes of a signal the following steps are 
applied: 

1) Apply an FFT algorithm to the sampled signal data. 
2) Compute the power spectral density (PSD) of the transformed data in step 1. 
3) Identify the peaks of the PSD. 
4) Determine the frequency at which each peak occurs. 
5) Relate these frequencies back to a kinematic model. 

Using only the PSD values, the frequencies found in step 4 are the most likely estimate 
(MLE) of each signal mode. Ideally, they are the exact frequencies of the modes. However, 
the sampling properties of the signal can lead to errors. 

Ideally, the signal should be sampled so that the modal frequencies are integer multiples of 
the frequency bin. The frequency bin size is determined by 
 /»amp  

where 
# of samples per window 

/samp is foe sampling frequency in Hz. 
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For this case the peaks of the PSD occur exactly at the signal frequencies. The power 
contained in each of the peaks is the exact power of each mode. Figure 4.1 illustrates an 
ideal PSD. 
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Figure 4.1. PSD of the FFT of GPS Phase Difference Measurements - Ideal Case 

Realistically, the signal cannot be sampled with this condition because the modal frequencies 
are unknown. As a result, the frequency bins of the FFT do not line up exactly with each of 
the signal modes. The peaks of the PSD occur in the frequency bins that are closest to the 
correct modes. The signal power of each mode is spread over a range of frequency bins 
surrounding the correct frequency. This is known as bin leakage. One way to deal with this 
problem is to find the frequency center of the bins by weighting them. This is analogous to 
determining the mass center of a system of point masses. In the case of frequencies, the 
power contained in each bin is like the mass. The difference between the bin frequency and 
the center frequency is like the distance of one mass to the center of mass of a system. 
Another solution to the problem is to increase the sampling size. This reduces the size of 
each frequency bin. As a result, the signal modes are, on average, going to be closer to one of 
the bins. 

Another problem that degrades the determination of the modal frequencies is noise in the 
signal. For the ideal sampling case, this is not a problem if the signal power is significantly 
larger than the noise level. The frequency of each mode still occurs exactly at one bin. All of 
the power contained in the mode is still only in that bin. There is a small amount of extra 
power, however, due to the noise power. If the signal power is very small, this extra noise 
power might significantly effect its estimation. For the non-ideal sampling case, there are 
some additional effects. One of the main problems is that the estimation of modal 
frequencies using the weighting of the bins is degraded. Normally, the power contained in 
the bin closest to the pardcular signal frequency is the greatest, while the power in the other 
surrounding bins is smaller. When bin weighting is used, extra power due to noise 
contained in these surrounding bins causes the estimation of the frequency center to be less 
accurate. 
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One way to decrease the effect of noise is to use a window function on the data. Ideally, the 
most accurate FFT would be of an infinite length of data. Because this is not possible, a 
finite set of data has to be used. Mathematically, this appears as an abrupt change from 
some sampled data value to an infinite number of zeros. This has the effect of amplifying the 
noise. If a window function is applied to the data, this abrupt change is smoothed. As a 
result, the noise level is decreased. Figure 4.2 shows the plot of a PSD which contains noise 
and is not ideally sampled. 
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Figure 4.2. Effects of Noise and Sampling on PSD 

In the implementation of an FFT algorithm there are no assumptions about the structure of 
the signal. In other words, the FFT can be applied to any type of signal. There are other 
frequency estimation methods, on the other hand, which can take advantage of the 
knowledge of the signal's structure. The next section discusses one of these methods called 
the auto regressive or AR method. 

4.1.2 AR Modal Estimation 

In general, a discrete-time process can be well approximated by a time series or rational 
transfer function model [Kay, 1988]. If the process is modeled as an AR process of order p, 
the sampled data x[n] can be represented by the recursive difference relation 

*[«] = - Zaik]x[n-k]+u[n] 
k=l 

(4..1) 

where the coefficients a[k] are estimated from the sampled data. Taking the Z-transform of 
(4.1) yields the transfer function 

X(z)      1 
U(z)    P(z) 

(4..2) 

where 

P(z)= 1+ Ia[*]z-* = l+a[l]z-1 + a[2]z-2 + amz-3+-+a[p]z-P (4.3) 
k=l 

If the signal is composed of 2p complex sinusoids plus white Gaussian noise, then x can be 
written as 
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x[n] = ^Akexp(j2rfkn)+Alexp(-j2*fkn) + v[n] n=X 2, 3, -, N      (4.4) 
*=i 

where 

N is the number of data samples, 
Ak and Ah are complex conjugate amplitudes, 

fk = -7T-*— are the normalized sinusoidal frequencies 
fsamp 

and 
v[n] is the noise. 

As a result, z, in Equation (4.3) is found by 

z = exp(j2nfk). (4.5) 

From the estimated a[k] in (4.1) the roots of P(z) are found from (4.3). The poles are in 
complex conjugate pairs and lie on a unit circle at angles corresponding to the sinusoidal 
frequencies fa found in (4.4) as illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3. Relationship between Signal Frequency and Transfer Function Poles. 

It should be noted that this technique directly estimates the frequencies fa, therefore it does 
not depend on the modal frequencies being multiples of the frequency bins. 

Ideally for the case where there is no noise and the signal is perfectly modeled by (4.4), the 
signal is assumed to be composed of 2p sinusoids. This means that each pole of (4.2) lies 
exactly on the unit circle at the exact angle of 2*/&. 

For the non-ideal case, however, there is noise and the signal can not be perfectly modeled by 
(4.4). To take into account the noise, a higher order model than 2p is used. This allows for 
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the power contained in the noise to be spread among the non-modal frequencies. The poles of 
(4.2) corresponding to the modes now lie near the unit circle, while the poles corresponding to 
the noise lie farther away. The angles of the poles are only approximately equal to 2^. As 
the model order is increased, there are more frequencies available for the noise. As a result, 
the poles for the modal frequencies get closer to the unit circle and the angles get closer to 
2nfk. If the model order is too high spurious frequencies might become dominant. Figure 
4.4 illustrates this relationship. 

Model Order = 10 
Number of Sinusoids = 2 

o: roots corresponding to 
the modal frequencies 

+j  ^   x: roots corresponding to 
the noise frequencies 

Figure 4.4. The Pole - Frequency Relationship For a Noisy Sampled Signal 

4.1.3 FFT and AR Method Comparison 

The performance of the FFT and AR methods are dependent on a variety of parameters. The 
FFT gives its best accuracy when the signal frequencies are multiples of the frequency bins. 
Increasing the sample size reduces the width of the bins and as a result, increases the 
accuracy. Computation time, however, increases with the size of the sample. 

The AR method, on the other hand, does not depend on the frequency bin width (or sampling 
rate). Its accuracy increases as the assumed model order is increased. The choice of model 
number is limited to be no larger than the number of samples. Computation time, however, 
increases with an increase in model number because there are more coefficients in (4.1) to be 
computed. 

4.2 Application of Modal Analysis to Spinning Satellites 

The modal analysis methods as described in the last section can be used to determine the 
frequencies associated with a spinning satellite and to determine its attitude. In order to 
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employ these methods a dynamical model must be assumed for the satellite and some type of 
measurement signal must be taken which oscillates according to this model. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the model that is used. The rotating satellite has two principle 
angular velocities. The first is its spin about an inertially fixed axis co, or its inertial 
nutation rate. The second is its spin about a body axis (üp or its body nutation rate. There 
are no applied torques. 

Phase difference measurements A$ from a GPS receiver mounted on the spinning satellite 
oscillate according to the satellite kinematics. These measurements can be used to compute 
displacement vectors for a GPS antenna which also oscillate with respect to time. The 
frequency estimation techniques can be applied to the displacements. The dominant 
frequencies as found from the FFT or AR methods correspond to the frequencies contained in 
the model. 

After the frequencies are computed, other techniques can be used to determine the elements 
of the attitude matrix. These methods either use the kinematic model directly or use the 
amplitudes of the PSD spikes. This section describes a model of a spinning satellite and the 
application of the frequency and amplitude estimation methods to it. 

4.2.1 Derivation of the Observation 

The observation is found by reducing the raw measurement. In this case the raw 
measurements are the phase difference measurements of two GPS antennas and the 
observations are the displacement vectors of one antenna called the slave with respect to 
another antenna called the master. 

The phase difference measurements to n satellites are modeled as 
A<f> = Hr+k (46) 

where 

H = 

el 

eT e2 

f 
i= X 2, 3, —, n (4.7) 

n is the number of satellites, r is the displacement vector of the slave antenna, and k is an 
integer ambiguity. The superscript L means that the line-of-sight vectors are expressed in 
some local frame such as an orbital frame. Differencing the A<|> measurements at time tm 

from the measurements at the initial time t0 yields 

y(tm) = A<l>{tm)-Ai,(to) = mT(tm)-T(to)]^m6r(tm) (4.8) 
where m is the number of measurement epochs and dr is the displacement vector [Cohen, 
1992]. Solving for dr results in 
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Figure 4.5. Components of the Kinematic Model 
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dr^(fm) = (HrH)-1HV«) (4.9) 

4.2J2 Derivation of the Kinematic Model 

The displacement vector can also be related to the attitude and angular velocities of the 
satellite. Let HCB be the rotation matrix of the slave antenna's coordinates from a body fixed 
system to an inertially fixed angular momentum system and define the antenna's body fixed 
coordinates to be 

\d' 

rB = 0 (4.10) 

where d is the distance of the antenna from the body spin axis. Expanding HCB to show the 
satellite angular velocities and multiplying by r5 yields 

~c<pcX-cds<psX~ 

rH=HcB(t   )TB=d ccpsX + cOsqsX 

where ,=vm. 

and 6 is the nutation angle. 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Let   C   be the rotation matrix from the angular momentum system to the local system, i.e. 
the attitude matrix.   At any measurement epoch the antenna's displacement is 

^(t.ycPF&it.y'&My. (4.i4) 
Expanding (4.14) yields 

au(c<pcA, - cBsysX -1)+an (cqjsA,+cBsqisX)+a13s8sq>" 

^(«pcX-cösqjsX- ij+a^lc^sX+cQs^+a^sQs^ (4.15) 
.°3i (cyck - cQsysX -l)+a32 (cqjsX + cÖsqisX)+a^sescp 

where the a,y are the elements of the attitude matrix LCR. 

drL(tm) = d 

Applying the frequency estimation methods to the observations as computed by (4.9) yields 
the frequency components of (4.15). Knowing the frequencies, the elements of the attitude 
matrix can be found. 

The H matrix in (4.9) is composed of line-of-sight vectors as shown in (4.7). This matrix 
changes with respect to time due to the orbital motion of both the spinning vehicle and the 
GPS satellite. This motion, however, is very small compared to the spinning of the satellite. 
As a result, it is treated as a fixed matrix in the application of the algorithms. 
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4.2.8 Application of Frequency Estimation Techniques to the Spinning Satellite 

Model 

There are four frequencies that are contained in (4.15): 
1) /o = 0 is a dc component corresponding to the constant, 

2) fd = fl-fp, 

where // = || and fp=-£, 

3) fp, 
2* 

and 

4)   f8 = fl + fp. 

Applying an FFT algorithm to observations computed in (4.9) yields a PSD with spikes at 
these four frequencies. Figure 4.1 shows an ideal PSD with four frequency spikes. From this 
plot it can be seen that fp= 0.2 Hz and fi = 0.25 Hz. Applying the AR method to (4.9) yields 
four pairs of complex roots of (4.2). The positive angles on the unit circle are 

2xfo      2icfd     2itfp      ^   2nf8 and 
' samp     I samp     I samp 'samp 

4.2.4 Attitude Estimation: Method I 

The first technique for attitude estimation involves computing the elements of the attitude 
matrix directly from a fit of the observations to the kinematics. The steps involved are: 

1) Collect a batch of data and apply (4.9) to get dr(*m), m= 1, 2, 3,. .. N, where N is 
the number of measurement times; 

2) Estimate the four frequencies using either the FFT or AR method; 
3) Using these estimated frequencies accumulate the 5xN matrix 

~cyck-l~ 
s<psX 

cqjsX 

scpcX 

scp 

(4.16) 

where q> and X are found by Equations 4.12 and 4.13, respectively, at each 
measurement time; 

4)   Divide (4.15) into a product of the unknown elements multiplied by (4.16) yielding 
'cqxzX -1" 

dr(*m) = d 

Oj2 -anC0 a12 °12c^ 013SÖ 

a21 ~a21c^ 022 022c# 023s# 

°31 -OQicO 032 C32cö O33SÖ 

c<psX 

8<pcX 

s<p 

(4.17) 

and 
5)   Apply a least squares solution to determine the unknown attitude matrix elements 

djj and nutation angle 6. 
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4.2.5 Attitude Estimation: Method II & III 

Both methods II and III determine the elements of the attitude matrix LCH from the 
amplitudes of the spikes in a PSD. The relation of these elements to the attitude matrix can 
be seen by taking the Fourier transform of row 1 of (4.15), i.e., the dx component of dr. This 
yields 

3(dx) = 8(s+/s)-(fln + aucQ+w12 + iancQ) 

+ 8(s "/•) ^(«II + %c6 - »12 - wnc6) 

+Ks+fd)j («ii -«iice-wu+wnce) 

+ 8(5 ~fd) 4(111 - «IICO+«u - iancQ) 

«/    ,\.l (4-18) 
+ B(s+fp)l2ausQ 

-tfs-fp)i-a13sB 

-8(s-0)an 

where 3 is the Fourier transform operator, 8 is the delta function, and i = if-i. The Fourier 
transform is also applied to rows 2 and 3 of (4.15). The coefficients of the delta functions can 
then be grouped according to frequency to obtain 

"hi/ 

(1- 

an 

-ce)^ KZ?2 

(n 

4 

«,3*9 
2 

■<*Uafi+ah 
_ 4 

/ = 1,2,3 (4.19) H 

H. 
where the |y4t|;. are the amplitudes of the PSD spikes and j corresponds to the three rows of 
(4.15) and to the three rows of LCH . 

In method II the amplitudes of the PSD spikes are estimated directly from the FFT of the 
data. In method III the amplitudes of the PSD spikes are computed from (4.4) 

p 

xin] = ^AkexpU2ifkn)+Alexp(.-j2vfkn) + v[n] n=X 2, 3, •••, N. 
A=l 

Knowing the four frequencies fk and using the sampled data x[n], a least squares algorithm 
can be applied to estimate Ak. Then Equation (4.19) can be used to compute a{j and 9. 
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4.3 Spinning Satellite Simulation 

In this section the performance of the frequency and attitude estimation algorithms is 
evaluated using a computer simulation of a spinning satellite. Phase difference 
measurements are simulated from the known locations of two GPS antennas. The true 
attitude matrix is computed from the known orientation of the angular momentum axis. 
This axis is fixed in time because there are no applied torques to the spinning satellite. The 
satellite also nutates about this axis at a fixed angle 8. The GPS satellites are held 
motionless in the sky. Therefore, the H matrix remains constant 

The phase difference measurements are simulated by propagating the satellite according to 
the kinematic model. Given an inertial spin rate / about the instantaneous rotation axis 
and a set of principle moments of inertia, the inertial nutation rate and body nutation rate 
are found from 

f2=ff + f2
P+2fpfiCOsQ and fp = V '^ fh P        IxB 

At each epoch tm a A<|> measurement is generated from the truth. Noise is added on to A<j> to 
simulate actual GPS measurements. From each ty(tm) a corresponding dr(fm) is found. 
Both the FFT and AR methods are applied to dr to determine the four frequencies described 
in section 4.2.3. The attitude determination methods I, II, and III are applied to compute 
LCH and 9. 

4.3.1 Simulation Results: Frequency 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the results of the algorithms using two difference nutation angles. 
The inertial spin rate / about the instantaneous rotation axis is 3.1234 Hz and the sample 
frequency is 3 Hz. The cases which are investigated involve the case with no noise and ideal 
sampling, the case with noise and with ideal sampling, the case with no noise but with non- 
ideal sampling, and the case with both noise and sampling effects. 
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Table 4.1. Frequency Estimation with 9 = 19.75° 

| Actual Ideal Noise fsamD Both 

fp FFT .2000 .2000 .2000 .2001 .2000 

AR .2000 .2000 .2001 .2000 .2002 

fi FFT .2500 .2500 .2500 .2503 .2503 

AR .2500 .2500 .2499 .2500 .2498 

fp+fi FFT .4500 .4500 .4500 .4504 .4504 

AR .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 .4500 

fp-fi FFT .0500 .0500 .0500 .0503 .0502 

AR     I .0500 .0500 .0498 .0500      1 .0497 

Table 4.2. Frequency Estimation with 6 = 5° 

Actual Ideal Noise isamo Both 
fp         FFT 

.2201 .2201 .2201 .2198 .2199 
AR 

.2201 .2201 .2205 .2201 .2204 
fi          FFT 

.2325 .2325 .2325 .2328 .2330 
AR 

.2325 .2325 .2321 .2325 .2322 
fp+fj      FFT 

.4526 .4526 .4526 .4529 .4529 
AR 

.4526 .4526 .4526 .4526 .4526 
fp-fi       FFT 

.0125 .0125 .2199 .0100 .0098 
AR 

.0125 .0125 .0117 .0125 .0117 

The AR method performs slightly better than the FFT. For the best results a model order of 
at least 15 must be used. At the sampling frequency of 3 Hz, the FFT method requires about 
300 samples for a good degree of accuracy while the AR method only needs 150 samples. 
Larger nutation angles produced larger modal amplitudes. Both methods performed the best 
for the signals with the highest amplitudes. The effects of non-ideal sampling do not alter 
the AR results at all. 
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4.3.2 Simulation Results: Attitude Determination 

The results using method I were highly dependent on having a high level of accuracy from 
the frequency estimation. Like the estimation of frequency, the accuracies were the best for 
the larger nutation angles. In Equation (4.17) the nutation angle was estimated along with 
the elements of the attitude matrix. If the nutation angle was accurately estimated in some 
other way, the estimation accuracy for the attitude matrix elements increased significantly. 
The accuracy did not, however, improve if the size of the batch was increased over a 
minimum size of about 500 samples. 

The results using method II varied the most. Unlike method I, they were not strongly 
dependent on using a separate nutation angle estimation. A minimum batch size of about 
600 samples was required for good results. 

The results using method III were very dependent on an accurate frequency estimations. 
The accuracy improved as the nutation angle increased. Like method I, the accuracy 
significantly improved if the nutation angle was estimated in some other manner. The 
minimum batch size for good results was about the same as method II. 

4.4 Future Plans 

We plan to continue this research along several avenues. The simulation model will be 
upgraded to include user and GPS satellite orbital motion, external torques due to solar 
pressure and drag, satellite control maneuvers, and realistic GPS satellite visibilities. The 
attitude determination algorithms will also be modified to compensate for the additional 
features. In addition, the use of raw phase data rather than baseline difference vectors as 
the primary observable will be evaluated. 

Another important step will be to test these algorithms on ground test data collected at the 
Naval Research Laboratory during the summer of 1994. The instrumented spin/tilt table 
which will be located at Maryland Point, provides a controlled environment and a "truth" 
reference for dynamic testing. 
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APPENDIX A • Corrections to the Sept. 1993 Final Report to NRL 

Equation 4.15, page 13 

I262 + ©!% (Ii -13) - A^ffii = N2 

IaCba+oojCDa^-Ii) = N3 

Equation A-l, page 78 

C(ei,02,%) = 

COS02COS03 cos62sinÖ3 -sin02 

sinöisinÖ2COSÖ3 - cos0isin03 sinöisinÖ2SinÖ3 + cosöicos% sinÖjcosÖ2 

COSÖ1SÜ1Ö2COSÖ3 + smöjsinÖ3 cosöisinÖ2sinÖ3 - sin&icos03 cosd} cos % 

Equation B-2, page 79: See Section 2.10 above. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the second half of FY93-94 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The specific topics currently under investigation are Kaiman filtering approaches for Earth 
pointing satellites and multipath mitigation in GPS phase observations. 

A bootstrapping algorithm for high accuracy attitude determination using GPS, comprising 
three steps - initialization, baseline estimation, and an attitude Kaiman filter, is successfully 
applied to both simulated and actual flight data from the RADCAL satellite. Results from 
several data sets are presented showing agreement in the baseline and line bias estimates to 
within 5 mm. An attitude point solution method is also implemented to validate the filter 
results. Comparisons between filter and point solution methods are presented. Attitude 
results indicate pitch and roll oscillations which agree to within three percent with the 
frequencies computed based on vehicle mass properties, and an unexpected yaw rate which 
changes unexpectedly in some of the data sets. 

A new multipath correction algorithm is described which makes use of signal to noise ratio 
data to create a GPS differential phase correction profile. This technique is evaluated based 
on both simulated and experimental data collected on a static antenna array. The profiling 
procedure both reduces the overal magnitude of the differential phase errors, and more 
importantly, removes a large portion of the low frequency, time correlated error 
characteristics. 

A set of Kaiman Filter algorithms for incorporating data from both GPS and Fiber Optic 
Gyros onboard a small satellite is described. This work is focused on implementation 
onboard the JAWSAT mission, but could be applied to other similar spacecraft 
configurations. In particular a measurement differencing approach which mitigates 
correlated errors produced by multipath is implemented and evaluated. Results from a 
computer simulation with experimentally based error models, are presented, which show 
performance in the range of 0.03 degrees, 1-c, per axis. 

Suggestions for further improvements and continued research in each of these areas are 
given. 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the second half of FY93-94 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The work is a continuation of research described in the the first technical report for FY93-94 
lAxelrad, Behre, Comp, and Ward, May 16,1994]. 

The overall project encompasses various methods for using GPS to determine the attitude of 
a spacecraft in near Earth orbit. The specific topics covered in this technical report are 
Kaiman filtering approaches for both attitude and baseline estimation, and a new technique 
for multipath mitigation in GPS phase observations. 

The highlights of the technical advances made during the last six months are as follows: 
• Comparison of attitude, baseline, and line bias solutions for several sets of data from 

RADCAL. 
• Development and evaluation of an algorithm which uses receiver signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) to produce a multipath correction profile for differential phase observations. 
• Development of a computer simulation of multipath interference for use in 

understanding the performance of the multipath correction method. 
• Development of a Kaiman filter which integrates GPS and Fiber Optic Gyro 

observations for attitude estimation onboard a small satellite. 

Section 2 summarizes the bootstrapping attitude determination algorithms and presents 
results from both simulated and on-orbit data from the RADCAL satellite. Comparisons 
between results from different data sets are made as means for evaluating the performance 
of the algorithms. Plans for future work in this area are provided. 

Section 3 describes analytical and experimental work performed to characterize and mitigate 
multipath errors in differential phase measurements. The new algorithm is a considerable 
improvement over the methodology described in our previous report. It has been shown to be 
successful using both simulated data, as well as experimental data collected in a highly 
reflective environment. Possible extensions of the technique to real time operation in a 
dynamic environment are discussed as well as opportunities for further accuracy 
improvements. 

Section 4 provides information on research we have done on an integrated GPS/IFOG 
attitude determination Kaiman filter. A measurement differencing technique to enhance the 
performance of the basic filter in the presence of multipath is described, and results from a 
computer simulation are presented and discussed. This work is currently geared toward 
operation on a small satellite, JAWSAT, but could be applied to any spacecraft equipped with 
both GPS and gyros. 

1-1 



2.0 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE ESTIMATION USING GPS 
Lisa M. Ward 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This report describes a sequence of algorithms, which begin with the most basic assumptions 
about the vehicle attitude and ultimately permit the highest accuracy attitude determination 
based on GPS measurements. The sequence begins with an attitude initialization step 
largely unchanged from that suggested in Cohen and Parkinson [1], followed by an extended 
Kaiman estimator for the attitude and line biases, with the option for refinement of baseline 
estimates based on data collected on orbit rather than on the ground. These algorithms have 
been successfully used on both simulated and actual flight data collected onboard RADCAL. 
Because of the lack of another source of attitude information, the accuracy of the actual 
results can only be verified by consistency checks between data sets. 

This section will first present the basic theory behind GPS based attitude determination 
followed by the specific methodology and implementation of each algorithm. Next, we 
describe of how each algorithm contributes to the attitude determination process. The 
results of each algorithm will be presented, and finally, a summary and discussion of future 
work. 

2.2 GPS BASED ATTITUDE DETERMINATION METHODOLOGY 

The theory of GPS based attitude determination has been described in a number of 
references, most notably in Cohen [2]. Here we provide an overview to aid in the discussion 
of our results. 

2.2.1 THE GPS OBSERVABLES 

The fractional difference in carrier phase between two antennas, Acp, forms the principal 

observable for attitude determination using GPS. One antenna is designated as the master 
antenna, and the others are slaves. This phase difference can be expressed by 

A<p = Ar-£ + ß+v (2.1) 

where Ar is the difference in range between the two antennas and a GPS satellite, k is the 
integer number of carrier cycles in the differential range, ß is the hardware line bias, and v is 
the random measurement noise, all expressed in cycles. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the range difference is the projection of the baseline vector, b 
(directed from master to slave), onto the user-to-GPS line of sight vector, e, which gives 

Ar = b • e = |b| cos 8 (2.2) 

If e is expressed in the orbit local reference frame and b is known in the body fixed reference 
frame, the range difference becomes 

Ar = (bB)T*C^. (2.3) 
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In this notation BCL , which is the rotation matrix from the local frame to the body frame, 
represents the attitude of the vehicle. The superscripts on the vectors denote the reference 
frame in which each vector is expressed. Now the observed phase difference is given by 

A<p = (bB)T(BCLeL)-Ä + ß + v< (2.4) 

GPS Satellite 

master 
antenna 

baseline vector 

antenna 

Figure 2.1. GPS Differential Phase Geometry 

The reference frames discussed in this section are shown in Figure 2.2. One is the orbit local 
frame, L, which is centered on the spacecraft and aligned with the radial and orbit normal 
vectors. The other is the body fixed frame, B, which is aligned with the principal axes of the 
spacecraft. 

ORBIT LOCAL 

i 
zenith 

BODY FIXED 

yaw 

Figure 2.2. Reference Frames 

2.2.2 GENERAL GPS BASED ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

Given a minimum number of observations, for example 3 baselines observing 2 satellites, the 
attitude can be solved deterministically. If more measurements are available, the solution 
can be optimized in some way. The general approach is to solve for the attitude matrix, BCL, 
that minimizes the phase difference residuals in the least squares sense. The phase 
difference residual, 8<p^, for baseline i and satellite j is given by 
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&Py =Aq)y-A9y (2.5) 
where Aq>y is the observed phase difference measurement, and A(f>y is the predicted phase 

difference measurement. 

Generally, the entire attitude matrix cannot be solved for directly but can be linearized about 

an a priori estimate,   Co , as follows: 
BCL = SC BC% = (I + 2QX) BC%. (2-6) 

where the transformation matrix, 8C, is expressed in terms of a small correction quaternion, 

5g = [8gx   8q2   8g3 ]T, I is the identity matrix, and Qx is the cross product matrix associated with 

the elements of the vector 5? given by 
0       dq3    -5q2~ 

Qx = -8g3      0       S?i   .   . (2.7) 
5q2    -5?!      0 

The full 4-element correction quaternion 8q is defined by 

8q = q®q_1 (2.8) 

where the symbol ® signifies the quaternion composition operation, c.f. Wertz [3]. 

Substituting Equation 2.6 into Equation 2.4 and expanding leads to the following expression 

for the observed phase difference, 

A<py =(b?)T (BC£ ej) + (bf )T(2QX BCL
0 ej)-V& (2.9) 

where the predicted phase is given by 

Afy = (bf)T(BCjej)-Vß<. (2-10) 

The second term in Equation 9 can be rearranged as follows 

(bf f(2Qx *C* ej) = 2(BC^ e^)TBx6g (2.ll) 

where Bx is the cross product matrix associated with the components of the vector bt. Now 

we can write 
&py=2(BC0

:e^)T  Bx  bq (2.12) 
and solve this equation for the 8g that minimizes the residuals. 

2.2.3 ATTITUDE POINT SOLUTION 

The attitude point solution is an iterative least squares fit to a set of simultaneous 
observations. Since no information about the dynamics of the system is incorporated into the 
solution, the estimates are noisy. However, it does serve as a benchmark against which 
other methods can be compared. 

The approach here is to solve for the state vector which is given by 

x = [&7i   5?2   5g3]
T
j (2.13) 

using the following equation to predict the phase difference: 

A9y = (bf)T(BC^e^)+^-4,.. (2.14) 

In this formulation the line bias is assumed to be known, and k is calculated as follows: 
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Akij = int[(bf f(BC% e^j+ß, -A^ (2.15) 

where the ia£ function rounds to the nearest integer. Then the measurement gradient 
matrix, H = 3(Acp)/3x, is given by 

Hy=2(SC£e}) B? (216) 

for each baseline i and satellite j. 

At each measurement epoch we solve the system of equations H^-6? = 8(py for 5q and 

compute updated quaternion, q+, by composing the correction quaternion with the a priori 

estimate, q~, as follows 

q+ = 6q®q-_ (217) 

The process is repeated until 8q gets sufficiently small. 

2.2.4 ATTITUDE KALMAN FILTER 

A Kaiman filter, by using a dynamical model along with a measurement model, can produce 
a better solution than .the point solution. An extended Kaiman filter based on Lefferts, 
Markley, and Shuster [4] is presented below. 

The state vector in this formulation is given by 

x = [5gj   5q2   8g3|8con   8ü)/2   8<o/3 1Sßx   8ß2   8ß3]
T (218) 

where &?, 8©!, and 8ß represent corrections to the local to body quaternion, the inertial 
angular velocity, and the line biases, respectively. Here the predicted phase difference given 
by 

Afrtf = (bf )T(BC£ e£) + fc -kiji (2 19) 

where k is calculated according to Equation 2.15. 

Consider a measurement on baseline i. The elements of the measurement gradient matrix 
corresponding to the line bias, ßj, is 1. The elements for the quaternion states are calculated 
by the same equation used in the point solution. All other elements are zero. For example, if 
baseline 1 observes satellite,/, then 

HU = 2(BC*e})B- 0   0   0 10   0 (2.20) 

Between measurement epochs, the quaternion and angular velocity states are advanced to 
the current measurement time by numerically integrating the appropriate equations of 
motion. The line biases are assumed to be constant. The covariance matrix is propagated 
forward with the state transition matrix derived from the linearized equations of motion. 
The equations of motion for a gravity gradient gyrostat can be found previous technical 
reports to NRL [5, 6]. 

2.2.5 ATTITUDE INITIALIZATION 
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Since the receiver only measures the fractional part of the phase difference, the range 
difference remains ambiguous until the integer part is resolved. Both the point solution and 
the Kaiman filter require that the attitude, angular velocity, and line biases are known to an 
equivalent uncertainty of 1/4 of a wavelength so that the integers can be resolved directly. 

The batch process presented here is a method of estimating the initial attitude, angular 
velocity, and integer ambiguities for a spacecraft. These values can then be used as starting 
points for the other attitude estimation algorithms. This algorithm is based on the method 
described by Cohen and Parkinson [1]. 

The vehicle is assumed to rotate with a constant angular velocity so that the attitude matrix 
can be represented as 

BCL=C(arf)C(q0) (2.21) 
where the quaternion, q0, represents the attitude of the vehicle with respect to the local 

frame at some initial time, and © is the (assumed) constant angular velocity vector of the 
vehicle with respect to the local frame. This algorithm also assumes that each ambiguity is 
constant; thus, an interval of data is chosen where there are at least 3 visible satellites that 
do not loose lock, or experience a cycle slip. In addition, the time span of the data must be 
short enough so that the angular velocity is approximately constant but long enough to 
obtain adequate information to resolve the ambiguities. 

With an a priori initial attitude and angular velocity, q0 and ö>, respectively, we can 

estimate BCL using the following equation, 
BCL = SC BCL =(I + 0X) C(e»)C(q0). (2.22) 

The vector 9 represents small rotations about the initial estimate of the body axes and is 
given by 

0 = 
"6V 5©! 

662 + 6a>2 

583_ 5©3 

t (2.23) 

and 0X is the cross product matrix associated with the components of 6. 

The state vector is defined as 

x = [SGi   862   863 I 8%   8o2   8G>3 | KH .r (2.24) 
where Ky is the integer, kij, minus the line bias, ßj (i.e. Ky is a floating point number). The 

predicted phase difference for baseline i and satellite j is, 
A<p, = (bf)T(*C*ef). (2.25) 

Then the measurement gradient, Hy, for a single measurement is given by 

(BCLe^)TB*   I (BCLe^)TBff   |  0   •••   0   -1   0   -   0 (2.26) 

The measurement gradient vectors are concatenated into an m by n matrix, H, where m is 
the number of measurements and n is the number of states. The measurement residuals are 
then combined into a m-vector, z, to give 
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z = &<S>iß-Ayiß _ (227) 

Now, to find the best estimate of the corrections solve the system of equations Hx = z for x. 
The small angle corrections are converted to a correction quaternion as follows, 

8g2 = 892/2 

5g3=893/2 (2.28) 

8g4 = Vl-5gf-5g|-6g| 
which is in turn used to update the a priori estimate of q0 according to the quaternion composition 

rule. The angular velocity is updated in the traditional manner by adding the correction to the a 
priori estimate. This batch process is iterated until the corrections become sufficiently small. 

Since the fractional part of each Ky represents the constant differential line bias between the 

two antennas, we can estimate the line bias associated with a baseline i by averaging over all 
satellites j=\...,l, where I is the number of GPS satellites.   Proximity of the fractional 

portions is used as an integrity check of the algorithm. If the unaveraged line biases for each 
baseline are not close to one another, the solution is deemed incorrect. Then another set of 
initial conditions is chosen and the procedure is repeated. 

2.2.6 BASELINE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

To properly estimate the attitude of a spacecraft, the body reference frame (B) must be 
clearly defined, and each of the baselines must be accurately known in this frame. A 
1 centimeter error in antenna coordinates on a 1 meter baseline can result in a pointing error 
of 0.5 degrees. If the GPS antennas are not carefully surveyed prior to launch, some 
assumptions must be made about the relation of the body frame to the antenna array. 
Mechanical drawings of the spacecraft should provide the location of the antennas to within 
several centimeters. Refining these estimates is the purpose of the three-step algorithm 
developed here. First, a sequential filter is used to estimate the line biases, baseline vectors, 
and inertial angular velocity in the local reference frame. Next, the body fixed frame is 
defined by two of the local baselines, and all three baselines are transformed from the local 
frame to the body frame. Finally, the baseline coordinates in the body frame are averaged 
over time to obtain the best estimate. This method is similar to that presented in Axelrad 
and Ward [7]. 

The 15 element state vector for the sequential filter is given by 

x = [(8b{-)T   (5b£)T   (8b|-)T 15©^   800k   ScofglSßi   5ß2   6ß3]
T

)       (229) 

and the phase measurement prediction is 
A^j = (ejf bf+ß,-4,. (230) 

where k is calculated according to Equation 2.15. 
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Consider a measurement on baseline i observing satellite j. The elements of the 
measurement gradient matrix for baseline i are the elements of the line of sight vector e^. 

The element corresponding to the line bias, ßj, is 1. All other elements are zero. For 
example, if baseline 1 observes satellite./, then 

Hy=[<eJ)T   ÖT   ÖT|0   0   0|1  0   0]. (2.31) 

The dynamic model in the filter is given by 

= ©fxbL 
rdhL^ 

dt 
'da>^ 

dt 
0 (2.32) 

where both b and coi (the angular velocity of the body frame with respect to the inertial 
frame) are expressed in local coordinates. Furthermore, b8 is assumed to be fixed. 

After the baselines have been estimated in the local frame, the body frame is defined as 
follows: 

3B 
L_*2 7L_ bfxbf- 

U is 
N-xbi" 

ki^ifixji; (2.33) 

Figure 2.3 illustrates this definition of the body frame. 

kB: 

byf 

/   h2 
--► JB 

b\ 

Figure 2.3. Definition of the Body Fixed Frame 

Defining the body frame in this way makes use of the information that the baselines are fixed 
relative to one another. However, this definition assumes that the GPS antenna baselines describe 
the body frame of interest, which may not necessarily be the case. More likely, a body frame based 
on some other reference, such as the principal axes, is sought. This means that baselines must be 
related to the body frame of interest in some way. What we have done here is to simply assume that 
the baselines are aligned with the principal axes. A more rigorous method of developing this 
relationship is discussed under future work. 

The estimate of the local to body transformation matrix is computed at each measurement epoch 
with the equation 
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>, \T 

BriL &- = 

Pi) 

(«)■ 

(2.34) 

and the estimated local baselines are transformed to the body frame. Since the baseline 
vectors in the body frame should remain constant, their coordinates can be averaged over 
time to obtain the best estimate. 

2.3 BOOTSTRAPPING PROCESS 

Assume the baselines, line biases, integer ambiguities, and attitude of a spacecraft are 
unknown. To begin the attitude estimation process, a rough estimate of both vehicle attitude 
and antenna locations are needed. Broad assumptions can be made about the attitude of a 
spacecraft based on vehicle design and/or GPS satellite visibility. For example, a gravity 
gradient satellite would most likely be nadir pointing. Checking received GPS signal 
strength could verify this assumption and provide additional attitude information. To 
determine the antenna locations in the spacecraft body frame, [2] developed a static self- 
survey algorithm to provide baseline and bias estimates to an accuracy of several 
millimeters. Without the self-survey, however, we must rely on a mechanical drawing of the 
spacecraft which should provide the location of antennas to within several centimeters. 

The ad hoc attitude and baseline estimates described above are sufficient to start the 
bootstrapping process. First, the attitude initialization algorithm is employed to improve the 
a priori estimate of the initial attitude to within 5 degrees. With accurate baselines, enough 
information is now available to apply the attitude Kaiman Filter with accurate results. 
However, if the baselines are not well known, the baseline estimator is used to improve the 
knowledge of the relative antenna coordinates and the line biases before running the attitude 
filter. 

For a highly accurate attitude solution, the point solution would not be used directly in the 
bootstrapping process. However, it can provide valuable information about measurement 
and process noise in the data. Table 2.1 lists the input requirements and expected 
performance of each algorithm. 
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Table 2.1. Bootstrapping Algorithm Requirements and Performance 

Parameter 
Input 

Reauirements 
Output 

Performance 
Initial Attitude Determination 

attitude 
baselines 

unknown 
2 cm 

5 deg 
n/a 

line biases no knowledge 1/4 cvcle 
Rnsflline Estimator 

attitude 
baselines 

5 deg 
2 cm 

n/a 
5mm 

line biases 1/4 cvcle 0.03 cycles 
Attitude Kaiman Filter 

attitude 
baselines 

5 deg 
5mm 

0.2 deg 
n/a . 

line biases 1/4 cvcle 0.03 cycles 
Point Solution 

attitude 
baselines 
line biases 

5 deg 
5 Tnm 

1/4 cycle 

1.0 deg 
n/a 
n/a 

2.4 RESULTS 

2.4.1 RADCAL DATA 

The Air Force RADCAL satellite is the first known spacecraft to demonstrate the operation of 
attitude determination using GPS [8]. RADCAL is a gravity gradient stabilized satellite in a 
circular, polar orbit at an altitude of 815 kilometers. The main body of the spacecraft is 
about 76 centimeters in diameter with a 6 meter boom. Four GPS antennas are mounted on 
the zenith face of the main body and canted outward 17.5 degrees. A Trimble Quadrex 
receiver collects the raw differential carrier phase data which is transmitted to the ground 
for attitude post-processing. GPS receiver data collected on board RADCAL are posted on 
the TECNET. RADCAL navigation solutions which have been corrected for Selective 
Availability are also on the TECNET. With the help of Bill Feess and Robert Smith of 
Aerospace Corporation we have obtained access to the TECNET and can download RADCAL 
data to a local computer. In addition, with Dave Starr's assistance, we have obtained the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory's precise GPS orbits via anonymous FTP. 

2.4.2 SIMULATED DATA 

A FORTRAN simulation modeling a spacecraft using GPS for attitude determination has 
been developed. The simulation generates GPS differential phase measurements and user- 
to-GPS line of sight data for the purpose of testing these algorithms. The attitude dynamics 
of the user satellite are based on a gravity gradient satellite (either with or without a 
spinning wheel). The user satellite orbit dynamics are based on a two-body orbit with oblate 
Earth perturbations. The position and velocity of the GPS satellites are calculated using a 
simpler model which includes only two-body effects. After the true range difference between 
antennas is calculated, the measurement error, modeled as a discrete first order Markov 

process, is added. 
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2.4.3 ATTITUDE INITIALIZATION RESULTS 

A number of data sets have been processed and analyzed. The RADCAL data used to 
produce the results presented below was collected on day 160 of this year (9 June 1994). The 
data starts at noon and spans almost 18 hours. The a priori yaw, roll, and pitch for the 
Attitude Initialization were all chosen to be zero. The a priori values for the angular velocity 
and line biases were also set to zero. The baseline vectors were fixed to the values reported 
in [9] which are based on the vehicle mechanical drawings. Using a 10 minute span of data, 
the algorithm converged to an attitude solution in 15 iterations. The results are reported in 
Table 2.2. The standard deviation (STD) of the line bias estimates is also given. 

Table 2.2. Attitude Initialization Results 
RADCAL - Day 160 

Euler Angles 
(dee) 

Angular Velocity 
(deg/sec) 

Line Biases 
(cycles) 

Line Bias STD 
(cycles) 

yaw:       -163.9 
roll:            -4.0 
pitch:           5.3 

a>n:   -0.86 xlO'3 

(üI2:   -0.19 xlO"3 

G>13:     1.13xl0-3 

ßi:      0.66 
ßV      0.46 
ß3:      0.37 

Oi:      0.09 
c2:      0.10 
c3:      0.06 

2.4.4 ATTITUDE KALMAN FILTER RESULTS 

The initial attitude estimated above was used to start the Attitude Kaiman Filter. The 
standard deviation of the measurement noise was assumed to be 1 centimeter. A small 
process noise was chosen corresponding to a change in the quaternion of 0.001 over a 1 
second interval. Differential phase measurements with signal-to-noise ratios of less that 3 
AMU were screened out of filter solution. Refinement of these input values is still in 
progress. 

The attitude solutions are shown in Figure 2.4, and they are typical of the results obtained 
with other data sets. The l-o uncertainties reported by the Kaiman filter are less than 0.2 
degrees for yaw, roll, and pitch angles. The 1-a uncertainties in each of the angular 
velocities is less than 1.2 xlO'3 degrees/second. Figure 2.5 shows the line biases. Although, 
they take almost one hour to converge, the estimates remain constant for the remainder of 
the run, as expected. 

2.4.5 ATTITUDE POINT SOLUTION RESULTS 

The initial attitude estimated above, was used to initialize the point solution algorithm. The 
line biases were fixed to the estimates calculated in the Kaiman filter. Again, measurements 
with signal-to-noise ratios of less than 3 AMU were excluded from the solution. The results 
are shown in Figure 2.6. Although the point solutions are noisier than the filter solutions, 
they are qualitatively similar. The attitude difference resulting from subtracting the point 

Amplitude Measurement Unit. Corresponds to the amplitude of recovered carrier in a 
bandwidth of lKHz. 
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solutions from the filter solutions is shown in Figure 2.7. The RMS of these differences is 
0.81 degrees for yaw, 0.72 degrees for roll, and 0.79 degrees for pitch. 

2.4.6 BASELINE ESTIMATION RESULTS 

Since baselines 1 and 2 were used to define the rotation matrix from body to local 
coordinates, we look at the results for baseline 3 as an indication of how well the algorithm 
works. Figure 2.8 shows the estimated body frame coordinates of baseline 3. As expected the 
average of each coordinate remains constant. 

2.4.7 ADDITIONAL RESULTS - DAY 189 

The most recently processed data set was collected on Day 189 (8 July 1994). Figures 2.9 and 
2.10 show the Euler angle and line bias estimates from attitude filter. One difference 
between these results and previous ones is the 5 hour period where the yaw angle is 
constant. Reasons for this type of motion are under investigation. 

We note that the attitude initialization algorithm did not work as expected on this particular 
data set. Although the initial attitude converged to a reasonable answer, the line biases were 
inconsistent. Perhaps there was not enough motion observed to resolve the integers. To 
work around this problem, we used the line bias attitude filter estimates from Day 160. This 
approach produced the results shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. Using this approach to 
initialize the point solution algorithm also produced similar results. The RMS of the attitude 
difference between the point and filter solutions is less than 0.6 degrees for each angle. 
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Figure 2.4. Attitude Kaiman Filter Euler Angles 
RADCAL - Day 160 
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Figure 2.5. Attitude Kaiman Filter Line Biases 
RADCAL - Day 160 
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Figure 2.6. Attitude Point Solution Results 
RADCAL - Day 160 
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Figure 2.7. Point vs. Filter Attitude Difference 
RADCAL - Day 160 
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Figure 2.8. Baseline Estimation Results 
Baseline 3 Coordinates in the Body Frame 
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Figure 2.9. Attitude Kaiman Filter Euler Angles 
RADCAL - Day 189 
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Figure 2.10. Attitude Kaiman Filter line Biases 
RADCAL - Day 189 
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2.4.8 DISCUSSION 

Currently, there is no external "truth" against which to compare the RADCAL attitude 
solutions. We can, however, compare results from different methods and/or different data 
sets to obtain a measure of quality. Furthermore, evaluating the consistency between data 
sets of relatively fixed parameters, such as baselines and line biases, provides a measure of 

accuracy. 

The expected natural pitch and roll frequencies for a gravity gradient satellite with 
RADCAL's moments of inertia, I, and orbital motion, n, can be calculated with the following 

equations: 
(2.35) ap = thJS(I2-Ii)/h 

e>r =n^/4(73-/1)/72 

The observed frequencies can be determined by taking a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the 
RADCAL attitude solutions. From Figure 2.11, which shows an FFT of the pitch angle for 
day 160, it is clear that most of the power is concentrated at the natural frequency (-1.7 xlO" 
3 rad/sec), with very little power at the orbital frequency (- 1.03 xlO'3 rad/sec). The results 
of both methods are compiled in Table 2.3. The expected periods of the pitch and roll motions 
agree with the observed periods to within 2.7 percent. 

4.5 
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0.5 
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Figure 2.11 FFT of Pitch Angle 
RADCAL - Day 160 
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Table 2.3. RADCAL Pitch and Roll Periods 

Expected (min) Day 160 FFT (min) 
pitch period 
roll period 

60.85 
52.47 

60.22 
53.90 

Table 2.4 contains the Baseline Estimator results for days 107,160, and 189. The maximum 
difference between these coordinates is 3 millimeters. Also included in Table 2.4 are the 
estimates obtained from the mechanical drawings. The maximum difference between the 
mechanical drawings and any of the Baseline Estimator results is 12 millimeters. 

Table 2.4. Baseline Vector Estimates in meters 

Baselines Day 107 Day 160 Day 189 Mechanical 

1 
X 

y 
z 

0.0 
0.306 
0.310 

0.0 
0.303 
0.308 

0.0 
0.304 
0.309 

0.0 
0.313 
0.313 

2 
X 

y 
z 

0.0 
0.616 
0.0 

0.0 
0.614 
0.0 

0.0 
0.615 
0.0 

0.0 
0.626 
0.0 

3 
X 

y 
z 

-0.003 
0.309 

-0.310 

-0.005 
0.307 

-0.309 

-0.004 
0.308 

-0.309 

0.0 
0.313 

-0.313 

In Table 2.5 we also compare the line bias results from both the Baseline Estimator (BE) and 
Attitude Kaiman Filter (AKF). The largest maximum difference, which occurs on line bias 2, 
is 0.026 cycles or 5 millimeters. 

Table 2.5. Line Bias Estimates in cycles 

Line 
Bias 

Day 
AKF 

107 
BE 

Day 
AKF 

160 
BE 

Day 
AKF 

189 
BE 

ßl 
ß2 
ß3 

0.8909 
0.4954 
0.1611 

0.8992 
0.4859 
0.1668 

0.8995 
0.5005 
0.1673 

0.8925 
0.5013 
0.1727 

0.9008 
0.4967 
0.1608 

0.9030 
0.4751 
0.1668 

2.5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In summary, this section described a methodology for attitude determination onboard a 
gravity gradient stabilized near-Earth satellite using GPS. We have presented a sequence of 
algorithms ~ attitude initialization, attitude point solution, attitude Kaiman Filter, and on- 
orbit baseline estimation, which have been successfully applied to both simulated and actual 
flight data collected onboard the Air Force RADCAL satellite. Each algorithm represents 
increasing requirements for a priori knowledge of the vehicle state and dynamics, which 
consequently, improves output accuracies. The accuracy of the final attitude estimates, 
based on data from RADCAL is assessed to be at the level of 15 arc minutes. 

The work still to be addressed falls into two main categories: improving robustness and 
improving accuracy.   Robustness issues include evaluating the convergence region of the 
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attitude initialization algorithm. More specifically, we will determine how much motion is 
needed to resolve the integers, and how much change in angular velocity can be tolerated. 
We will also develop an automated data selection process which takes these factors into 

account. 

To increase the accuracy of the baseline estimation process, we plan to combine the attitude 
and baseline filters into one comprehensive package. One approach we are considering is to 
estimate corrections to the baselines in the attitude filter. Another approach would be to 
pass the current estimate of the attitude into the baseline estimator to ensure that the most 
accurate attitude information is used. In the same manner, baseline information could be 
passed back to the attitude filter to allow for flexing baselines. 

We will also investigate how unmodeled torques affect the accuracy of the attitude filter by 
first identifying significant perturbations and including them in the simulation. Errors in 
the attitude solution resulting from these perturbations should be easily quantifiable. We 
will also determine which perturbations, if any, should be added to the attitude filter 
dynamics to obtain the required performance. 
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3.0 MULTIPATH CORRECTION 
Christopher J. Comp 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

High precision measurements of the GPS L-Band carrier phase have been used for a wide 
variety of surveying applications ranging from worldwide geodetic networks to kinematic 
survey on both land and sea. More recently, attitude determination systems based on the 
carrier phase observable have been developed and demonstrated on land [1], sea [2], air 
[3,4], and in space [5,6]. The key observable in each of these systems is the difference in 
the received phase measured by two antennas to a single satellite, known as the differential 
phase. When two separate receivers are used to track the two antennas, as is the case in 
a survey application or in some attitude determination systems [c.f. 1,2,4], the difference 
between differential phase measurements for two satellites (double difference) is used as the 
observable. This eliminates the effect of the different receiver clocks on the observations. 

The limiting factor on performance in almost all attitude determination applications 
has been identified as multipath. Similarly, in some high precision surveying environments, 
multipath appears to be the dominant error source. Multipath is the corruption of the 
direct GPS signal by one or more signals reflected from the local surroundings. Figure 
3.1 shows an example of differential phase residuals between two fixed antennas. The 
structured oscillations are characteristic of multipath interference. The residual data has the 
first order GPS satellite motion removed, leaving the multipath and receiver measurement 
noise. In this particular set of data, the multipath produced peak errors of 8 millimeters 
with low frequency components. Uncorrected, these measurement errors would produce 
corresponding attitude errors at the level of 8 milliradians (0.46 degrees) for a 1 meter 
antenna baseline length. 

Figure 3.1: Differential phase data for a 1 meter patch antenna baseline. The data was 
collected May 24, 1994, V3*^1 a Trimble Vector attitude receiver. The horizontal axis is time 
in minutes, the vertical axis is differential phase residual in millimeters. 

The topic of multipath mitigation in GPS phase measurements has received considerable 
attention in the literature. Several researchers have recommended various means of devising 
maps of the multipath environment surrounding an antenna. These maps provide multipath 
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corrections for each satellite signal as a function of its azimuth and elevation. Hajj [7] 
at JPL developed a simulator specifically for spacecraft multipath characterization. This 
software package has been used to predict the multipath characteristics on board TOPEX 
and other satellites. Cohen and Parkinson [8,9] at Stanford University compiled a multipath 
map based on experimental results. By tracking all satellites in view for 24 hours, they 
compiled a set of differential phase data to which a spherical harmonic model was adjusted. 
Clark [10] at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center suggested that phase and amplitude 
data could be useful to make a holographic map of the multipath environment, but the 
receivers he had access to at the time did not provide sufficient amplitude resolution. The 
limitation of these approaches is that they only work well if the antenna environment remains 
constant. While it has been widely demonstrated that code multipath is highly repeatable, 
our experiments have shown (unintentionally) that phase multipath is quite sensitive to 
even small environmental changes. 

Other researchers have investigated the use of the data itself to identify or correct 
multipath. Georgiadou and Kleusberg [11] describe methods for identifying the presence 
of multipath by looking at the difference between LI and L2 phase observations. Their 
technique could possibly be used to reduce multipath errors in an attitude determination 
system, but it does require dual frequency capability. 

The approach described here overcomes many of the shortcomings of previously recom- 
mended techniques. It utilizes the ratio of the amplitude of the recovered carrier signal to 
the noise ratio (SNR) and the known antenna gain pattern to create a multipath correc- 
tion profile. Thus, a new correction profile is generated for each data set, eliminating the 
requirement that the environment remain unchanged. The technique has been successfully 
used in a post processing mode on data collected during static ground tests with the Trimble 
Vector receiver. 

Section 3.2 provides background theory and Section 3.3 details the multipath profiling 
procedure. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe the ground tests and results for a static antenna 
array. Section 3.6 contains a discussion of the results. Section 3.7 suggests applications and 
future enhancements of the proposed methodology. 

3.2 MULTIPATH THEORY 

The GPS 1575.42 MHz carrier signal is biphase modulated with the C/A and P-codes. 
The typical modern receiver downconverts the received signal to an IF frequency, and dig- 
itally samples to produce in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components. It then aligns the 
received signal with a locally generated replica using a delay lock loop (DLL). The output 
of the punctual correlator is the recovered carrier signal. The standard definition of the 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) has the recovered carrier power as the numerator and the noise 
power as the denominator. The SNR is an indication of the magnitude of the recovered 
carrier signal. The SNR is affected by correlator performance, antenna gain characteristics, 
and multipath. 
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The recovered IF signal, consisting of both direct and multipath components, serves as 
one input to a phase-lock loop (PLL). The other input to the PLL is a local replica of the 
carrier generated by an NCO. In a standard receiver, the output frequency of the NCO is 
controlled so as to make the local signal align with the received signal. Thus, when the PLL 
first achieves frequency lock between the local and incoming signals, a phase comparator 
can measure the fractional phase difference of the two signals - this is the phase offset. 
Thereafter, subsequent commands to the NCO essentially keep track of changes in this 
phase difference. This value is what we refer to as the phase of the signal, but is more 
accurately described as accumulated doppler. 

The Trimble Vector receiver provides a comparable measurement in a somewhat different 
manner. The signal from the antenna designated as the master is used to control the NCO 
in the PLL. The phase measurement reported for the master corresponds to that described 
above. The slave antennas, on the other hand, only report the phase difference between the 
signal coming from the slave and the signal generated by locking to the master signal. Hence, 
the channel directly outputs the phase difference between the each slave and the master 
antenna. The Trimble Vector receiver measures the amplitude of the recovered carrier 
within the channel bandwidth. This amplitude is reported separately for each antenna as 
the SNR in Trimble Amplitude Units (AMU). In keeping with the measurements, we will 
use SNR to mean an amplitude ratio rather than the more common power ratio. 

^>rrt=fneasi*reci phase 
<p=a"irect signal phase 
&Q=mttltipath phase error 

mt4.ltipa.th 

Figure 3.2: Phasor diagram. Depicts the relationship between the composite, direct, and 
multipath signals. The horizontal and vertical axes represent the in-phase and quadrature 
phasor components, respectively. 

A phasor diagram such as that in Figure 3.2 is a useful way to represent the relationship 
between the direct signal, one or more multipath signals, and the composite signal which 
is tracked by the PLL. Each signal is represented by a complex number r = Ae^, where A 
is the amplitude of the signal, and 6 is the phase. In addition to reporting the phase of the 
composite signal 6C, the PLL also reports the amplitude of the composite signal Ac, as the 
signal to noise ratio. 

Ac   =   SNR (3-D 

The direct signal is modeled as rj = Ade^ei, where the amplitude Ad is the product of two 
factors, one constant and the other a function of the antenna gain pattern and the azimuth 
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and elevation of the satellite as seen by the antenna. 

Ad   =   A0A(antgain, az, el) = A0Aa (3.2) 

Each multipath signal is modeled as r,- = Ai^$d+^\ with Ai = a,40, where a, is the ratio 
of the multipath amplitude to the constant part of the direct signal amplitude, and /?, is 
the phase of the multipath signal relative to the direct. Generally, a, = 4^ < 0.1. 

The composite signal can be written as: 

rc   =   rd + J2r{ 
i 

=   [AoAaW6-+ 'E<*iAoeHe<+ßi) (3.3) 

where i is summed over all multipath signals present. The composite signal, that which is 
truly tracked in the receiver PLL, has magnitude: 

Ac = J(A0Aa + £ a,A cos(#))2 + (£ a,A0 sin(#))2 (3.4) 

which is expressed in the form of the SNR by the receiver.   The difference in the phase 
between the composite and direct phasors, or the phase error, is given by: 

Y^<ZiA0sm(ßi) 

tan(S6)    =    i——  (3.5) 
A0Aa + 2^ <*%A0 cos(A) 

i 

For small a,- the magnitude and phase error expressions can be approximated as follows: 

Ac    RJ    \ A0Aa) 

Y^CtiAoCOsißi) 

AQAQ 
(3.6) 

and 

J2 aiAo sm(ßi) 
se « 

A0Aa + 53 aiAo cos (ft) 
i 

£3a,-A0sin(#) 

(3.7) 

As an example, we now look at the direct signal plus a single multipath component, as 
displayed in Figure 3.2. For the moment, assume that the amplitudes of both the direct and 
multipath signals are constant. The changes in relative phase of the multipath component 
due to satellite motion can be seen to produce changes in the amplitude of the resultant, 
and hence in the SNR. The amplitude is maximized when ß =0, and minimized when 
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/3-180 degrees. As ß increases, the multipath phasor rotates around the tip of the direct 
producing an oscillation in the phase error and the SNR. The maximum phase error occurs 
when ß =90 or 270, and is equal to max(58) = s£. Note that the phase error is 90 degrees 
out of phase with the amplitude. In effect when ß =0 or 180 degrees, the phase error due 
to multipath is zero. 

What we now propose to do is use SNR data to determine the amplitude and phase 
of each multipath constituent, and then construct an estimate of the resulting phase error. 
The sum of these estimates constitutes a multipath correction profile. 

Figure 3.3: SNR data showing multipath. The resultant SNR signal contains a direct and 
one or more multipath components. The direct signal accounts for the large offset of the 
multipath signature. The data was collected May 24, 1994, with a Trimble Vector receiver. 
The horizontal axis is time in minutes, the vertical axis is SNR in units of Trimble amplitude 
measurement units (AMU). 

Figure 3.3 shows the reported SNR for a single antenna. If the data spanned a longer 
time frame, a parabolic signature would be visible due to the gain differences as the satellite 
line of sight traverses the gain pattern. For the time shown, it appears as a constant offset 
The SNR data can be adjusted by subtracting off the gain pattern effect. It is assumed 
that the gam pattern variations in azimuth and elevation are smooth, such that little or no 
residual gain pattern effects contaminate the adjusted SNR. 

The remaining oscillations are produced by multipath, the frequency of which is dictated 
by the vector connecting the antenna to the reflector, and the rate of change of the direction 
of the line of sight vector. Basically, a reflector placed near an antenna produces multipath 
with a lower frequency than an antenna at a distance. 

If we assume that this frequency is constant, then the relative phase of the multipath 
signal compared to the direct can be modeled as: 

ß   =   ut + <t> (3.8) 

where ß was described previously, t is measured relative to any convenient time, and 4> 
is the relative phase offset of the multipath signal at t =0. The fact that the multipath 
components have distinct frequencies enables them to be identified by spectral analysis 
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In reality, the frequency is not constant because the the satellite motion relative to the 
antenna-reflector vector is not constant. We will discuss this farther in Section 3.3. 

3.3 MULTTPATH PROFILING PROCEDURE 

The multipath induced amplitude variations of the resultant carrier can be observed in 
the SNR. The proposed developed algorithm uses the SNR data to create a profile of the 
multipath induced differential phase errors. To summarize the assumptions made: 

• The amplitude of the direct signal arriving at the antenna is constant. 

• The amplitudes of the multipath signals arriving at the antenna are constant. 

• The antenna gain pattern is fairly smooth and not very sensitive to azimuth and 

elevation. 

• The multipath frequencies are constant for a meaningful period of time. 

The steps for computing a differential phase multipath profile are listed below. The major 
points of interest for the procedure are described thereafter. 

1. Remove first order satellite and vehicle motion from the SNR data to produce the ad- 
justed SNR. 

2. Identify significant multipath frequencies based on the adjusted SNR data. 

3. Solve for the amplitude ctiA0 and phase offset <fc for each multipath constituent in the 

SNR. 

4. Construct the phase multipath estimate based on the multipath parameters identified 

above. 

5. Difference multipath estimates for two antennas to form a differential phase correction 
profile for each multipath constituent. 

6. Solve for the correct sign of the correction based on the phase residuals. 

7. Subtract the differential profile from the actual differential phase data to remove multi- 

path. 

The first step is to remove variations in the SNR due to gain changes. The composite 
SNR contains variations due to vehicle and GPS satellite motion, resulting from the direct 
signal passing through different parts of the antenna gain pattern. Along the lines of the 
amplitude derivation in section 2, the SNR variations due to multipath can be isolated by: 

SNRmp   «   SNRc-SNRa (3.9) 
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for small multipath signal amplitude relative to the direct, where SNRc is the composite 
SNR reported by the receiver, SNRd is the direct SNR, and SNRmP = £a Ao cos(ß) in 
Equation 3.6. The small multipath amplitude assumption enables the simple subtraction 
of the direct SNR from the resultant SNR, leaving the SNR multipath. 

For static applications, the direct SNR is computed in the following manner. A satellite 
elevation time series is derived from the known antenna locations and GPS almanac. Using 
the antenna gain pattern, the elevation angles are mapped into normalized signal power, 
and scaled by a nominal SNR. 

For dynamic applications, the satellite line of sight vectors will be utilized in conjunction 
with the gain pattern to compute the direct SNR signal. In this method, approximate vehicle 
attitude is needed to compute the appropriate gain compensation. 

Assuming several multipath frequencies exist, the predominant frequences are identified 
by spectral estimation of the SNR data. This is presently done graphically with the Lomb 
periodogram (detailed in [12]). The periodogram has some desirable features over an FFT 
based approach, such as greater precision and non-constant sample rate capability. 

Multipath is not a stationary process because the frequency varies according to the 
rate of change of the satellite line of sight vector, projected onto the vector between the 
antenna and reflector. Thus spectral estimation must be performed on a span of data long 
enough to provide excellent accuracy, yet short enough such that the frequency appears 
nearly constant. Typically, about two cycles of the SNR multipath are required to ensure 
sufficient frequency identification. Multiple multipath constituents at different frequencies 
are analyzed separately using different data lengths. This is implemented with a double 
pass routine to improve accuracy. The first pass is performed on the entire data set, which 
is suitable for accurate analysis of long period multipath signals. In the process, short 
period multipath frequencies are roughly identified, and used to determine appropriate 
time intervals for their accurate analysis in the second pass. 

Using the frequencies identified above, determine the amplitude and offset of the SNR 
multipath constituents. This is done for each interval based on a least squares fit to the 
model: 

cos(u>i</t)   — sin(a;itfc) cos(a;ntjk)    - sm(wntk) 

SNRmpitk) 

a\A0 cos (f>\ 
a\A0s\a(j)\ 

anA0 cos <f>n 

a„A0sm<f>n _ 

(3.10) 

where n is the number of multipath constituents, tke[tstart, tstop] are the measurement 
times, and recall from section 2 that the a,A0's are the multipath amplitudes. Two mul- 
tipath constituents at each antenna were used for the scenarios described in this research, 
requiring a four element least squares solution. Both the matrix containing sinusoidal ar- 
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guments and the SNR data vector are accumulated in columnar fashion. 

Having identified the frequencies, amplitudes, and offsets of the SNR multipath, the 
quantity ß in Equation 3.8, computed at antenna j, for multipath constituents i = 1,..., n, 
and for the time tk, is: 

ßijih)   =   Wijtk + <j>ij (3.11) 

where w^ is the frequency of the multipath observed in the SNR, fcj is the phase offset, 
and tk is the measurement time. 

The multipath phase error was derived in Section 3.2 for small relative amplitude. The 
error in a carrier phase measurement at antenna j, for multipath constituent i, and time 
tk, is given as: 

SOijitk) 
ajAoSmißij) 

(3.12) 

Again, the small multipath amplitude assumption allows simple addition of the multipath 
contributions from all constituents i = 1,..., n: 

50j   «   J^Sdij (3.13) 
t=i 

The 89j sequence is essentially a profile of the phase multipath derived from the SNR data, 
which may be subtracted from the phase data to correct for the multipath. 

The direction of rotation of the multipath phasor determines the signof the multipath 
error. The spectral estimation procedure leaves the sign of the SNR multipath frequency 
ambiguous. All signs are initially assumed positive and the multipath error profile is con- 
structed. The multipath constituent signs from both antennas are then determined based 
on a least squares fit to the following model: 

Sen{tk)   ...   89nl(tk)   Se12(tk)   ...   80n2(tk) 

«11 

«In 

«21 

. «2n . 

DPHSresidual(ti) 
(3.14) 

where in this situation the multipath profile constituents 89{j are kept separate to solve for 
the individual signs, and DPHSTesidua] is the differential phase residual. 

Vehicle and GPS satellite motion are also present in the differential phase data. While 
this is critical information for the vehicle attitude determination, it is undesirable when 
solving for the signs of the multipath constituents.  For this step we use the differential 
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phase residual, which is the measured differential phase minus the motion effects. For static 
applications, the satellite motion is removed by subtracting a third order polynomial fit. 
When vehicle motion is added in the dynamic case, the total motion effects are derived 
from initial attitude solutions and baseline geometry, and then subtracted. Both are a 
rough approximations, but are sufficient enough to solve for the correct signs of the phase 
multipath correction. 

The multipath profiles may be differenced between two antennas corresponding to a 
differential phase measurement. The s,/s are determined as real numbers which should be 
close to ±1. The correct multipath profile is then: 

2    n 

86   =   £5>sn(*;)Mü (3-15) 

3.4 MULTIPATH EXPERIMENTS 

3.4.1 SIMULATION 

The first step in evaluating the performance of the multipath profiling algorithm was to 
test it under ideal conditions. This was done by composing a Matlab signal simulation 
program which generated multipath corrupted SNR and differential phase data, based on 
models of a single master-slave antenna pair, a single GPS satellite in orbit passing directly 
overhead, and one or more reflectors. Figure 3.4 illustrates the simulated antenna/reflector 
configuration. The baseline length was 1 meter, and two reflectors were located 1 meter 
and 10 meters from the master antenna. The relative amplitudes of the multipath produced 
by the near and far reflectors were set to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. Out of the 12 hour 
GPS orbit, a one hour segment was chosen that produced a good balance of low and high 
frequency multipath, from the 1 and 10 meter reflectors, respectively. Receiver noise of 2 
millimeters 1 — a was added to the phase values, and the antenna gain was assumed to be 
constant for all satellite elevations. The SNR's were quantized to the level of 1/4 AMU, 
corresponding to the characteristics of the Trimble Vector receiver. 

3.4.2 REFLECTOR EXPERIMENTS 

The motivation for the experiments was to test the multipath correction techniques de- 
scribed in Section 3.3 on a static platform, and to compare with the simulated results. Two 
sets of experiments were performed in which multipath was deliberately injected into the 
received GPS signal. 

The multipath injection by reflection experiments were conducted May 23-27, 1994, on 
the engineering center roof, at the University of Colorado, Boulder. There were high con- 
crete walls adjacent to the site covering about 90 degrees of the western horizon. The site 
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Figure 3.4: Multipath simulation configuration. Shown are the positions of the two antennas 
and reflectors. The coordinates are specified in the local system with the master antenna at 
the origin, and the axes are aligned with the ECEF system. 

was a multipath nightmare, which ironically made it ideal to test the correction technique. 
The Trimble Vector receiver was used in conjunction with four Trimble patch antennas. The 
antennas were mounted on a rigid, nonreflective support structure, with possible baseline 
lengths of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.1 meters. Receiver control and data storage was achieved with a 
laptop computer. In these experiments, intentional multipath was reflected by an aluminum 
plate measuring 0.60 x 1.22 meters. The reflector was positioned next to the antenna array 
and canted upwards at 53 degrees. This configuration reflected a signal ray from a satellite 
at an elevation angle of 80 degrees approximately to the center of the antenna array. 

3.4.3 ELECTRONIC INJECTION EXPERIMENTS 

The electronic multipath injection experiments were conducted March 1-6, 1994. The lo- 
cation was a remote site 10 miles north of Boulder that was nearly devoid of naturally 
occurring multipath. The Trimble Vector receiver was again used alongside the laptop com- 
puter, and two Trimble microstrip patch antennas were replaced by narrow beam helical 
antennas placed within metallic parabolic bowls, named helibowls. The antenna configu- 
ration allowed for patch and helibowl baseline lengths of 1 meter. Narrow beam antenna 
performance in the presence of multipath was also being investigated at the time. Intentional 
multipath was electronically injected such that a single multipath ray could be observed. 
The electronic multipath injection was achieved using a satellite near zenith and additional 
collection and retransmission antennas. As the satellite passed overhead both the antenna 
array and a high gain helical antenna positioned several meters away, the signal was sent 
from the high gain antenna, through a low noise amplifier and 15 meters of RG-214 cable, 
and was projected towards the array by means of a second helical transmission antenna. 
The retransmitting antenna was placed 2.4 meters horizontally and 2.1 meters vertically 
from the center of the array. The signal power balance was accounted for by considering 
the gain of the helical collection and retransmitting antennas, the LNA, power loss from 
the cable, and space loss from the retransmitting antenna to the array. The received power 
of the multipath signal relative to the direct could be adjusted with a variable step RF 
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Figure 3.5: Experimental block diagram. Shown are the important connections for the 
Trimble Vector receiver, the laptop computer, power supplies, and wiring. In the case of the 
electronic injection experiment, the number 1 and 3 slave antennas were replaced with the 
helibowl antennas. 

Table 3.1. Summary of multipath experiments. 
Date Duration (Hrs) MP Injection PRN 

3-5-94 2 electronic 29 
3-6-94 2 electronic 29 
5-24-94 1 reflective 7 
5-24-94 1 reflective 6 
5-25-94 1 reflective 27 

attenuator, located just prior to the retransmitting antenna. The multipath relative power 
was set to 0.10, a typical value for reflectivities associated with a spacecraft environment. 

A block diagram describing the receiver and associated hardware setup is provided in 
Figure 3.5. The antennas shown are for the electronic injection experiments. Note that 
the helibowls required low noise amplifiers to boost the signal to appropriate levels. As 
stated above, they were replaced with patch antennas for the reflection experiments. The 
gain patterns for each type of antenna was measured in the University of Colorado anechoic 
chamber prior to the experiments. This ensured that the gain patterns were consistent 
among the antenna types. The antennas were also mounted to the support structure such 
that their orientations were kept the same throughout the experiments. In the differential 
mode, this compensated for small azimuthal variations in gain patterns and antenna phase 
center motion. Table 3.1 summarizes the successful multipath injection experiments by pro- 
viding the date, duration, type of multipath injection, and observed PRN. Differential phase 
and SNR data were collected for the duration of each experiment. The longer duration of 
the electronic multipath injection experiment was chosen such that the GPS satellite could 
traverse completely through the helical collection antenna main lobe. 
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3.5 RESULTS 

The frequencies of the predominant multipath in the adjusted SNR data were identified 
using spectral analysis. Two constituents were used to model the multipath for both the 
simulated and experimental data. In each case, there were distinct high and low frequency 
multipath signatures, produced by a distant and nearby reflector, respectively. A sample 
of the multipath frequencies encountered is given in Table 3.2. The values given are from a 
1 meter patch baseline for the reflective multipath experiment with PRN 27, on March 25, 
1994. They were averaged over the 1 hour duration. The length of time used for spectral es- 
timation of the frequency, amplitude, and relative phase offset of the multipath constituents 
is also provided in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Predominant mu tipath frequencies and time spans for spectral estimation 
Antenna Constituent Frequency 

(10)-3Hz 
Time Span 

[sec] 
master high 7.0 300 
master low 0.41 3600 
1 slave high 6.6 300 
1 slave low 0.27 3600 

The actual adjusted SNR showing multipath, together with the SNR derived from the 
estimated multipath parameters, for two antennas that make up a differential baseline, are 
shown in Figure 3.6. Note that they do not align precisely, indicating that the frequency or 
amplitude were not estimated correctly, or that additional multipath frequencies are present 
that were not accounted for in the least squares model. Also, if gain effects remain in the 
adjusted SNR, they will be absorbed into the estimated multipath parameters. 

5 
4 
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= 2 
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1-1 
to-2 

-3 
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1.72   1.74   1.76 
Time [His] 

1.78 1.7    1.72   1.74   1.76   1.78 
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Figure 3.6: Adjusted SNR data and estimated SNR multipath. The adjusted SNR data 
and the SNR multipath estimates are for the master antenna (left) and the number 1 slave 
antenna (right) that make up a 1 meter baseline. 

The differential phase residual, accompanied by the SNR derived multipath profile, are 
displayed in Figure 3.7 for the simulated data. The multipath profile estimated with the 
adjusted SNR data closely tracks the differential phase multipath, which has been smoothed 
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by a low-pass filter. A 720 second time span was used to estimate parameters for the 
rapidly varying multipath, produced by the nearby reflector. The slowly varying multipath, 
produced by the distant reflector, was estimated with a 3600 second time span (the entire 
1 hour data set). 

Figure 3.7: Simulated differential phase residual and estimated multipath profile. The 
phase residual was low-pass filtered with a 30 Hz cutoff frequency. The horizontal axis is 
the time in units of hours, and the vertical axis is the differential phase residual in units of 
millimeters. 

The multipath correction result for the simulated data is contained in Figure 3.8. The 
simulation results exemplify what is expected from the correction technique: the elimination 
of multipath to the level of the noise. There exists residual multipath which is usually less 
than 1 millimeter, but extends to 2 millimeters on several occasions. The most visible 
excursions, which occur at multiples of 0.2 hours (720 seconds), are not really multipath. 
They are discontinuities at the borders of the data segments used to perform the high 
frequency spectral estimation. The reduction in error is from 10.6 to 3.3 millimeters. The 
reported errors from this point on are 99.73 percentile errors. This statistic is given because 
the multipath errors are not normally distributed. If they were, a 3-a error would be 
equivalent. 

The multipath correction results from a reflective multipath injection experiment are 
exhibited in Figure 3.9. This is for the 1 meter patch baseline, observing PRN 27, on May 25, 
and is indicative of what was achieved with the other experimental data. The result shows 
a reduction of multipath error from 7.3 to 5.6 millimeters. The slowly varying multipath 
was produced by the nearby placed aluminum plate reflector, and its SNR parameters were 
estimated with a 3600 second time span. As shown, the slow constituents were nearly 
eliminated. The rapidly varying multipath was produced by a distant concrete and metallic 
wall structure, one of many on the engineering center roof. The SNR parameters were 
estimated with a 300 time span. The fast constituents were reduced significantly, in fact 70 
percent of the data lies within ±2 millimeters. 

The multipath correction results from a electronic multipath injection experiment are 
exhibited in Figure 3.10. This is for the 1 meter patch baseline, observing PRN 29, on 
March 6. The error was lowered from 8.0 to 6.8 millimeters, and the two hour segment of 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results. Shovm are the differential phase residual (top), and the 
differential phase residual after subtracting the SNR derived multipath (bottom). The hor- 
izontal axes are the time in units of hours, the vertical axes are the differential phases in 
units of millimeters. 
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Figure 3.9: Reflective multipath injection results. Shown are the phase residual (top), and 
the differential phase residual after subtracting the SNR derived multipath (bottom). This 
data is for PRN 27, collected with a 1 meter patch baseline on May 25, 1994, over a 1 hour 
time period. The horizontal axes are the time of day in units of hours, the vertical axes are 
the differential phases in units of millimeters. 
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data displays excursions of residual multipath well above the receiver noise level. The slowly 
varying multipath was produced by reflectors from the metallic bowls of the nearby heli-bowl 
antennas, and the rapidly varying multipath was produced by the distant electronic injection 
apparatus. Both SNR constituent parameters were estimated with a 1500 second time span, 
which may explain why the high frequency errors were not removed very effectively. 
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Figure 3.10: Electronic multipath injection results. Shown is the phase residual (top), and 
the differential phase residual after subtracting the SNR derived multipath (bottom). This 
data is for PRN 29, and was collected with a 1 meter patch baseline on March 6, 1994, over 
a 2 hour time period. The horizontal axes are the time of day in units of hours, the vertical 
axes are the differential phases in units of millimeters. 

Table 3.3: Summary of multipath correction results 
Type of 

Experiment 
PRN MP Error 

Before [mm] 
MP Error 
After [mm] 

Simulation N/A 10.4 3.3 
Reflection PRN 27 7.4 5.5 
Reflection PRN 7 7.3 5.6 
Reflection PRN 6 6.2 5.2 
Electronic PRN 29 8.0 6.8 

Table 3.3 summarizes the multipath correction results for all the cases discussed in this 
paper, in addition to the other reflection experiment results not shown. The 99.73 per- 
centile multipath errors in the differential phase residual are provided for the before and 
after correction scenarios. The rows for PRN 27, PRN 7, and PRN 6, are for the reflective 
multipath injection experiments. The PRN 29 row is for the electronic multipath injection 
experiment. 
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3.6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The multipath correction results are extremely promising. For the reflective tests in partic- 
ular, which most closely represent real world operating conditions, the multipath contribu- 
tion to the phase error was reduced to levels that approach the receiver noise. Furthermore, 
since the low frequency components of the phase error have been virtually eliminated, high 
frequency receiver noise can now be easily removed by smoothing, or Kaiman filtering. 

The effectiveness of the multipath correction is largely dependent on the quality of the 
frequency estimates, which is limited by two factors: the precision with which the frequencies 
can be estimated, and the fact that the frequencies are actually time varying. We found that 
FFT methods do not provide sufficient resolution at the low multipath frequencies. The 
Lomb periodogram technique is satisfactory; however, our current implementation requires 
significant user interaction. Future enhancements will automate this process. Methods for 
estimating the time varying frequencies will also be investigated. 

The performance of the multipath correction technique is also dependent on the accuracy 
of the SNR measurements, the assumed antenna gain pattern, and the assumptions made 
that the direct and multipath signals have constant amplitudes. We are fortunate in that 
the Trimble Vector provides very accurate SNR data and does not appear to be a limiting 
factor in the results presented here. The gain patterns we generated were quite coarse and 
did not include azimuthal variations. Improved patterns can be expected to improve the 
performance of the technique. Finally, the because of the success in the reflective tests, we 
conclude that the assumption of constant direct and multipath amplitude is reasonable. 

The relatively poor performance in the electronic tests can be attributed to two am- 
plitude related factors - 1) the amplitude of the "multipath" may have been larger than 
the assumed 0.1 ratio; and 2) because of the sharp cutoff of the high gain antenna used to 
generate the multipath, the amplitude was in fact not constant. (We did not compensate 
for the high gain antenna pattern.) Furthermore, we did not estimate the high frequency 
components using shorter time spans, as was done for the reflector experiment data, because 
of time constraints. 

3.7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A highly effective technique for the correction of multipath errors in GPS phase data, 
based on SNR measurements, has been described and demonstrated. The technique, ap- 
plied to data sets collected on static baselines in severe multipath environments, reduced 
the differential phase errors to near receiver noise levels. The phase accuracy improvements 
gained by this algorithm have potential to enhance performance for high precision survey 
as well as attitude determination on dynamic vehicles. 
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In its current post-processing mode, the algorithm could be readily applied to survey 
data collected using two static receivers. The only modification required would be for the 
effect of the different station clocks at the two sites to be removed via double differencing 
of the phase measurements, or estimation of the clock errors apriori. The different clock 
errors make it impossible to use single difference phase data (between stations) to identify 
the correct sign of the multipath profile components. Application of this technique could 
produce significantly improved results, especially for short baseline surveys where one or 
more of the antennas is subject to many multipath reflections. One difficulty, pointed out 
by T. Clark [10], is that most survey receivers do not provide sufficient resolution for the 
amplitude data. In fact, the RINEX format does not allow for useful SNR data to be 
reported. 

Our next area of focus is to test the performance of the multipath profiling technique 
on dynamic data, again in a post-mission mode. The first step in the procedure is to 
compute an initial time history of the vehicle attitude. This information serves as the basis 
for computing the correct antenna gain to be removed from each amplitude observation 
and for removing the expected phase difference from the phase observables to permit the 
constituent sign determination. Post-mission accuracy refinement is a valuable tool for 
analysis of spacecraft data, and airborne altimetry or photogrammetry. 

Finally, the obvious extension of the proposed method is to develop a means for im- 
plementation of multipath profiling in near real-time. The two key challenges to this are 
the selection of the appropriate sequential or adaptive frequency estimation techniques and 
a reduction in the computational load. We believe that such an approach is achievable in 
near real-time for applications demanding the highest accuracy possible. 
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4.0 AN INTEGRATED GPS ATTITUDE DETERMINATION SYSTEM FOR JAWSAT 
Bruce C. Chesley 

4.1 OVERVIEW 
This chapter discusses the development of an onboard attitude determination system using GPS, Fiber 
Optic Gyros (FOG), and sun sensors for JAWSAT. JAWSAT is a small, three-axis stabilized spacecraft 
scheduled for launch in 1996. It is being designed and built by students and faculty at the U.S. Air Force 
Academy and Weber State University, primarily to meet educational objectives. This paper provides an 
overview of the satellite design and technology demonstration experiments, and then focuses on an 
integrated attitude determination system using GPS and FOGs. 

The attitude determination system for JAWSAT is designed around a Trimble Navigation TANS Vector 
receiver, augmented by fiber optic gyros and sun sensors. The required attitude performance is 1 degree in 
heading, pitch, and roll; however, our goal is to attain the best performance possible while meeting the 
size, power, and real-time processing constraints of the satellite design. 

This chapter describes estimation and filtering approaches developed for the JAWSAT attitude 
determination system. First we consider an extended Kaiman filter algorithm. This algorithm uses FOG 
measurements to determine the satellite dynamics and uses GPS measurements to estimate the FOG drift. 
The primary source of error in this approach is time-correlated measurement errors in the GPS attitude 
solution due to multipath. To address this, we have developed a measurement differencing Kaiman filter 
algorithm to mitigate the effects of these time-correlated errors. This measurement differencing approach 
reduces both the standard deviation and the maximum value of the attitude estimation error. We also 
consider limiting the on-time of the GPS receiver to reduce power consumption. The approach developed 
for JAWSAT could be of value for other near-Earth, low cost small satellite missions. 

4.2 JAWSAT MISSION OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) has the capability to provide position, velocity, attitude, and timing 
information to a satellite in low Earth orbit. This combination of many functions in one instrument is 
attractive for small satellites, where size, power, and cost are limited. A recent report by the National 
Research Council advocates incorporation of GPS into small satellite designs for orbit and attitude 
determination [Montgomery, 1994]. The motivation for this research is to integrate GPS based attitude 
with other on-board sensors for both coarse attitude acquisition and fine attitude tracking. A 
demonstration vehicle for this design is JAWSAT, the Joint Air Force Academy - Weber State University 
Satellite. 

JAWSAT is a combined effort to build, launch, and operate a small, three-axis stabilized satellite in low 
Earth orbit [Smith and Liefer, 1993]. The mission of JAWSAT is to demonstrate technologies for future 
space missions and to meet educational objectives for students at the sponsoring institutions and at various 
secondary schools. Technology demonstrations on the satellite include a GPS based attitude 
determination system, two experimental pulse plasma thrusters (PPTs) for low-thrust orbit transfer, a 
CCD camera, and a high energy particle detector. 

JAWSAT will be approximately 0.7m x 0.5m x 0.3m and weigh less than 100 kg at launch (Figure 4.1). 
The baseline design calls for JAWSAT to be Earth-pointing in a sun-synchronous noon-midnight orbit at 
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an altitude of 720 km.   Three-axis stabilization will be achieved using reaction wheels and magnetic 
torque rods.   Four GPS antennas will be mounted at the corners of the zenith face. 

NADIR 

Figure 4.1. JAWSAT Structure with Solar Panels Deployed. 

The attitude determination system for JAWSAT must satisfy constraints on power, size, weight, cost, and 
processor capabilities while meeting mission requirements. The attitude control specifications require the 
spacecraft to point within ± 5 degrees of nadir. Attitude knowledge needs to be maintained within + 1 
degrees in heading, pitch, and roll to ensure adequate margin for the control system. Cost and size 
constraints limit the accuracy of the attitude determination sensors available as well as the complexity of 
the flight software. 

The experience of designing, fabricating, and operating a small satellite is an important objective for 
undergraduate students at the Air Force Academy and Weber State University. Students at primary and 
secondary schools will also be involved in JAWSAT once it is on orbit by receiving synthesized voice 
messages and video images directly in their classrooms. The messages and images will be received with a 
personal computer and a low cost receiver (less than $300). 

The remainder of this chapter describes the design and analysis of an integrated GPS attitude 
determination system for JAWSAT. The principles of operation and performance characteristics of each 
of the three main attitude determination sensors (GPS, FOG, and SSA) are discussed. These 
characteristics form the basis of a simulation used to evaluate Kaiman filtering algorithms which integrate 
GPS and FOG attitude measurements. Improved performance is achieved using a measurement 
differencing Kaiman filter approach. Finally, the effects of minimizing GPS receiver on-time are 
investigated to conserve satellite power during orbital operations. 

4.3 GPS BASED ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

GPS based attitude determination for JAWSAT will be performed using the Trimble Vector attitude 
receiver. The Vector is a six-channel, four-antenna, C/A code receiver that reports instantaneous attitude 
solutions in addition to navigation information. The receiver measures 127 mm x 241 mm x 56 mm, 
weighs 1.42 kg, and requires 4 W at 9-18 Volts DC. The receiver is connected to four microstrip patch 
antennas with coaxial cables. The antennas measure 96 mm x 102 mm x 13 mm and weigh 0.19 kg each. 
The antennas will be mounted on the extreme corners of the zenith face of the satellite. The receiver has 
an PvS-422 port for data output at a rate of 38.4 kbaud, and attitude solutions are available at a nominal 
rate of 2 Hz [Trimble, 1994]. 
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The Vector receiver observes the differential phase of the Doppler shifted LI carrier signals received at 
two or more antennas. Converting this observable to attitude requires several quantities to be known-the 
integer ambiguities, the antenna baseline vectors, and the hardware biases. These parameters are 
computed by the receiver prior to generating attitude solutions. The baselines and hardware biases are 
estimated off-line during a survey lasting at least eight hours. Determining the integer ambiguities for 
attitude determination requires an initialization step. Assuming the baselines and hardware biases are 
known from the static survey, the integer ambiguities can be resolved by motion-based or integer search 
techniques. Details of these procedures are contained in Cohen [1992] and Trimble [1994]. The receiver 
can report attitude represented by Euler angles or quaternions. 

The Vector receiver hardware has not been formally space qualified, but receiver software designed for 
use on orbit has been developed. Small satellite designs frequently use terrestrial hardware in the interest 
of keeping costs low. Certain electrical components, such as electrolytic capacitors, need to be avoided 
and additional shielding of terrestrial equipment may be needed to ruggedize hardware for use in space 
[Reeves, 1994]. 

A precursor to the Vector receiver is currently successfully operating in space on the Air Force RADCAL 
satellite. This receiver, the Trimble Quadrex, has been used to form attitude estimation solutions reported 
by Lightsey, et al. [1994] and Ward [1994]. 

Preliminary ground based performance testing of the Vector receiver was reported by Axelrad and Chesley 
[1993]. Further ground based testing will be conducted using a JAWSAT mock up. The JAWSAT test 
structure is an aluminum box with a plate for mounting the four GPS antennas. The plate measures 66 
cm x 53 cm, with the four GPS patch antennas are mounted at the extreme corners. The JAWSAT mock 
up with GPS antennas and Vector receiver is shown in Figure 4.2 on the roof of the Engineering Center at 
the University of Colorado. 

Test results for a representative small satellite structure will be used in the remainder of this chapter. The 
generic small satellite test structure is an aluminum square with sides 71 cm long. The four GPS 
antennas are mounted at the corners of the square. This test structure was described in Axelrad and 
Chesley [1993]. Further ground testing with the JAWSAT mock up structure wiH be conducted shortly. 

Figure 4.2. GPS Antenna Test Structure. 
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Sample results from a static test run are shown in Figure 4.3. No filtering of the receiver output or 
integration with measurements from other sensors was included in this test. Note that for the short 
baselines used, the attitude accuracy is approximately 0.5 degrees, one-sigma. Also note the apparent 
time correlation in the attitude solutions indicative of multipath errors affecting the raw signal phase 
observable. 
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Figure 4.3. Sample GPS Attitude Output. 

In this case we know the attitude was fixed, so any variations in the results are assumed to be 
measurement errors. These attitude error characteristics shown in Figure 4.3 were used in a simulation of 
an integrated GPS attitude determination system described later in this chapter. 

4.4 FOG ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

Fiber Optic Gyros (FOG) are attitude rate sensors that measure changes in transit times of counter rotating 
beams of light in a closed optical path. FOG technology is considered very promising as an accurate, low- 
cost attitude rate sensor since many of the components (such as optical fiber and superluminescent diodes) 
are already produced in relatively large quantities for telecommunications systems [Mark, et al., 1991]. 
The Clementine spacecraft launched in January 1994 included FOGs in its attitude sensor suite. 

FOGs operate by splitting light from a superluminescent diode into two beams. One rotates clockwise 
through a coil of optical fiber, the other beam rotates counterclockwise. The counter rotating light beams 
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can be used to sense rotation since the light (photons) moving in opposite directions around the ring will 
travel different path lengths if the ring is rotating. When the beams are recombined after traveling the 
same optical path in opposite directions, the interference pattern can be used to measure the rotation rate. 
These sensor are sometimes called interferometric fiber optic gyros (IFOG) for this reason. 
The basic principle of FOG rotation sensing is shown in Figure 4.4. The phase shift as the fiber coil 
rotates through the angle A0 is sensed by a photodetector. 

CCWBEAM CWBEAM 

Figure 4.4. Standing Wave Interference Pattern in Fiber Optic Gyro. 

For an optical gyro with N fiber coils and diameter D the optical path length is L = NnD and the 
difference in transit time for the clockwise and counter clockwise paths becomes 

Ar=^n (4.1) 

If the period of the light source is T - Ä/c, then the fractional fringe interference is 

T      c2T ck 
(4.2) 

The Sagnac phase shift measured by an optical gyro is 2% times the fringe interference and is given by 

-270LD 

c2T 
(4.3) 

where Ks is the Sagnac scale factor for the gyro. For a typical gyro with L «1000 m, D «10 cm, 
and A = 820 nm, the Sagnac scale factor is Ks = 2.51 arcsec/(deg/hr) [Mathews, 1990]. 

The primary error sources for FOGs are random drifts in the angular rate bias. The angular rate bias is an 
offset between the FOG measurement and the true angular velocity. These bias drifts arise due to 
imperfections in the optical fiber that cause the clockwise and counter clockwise beams to experience 
slightly nonreciprocal paths. The drift in the rate bias can be characterized by random walk behavior. 
Environmental effects such as thermal and magnetic disturbances also contribute to the random bias drift 
[Lefevre, et al., 1984]. Significant improvements have been made in calibrating and compensating for 
these bias drifts, and high accuracy FOGs are available with drift rates on the order of 0.01 deg/hr. 
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Error characteristics for the JAWSAT gyros are not available since the specific FOG hardware has not 
been finalized. Low cost FOGs available for JAWSAT are anticipated to have bias drifts in the 1-5 deg/hr 
range. 

Figure 4.5 shows simulated output of a gyro with characteristics typical of what will be launched on 
JAWSAT. FOG model parameters were adapted from Siouris [1993] for use in the attitude estimation 
simulation described below. The gyro simulation includes parameters for gyro drift due to fiber 
imperfections, temperature dependence, magnetic dependence, and acceleration dependence, as well as 
input axis misalignment errors. 

The general error characteristics described in this section will be modified to match the flight hardware 
when that data becomes available. 
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Figure 4.5. Simulated FOG Angular Rate Drift. Graphs show random walk characteristics for gyros 
aligned with each of the three body axes. Angular velocity input is zero for each axis. 

4.5 SSA ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

Virtually every satellite has flown with some sort of sun sensor for attitude estimation. Sun sensors use 
photodetectors to determine the angle of incidence of the sun's energy, thereby giving an estimate of the 
spacecraft orientation. The Sun Sensor Assembly (SSA) for JAWSAT will be a two-slit sensor with direct 
digital output [Reeves, 1994]. It will be designed and fabricated at the USAF Academy. 
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The principle of operation of the SSA relies on strips of photocells located beneath a light entrance slit as 
shown in Figure 4.6. The pattern of the photocell detectors illuminated by the sun image through the slit 
can be used to determine the angle to the sun. The photocell strips have alternating active and passive 
elements as shown in the diagram. The composite of photocell bits that are activated by the incident solar 
energy comprise the digital word that represents the angle between the sunline and the normal to the 
sensor face. 

SUN SLIT 

PHOTODETECTOR STRIPS 

Figure 4.6. Sun Sensor Assembly. Photodetector strips showing alternating active/passive pattern. 

The SSA for JAWS AT will consist of six two-slit sensors to provide a field of view of approximately 27tsr. 
The direct readout from the sensor will be an 8-bit digital word, with the least significant bit representing 
0.5 deg. This quantization is expected to be the largest error source. 

4.6 ATTITÜDE ESTIMATION SIMULATION 

A simulation of the spacecraft attitude determination using GPS and FOG has been developed in 
MATLAB to test attitude estimation algorithms. The simulation is composed of three primary sections as 
shown in Figure 4.7-a truth model of controlled attitude dynamics, measurement models of the FOG and 
GPS sensors, and an estimation model for vehicle attitude determination and gyro bias correction. 
Preliminary results demonstrate that the integrated GPS/FOG attitude determination system is capable of 
meeting JAWSAT mission requirements. The simulation currently concentrates on achieving improved 
performance for integrated GPS/FOG measurements; simulated SSA measurements will be added in the 
future. 
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Figure 4.7. Simulation Data Flow 
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The tme attitude dynamics are computed based on expected performance of the attitude control system, 
and simulated sensor measurements are generated from this truth data. The FOG model applies drift rate 
bias and random walk terms that account for errors in the bias, errors in scale factor, and axis 
misalignment errors. The combination of these effects for the error parameters chosen provides attitude 
errors that drift on approximately 3 deg/hr. An example of simulated FOG output was shown in Figure 
4.5. The simulation adds GPS attitude errors from ground test data to the simulated true dynamics. GPS 
attitude errors used in the simulation were shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.7 EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER ALGORITHM 

An extended Kaiman filter algorithm to estimate spacecraft attitude and gyro bias parameters using FOG 
and GPS measurements was developed. The full state vector has seven dimensions: four states for the 

attitude quaternion, q = [#j    q2    qs    q4] , and three gyro bias states, b = [Z>,    b2    63] , (one for 

each axis). The Kaiman filter implementation uses only three of the quaternion states since inclusion of 
all four gives rise to a singularity in the covariance matrix time update; therefore, a six-state formulation 
is used following Lefferts, Markley, and Sinister [1982]. The fourth quaternion state can be computed at 
any time from the other three to give the full seven dimensional state. The time propagation and 
measurement update processes are shown in Figure 4.8. 

Time propagation of the quaternion state estimate and the covariance matrix is performed using FOG 
angular rate measurements. The GPS quaternion measurements are then compared with the propagated 
state vector estimate to form the measurement residual at each state update epoch. The extended Kaiman 
filter then forms a quaternion state correction term from which a new estimate of the total quaternion of 
rotation can be determined by quaternion composition. The gyro bias terms are accumulated in the usual 
way by adding the incremental update to the reference trajectory. Details are in Lefferts, et al. [1982], and 
summarized below. Additional information on general Kaiman filter theory can be found in Gelb [1974] 
and Maybeck [1982]. 
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Figure 4.8. Extended Kaiman Filter Algorithm 
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The dynamic model for the full state x is given by 

at 

dt 
-b = 0 

q 
X = 

P\ 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where the cross product matrix Q" is given by 

Qx = 

0 ffi>3 -<»2 6?, 

-©3 0 <»1 G>2 

G)2 -ffl, 0 a>3 

-ffl, -fi>2 -G>3 0 

(4.7) 

and the angular velocity estimate (O is obtained from 

& = co      —b *** *"*  IHM« V 
(4.8) 

where ©meas is the raw (biased) gyro measurement vector and b is the best estimate of the gyro bias 

vector. Note that the dynamic model for the controlled spacecraft motion is derived directly from the gyro 
measurements. 

The time propagation for the total attitude quaternion <7 from time k-1 to k is obtained from the gyro 

angular velocity measurements and the attitude kinematics described by 

2.        inxA»-i 
9t=e      lu-i- (4.9) 

Following Lefferts, et al. [1982], we formulate the covariance propagation and measurement update 
equations in terms of a six-dimensional state vector to avoid singularities. The six-dimensional state 
vector is defined as 

x = 
Sq 

b 
(4.10) 

where Sq represents the three components of the small quaternion correction. Thus, the four dimensional 
quaternion Sq represent the rotation between the true state and the estimated state, as defined by 

7T«\=~1 öq=q®q (4.11) 
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where an overbar indicates a four-dimensional quaternion, a carat indicates an estimated quantity and ® 
denotes quaternion composition. 

Next we linearize about the reference trajectory provided by the angular velocity, and formulate the 
extended Kaiman filter for the state error vector, noting that 

Ax = 
'Sq 

Ab 
(4.12) 

The dynamic equations for the state error are then 

—Ax = FAx+Gw 
dt 

(4.13) 

where 

m= 

0 &3(tk) 

-a>3(tk)        0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0       --: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(4.14) 

G = 
-IT 

2J3x3 

'3x3 

'3x3 

3x3 

andw~N(0,Od). 

(4.15) 

To propagate the state error covariance matrix P, compute the state transition matrix, <t>, from this 
linearized model 

®(k+N\k) = e¥{'k+N-'t) 
(4.16) 

where N is the number of time propagation steps between measurement updates. 

Then the time propagation for the covariance matrix is given by 

(4.17) 

Next we define a transformed measurement residual vector that relates the GPS measurement qGPS to the 

state vector correction Ax = [öq   Ab] . First we form the measurement residual 
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Az = Aq = qGPS-q' (4.18) 

This measurement residual is not a quaternion, but it is related to the state according to equation (127) in 
Lefferts, et al. [1982], if we take 

9GPS = 9 + H.9)V (4.19) 

where 

m- 
9A 

9l 

~92 

-9 

-9s 92 

9A -9 

9 9A 

-92 -9s. 

(4.20) 

and the three independent quantities representing the small angle measurement error, v, are described by 

v~N(0,^x3). (4.21) 

Then 

Az = Aq = EiqjSq+^lqjv (4.22) 

where the matrix El q I accounts for the combination of quaternion components. A filter using this form 

gives rise to a singularity in the gain equation.   To avoid this problem, we define the transformed 
measurement residual of dimension three as 

Az = ET (q jAz = 5q+v. (4.23) 

Note that the transformed measurements contain three quantities that retain all the information contained 
in the original four-dimensional measurement residual. 

The measurement observation matrix for the transformed measurement residual is just 

# = [/,*    0>J- 

The optimal updated state and covariance are then given by 

K = P-HT(HP-HT+R)~1 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 
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Ax = K(Az) (4.26) 

P+=(I-KH)P-(I-KH)T+KRKT. (4.27) 

The updated total state can be obtained as in Lefferts, et al. [1982], using the following relations 

AF = 

<f+ = 

8q* 

Ab\ 

'6?' 
1 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

b+=b~+Ab\ 

4.8 MEASUREMENT DIFFERENCING ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

A technique for improved Kaiman filtering in the presence of time correlated measurement errors involves 
differencing successive measurements to "whiten" the errors. This approach was first suggested by 
Bryson and Henrickson [1968], and was discussed further by Bryson and Ho [1975]. Provided the time 
constant of the measurement error correlation is large compared to the sampling frequency, the errors in 
successive differenced measurements will not be correlated in time. The disadvantage of this approach is 
that the measurement noise at each epoch is increased. However, measurement differencing is preferred 
over state vector augmentation to account for the non-white measurement errors because increasing the 
dimension of the state vector is inconvenient for real-time applications and, more importantly, 
computations of the filter gains are typically ill-conditioned [Bryson and Ho, 1975]. 

Measurement differencing requires a very good dynamic model or measurements with little high 
frequency noise to successfully overcome the increased measurement noise introduced by the approach. In 
the present case, FOG measurements provide the dynamic model very accurately for short time spans 
relative to the gyro drift. The prediction equations for the measurement differencing case are the same as 
those given by equations (4.9-4.17). The measurement update equations are modified from Bryson and 
Henrickson [1968] to relate the transformed (three-dimensional) measurement residual to the total state, 
as in the previous section. Transformed measurement residuals are used to account for quaternion 
composition relations and prevent singularities in the covariance update equations. The new model for 
the transformed measurement residual is given as 

Azk=H Sq 
b 

+ £. (4.32) 

where 
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ek=Vek_}+wk (4.33) 

x¥ = e-ßi"I3x3. (4.34) 

Note that Ek is first-order Markov process described by the transition matrix ¥.  ß is the inverse time 

constant of the Markov process that models the multipath errors, At is the interval between GPS 
measurements, and wk is a Gaussian white noise parameter with covariance Q^.  The measurement 

observation matrix, H, is as defined in equation (4.23). 

The pseudo measurement is defined to be the difference 

£w=A2i-'PAzw. (4.35) 

The pseudo measurement error covariance matrix is given by 

R = HGQdG
THT + Qdf (4.36) 

where Q^ is the covariance of the gyro noise. 

Note that the (pseudo) measurement and process noises are now correlated according to the covariance 
matrix 

C^E[wsT] = QdG
THT. (4.37) 

Following Bryson and Ho [1975], we define the matrix D to be 

D = GCR-\ (4.38) 

Then the Kaiman filter measurement update equations become 

K = Pk-Hr
T(HrPk-Hr

T + R)~l (4.39) 

Pk_Mk=(l-KHr)Pk_;(l-KHr)
T 

+KRKT 

P«k = {®-DHr)Pk_llk(<!>-DHr)
T 

+Qd-DRDT 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

Ax*-i|k =*(£*-i) (4.42) 
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A£*I*=*A§*-iit+£)(d -^,^t-iit) (4.43) 

where 

H=H®-VH. (4.44) 

The notation k-l\k is used to denote quantities computed at time step k-1 given a GPS measurement at 
time k. This time lag of one update epoch is introduced by the pseudo measurement which includes 
measurements at time k-1 and k. Equations (4.41) and (4.43) propagate the covariance and state estimates 
to the current measurement epoch. 

4.9 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4.9 shows Kaiman filter error plots for the attitude angles using the extended Kaiman filter 
algorithm. Attitude quaternion output has been converted to yaw, pitch, and roll for easier interpretation. 
Note that the errors are time correlated due to multipath errors in the GPS measurements. These time 
correlated errors will be reduced using the measurement differencing algorithm. 

Attitude Error Data (with 3-sigma covariance bounds) 
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Figure 4.9. Kaiman Filter Error Plot. 

A sample comparison of simulation results for the two filter approaches is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10. Comparison.of Kaiman Filter and Measurement Differencing Kaiman Filter for Integrated 
GPS/FOG Measurements. 

The measurement differencing approach successfully reduces the effect of GPS errors due to multipath in 
the combined GPS/FOG solution. The standard deviation of the yaw errors in Figure 4.10 is 0.03 deg 

using the measurement differencing algorithm compared to 0.10 deg using the standard Kaiman filter. 
The maximum errors are also reduced using measurement differencing from 0.27 deg to 0.11 deg for the 
yaw error data shown. Similar reductions apply to the pitch and roll error performance of the 

measurement differencing algorithm. 

Extended periods where attitude errors have a non-zero mean are also greatly reduced with the 
measurement differencing approach, a feature which could prove important in a closed loop attitude 

control system. Improved performance of measurement differencing approach is due to the fact that the 
GPS errors can be approximated by a first-order Markov process and that an accurate dynamic model is 

available from the FOG measurements. 

Convergence of the measurement difference error covariance is slower than with the extended Kaiman 
filter algorithm. This is due to the increased measurement error covariance that arises in the 
measurement differencing formulation. Convergence times for the measurement differencing algorithm 

are nonetheless short compared with the orbit period, so this does not appear to be a significant limitation 

of this approach when applied to small satellites. 

It should also be noted that estimates of the gyro bias states are not improved using the measurement 
differencing approach since they are not observed directly. Smoothing of the measurement differencing 

algorithm results may also be possible, and will be considered in future research. 
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Further study of the sensitivity of the measurement differencing algorithm to uncertainties in the time 
constants in the correlated measurement error transfer function will be conducted to asses the viability of 
this approach for a broad range of multipath conditions. Preliminary simulation results indicate that 
errors in the time constant of 100 sec out of 300 sec do not appreciably effect estimation accuracy. Future 
ground testing will be conducted to characterize multipath reflections from the JAWSAT solar panels. 

4.10 MINIMIZING RECEIVER ON-TIME 

The mission profile for JAWSAT involves the use of PPT thrusters to perform gradual maneuvering of the 
spacecraft orbit. To prevent radio frequency interference (RFI) and provide sufficient power for all 
subsystems, the PPT will not be operated simultaneously with communications transceivers and the GPS 
receiver. During thrust maneuvers (which could last several months or even years) pulses will be 
performed for half of each orbit period, and the GPS receiver and communications equipment will operate 
for the other half. Since the FOG attitude errors and bias errors grow rather slowly with time, the use of 
intermittent GPS measurements was studied to see if attitude knowledge could be maintained within 
JAWSAT requirements. 

A parametric covariance analysis was performed to determine how long the GPS receiver can be idle 
while still maintaining attitude knowledge within 1 deg. The allowable idle time was only about 5 min. 
Simulation results were generated using GPS measurements every 1 sec until the filter reached steady 
state. After this initialization period GPS measurements were alternately available and unavailable for 
spans of 5 min. The extended Kaiman filtering algorithm (not the measurement differencing filter) was 
used in this simulation of intermittent GPS measurements. Attitude error plots for this case are shown in 
Figure 4.11. 

Attitude Error Data (with 3-sigma covariance bounds) 
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Figure 4.11. Attitude Estimation Errors: intermittent Use of GPS. Covariance bounds grow when there 
are no GPS measurements to estimate FOG bias parameters. 
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Note that the uncertainty in the attitude error (represented by the covariance) grows when there are no 
GPS measurements available to provide information to update the gyro bias estimates. The 5 min. idle 
periods shown in Figure 4.11 do not satisfy the JAWSAT operational constraint to deactivate the GPS 
receiver for a 45 min. period each orbit that the PPTs are in use. Therefore, additional measurements 
from other instruments such as the sun sensors will be needed to estimate gyro drift during the GPS idle 
period. Incorporation of sun sensor data into the integrated attitude determination algorithms discussed in 
this chapter is a topic for future research. 

4.11 SUMMARY 

This chapter described an integrated attitude determination system using GPS and FOGs for JAWSAT. 
JAWSAT is planned to be the first three-axis stabilized university sponsored satellite [Smith and Liefer, 
1993]. The attitude determination system is being designed to incorporate several sensors for improved 
reliability and technology demonstration. The reasons for designing an integrated attitude determination 
system for JAWSAT include improved accuracy over stand-alone sensors and failure detection of attitude 
sensors. This chapter demonstrates a method for improving the accuracy of integrated GPS and gyro 
attitude measurements using a measurement differencing Kaiman filter algorithm. 

Future work will address an integrated attitude determination system containing sun sensors in addition to 
GPS and FOGs. This effort will focus on failure detection algorithms and extending the idle time of the 
GPS receiver to conserve power. Ground testing will be extended to include characterization of multipath 
reflections due to the JAWSAT solar panels. Dynamic testing of an integrated attitude determination 
system using GPS and gyros will also be performed. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the first half of FY94-95 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The specific topics currently under investigation are attitude determination algorithms for 
Earth pointing and spinning satellites and multipath mitigation in GPS phase observations. 

Enhancements to the previously developed bootstrapping algorithms for attitude and 
baseline estimation have been implemented and tested on flight data from RADCAL. These 
include improvements to the attitude initialization procedure and augmentation of the 
attitude filter state to include disturbing torques. The computer simulation used to study 
these algorithms was also improved to include multipath and receiver noise models. Results 
are presented for each of five data sets collected on RADCAL. Performance is evaluated by 
comparing filter and point solutions. Plans for future work include improving the dynamic 
model for the disturbing torque states and developing a combined attitude and baseline filter. 

A study of adaptive signal processing techniques was conducted with the goal of improving 
the performance of the multipath correction algorithm developed previously. Two classes of 
algorithms were considered - sequential estimation including the short-time FFT, the data- 
adaptive evolutionary periodogram, and adaptive least squares, and adaptive filtering 
approaches including both system modelling and predictive formulations. These methods 
were tested on both time varying sinusoidal signals as well as simulated multipath data. 
The most promising techniques were found to be the infinite impulse response notch filter 
and the adaptive least squares. Continued research in these areas is recommended. 

Several techniques for the determination of attitude of a spinning satellite are described and 
compared. The analysis focuses on the effect of the nutation angle on the accuracy with 
which each procedure determines the spin frequencies, nutation angle, and orientation of the 
angular momentum vector. A simulation of the vehicle dynamics and the GPS 
measurements was developed to evaluate the algorithm performance. This research was 
presented at the ION GPS'95 conference in Palm Springs. 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the first half of FY94-95 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The work is a continuation of research described in the first and second technical reports for 
FY93-94 [1,2]. Portions of this research have been reported in conference papers [3-5]. 

The overall project encompasses various methods for using GPS to determine the attitude of 
a spacecraft in near Earth orbit. The specific topics covered in this technical report are point 
solution and Kaiman filtering approaches for both attitude and baseline estimation, adaptive 
signal processing techniques which are being considered for use in multipath mitigation, and 
frequency and time domain approaches to attitude estimation of a spinning satellite. 

The highlights of the technical advances made during the first half of FY94-95 are as follows: 

• Improvement to attitude initialization procedure. 
• Augmentation of the attitude Kaiman filter to include disturbance torques. 
• Improved modeling of receiver noise and multipath in the attitude simulation. 
• Continued analysis of flight data from RADCAL. 
• Investigation and identification of candidate adaptive signal processing algorithms 

for use with the SNR based multipath correction technique. 
• Development of angular velocity and nutation angle filters for attitude determination 

of a spinning satellite. 
• Comparison of frequency and time domain approaches for attitude determination of 

a spinning satellite. 

Section 2 summarizes the bootstrapping attitude determination algorithms and presents 
results from both simulated and on-orbit data from the RADCAL satellite. Comparisons 
between results from different data sets are made as means for evaluating the performance 
of the algorithms. Plans for future work in this area are provided. 

Section 3 presents preliminary research on adaptive signal processing techniques we plan to 
apply to the multipath mitigation problem. The previous technical report discussed a post 
processing method which used SNR data to aid in correcting the differential phase 
measurements. The current investigation aims to correct some deficiencies in the previous 
approach including the need for human interaction with the algorithm and the need for 
measurement post-processing as opposed to real-time operation. This section discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of various techniques which were considered, and identifies 
the most promising methods to be pursued further. 

Section 4 describes algorithms and simulation results for attitude determination on a 
spinning satellite. Both time domain and frequency domain approaches are considered and 
comparisons are made among the various methods. This section is derived from a technical 
paper presented at the ION GPS-95 conference on September 15,1995 in Palm Springs [5]. 
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2.0 Attitude and Baseline Estimation 
Lisa M. Ward 

2.1 Introduction 

Previous reports to NRL [1], [2], and [3] describe a sequence of algorithms that begin 
with the most basic assumptions about the vehicle attitude and ultimately provide highly 
accurate attitude estimates using GPS measurements. The four algorithms are an attitude 
initialization process, an attitude point solution, an extended Kaiman filter for attitude 
estimation, and an on-orbit baseline refinement algorithm. These algorithms have been 
tested on both simulated data and flight data collected on board the RADCAL satellite. 

In this section of the report, a brief description of each of the attitude estimation algo- 
rithms is presented. The remainder of the report focuses on enhancements to the previous 
work which include: 

• Improved data selection for the initialization process. (Section  2.3.1) 

• Further analysis of the contribution of baseline errors to the attitude solution. (Sec- 
tion 2.3.2) 

• Augmented state vector in the Kaiman filter to include disturbance torques.   (Sec- 
tion 2.3.3) 

• Analysis of additional RADCAL data. (Section 2.4) 

• Addition of two multipath models to the simulation. (Sections  2.5.2 and 2.5.3) 

• Addition of a receiver noise model that is based on the antenna gain pattern.  (Sec- 
tion 2.5.1) 

• Analysis of simulated REX II data. (Section 2.6) 

2.2 Summary of Estimation Algorithms 

A brief review of each of the estimation algorithms is given below. Detailed descriptions 
can be found in Reference [1]. 

2.2.1    Attitude Initialization 

A rough estimate of both vehicle attitude and antenna locations are needed before accurate 
attitude estimation may begin. The initialization algorithm estimates the initial attitude, 
angular velocity, and line biases using a least squares batch process based on Cohen and 
Parkinson [4]. A simplified dynamical model is employed whereby the angular velocity of 
the vehicle (with respect to the orbit local frame) is assumed constant. The process, using 
very little a priori information, is iterated until the corrections become sufficiently small. 
The other algorithms require the attitude errors to be small enough to resolve the integers 
directly. This means that the combined attitude, line bias, and baseline errors must be less 
than 1/4 of a wavelength. 
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2.2.2 Baseline Estimation 

Knowledge of the GPS antenna baselines are a crucial part of obtaining accurate attitude 
estimates. Without a conclusive survey of the baselines prior to launch, as is the case with 
RADCAL, we refine a priori estimates based on the mechanical drawings with a three-step 
algorithm. First, a sequential filter is used to estimate the line biases, baseline vectors, and 
inertia! angular velocity in the local reference frame. Next, the body fixed frame is defined 
by two of the local baselines, and all three baseline are transformed from the local frame to 
the body frame. Finally, the baseline coordinates in the body frame are averaged over time 
to obtain the best estimate. 

2.2.3 Attitude Kaiman Filter 

After determining an initial attitude estimate and obtaining accurate baseline estimates, 
an extended Kaiman filter based on Lefferts, Markley, and Shuster [5] is used for ongoing 
attitude determination. The filter combines GPS measurements and dynamic information 
to accurately estimate the attitude of a spacecraft in addition to other parameters. 

2.2.4 Attitude Point Solution 

An attitude point solution is also used in this study to estimate the local to body quaternion. 
This algorithm is an iterative least squares fit to a set of simultaneous observations. Since 
no information about the dynamics of the system is incorporated into the solution, the 
estimates are noisy. However, it does serve as a benchmark against which other methods 
can be compared. 

2.3      Estimation Algorithm Enhancements 

2.3.1      Initialization Enhancements 

A number of issues have been raised concerning the use of the initialization algorithm. 
Although the content of the algorithm has not been changed, we have addressed these 
issues as presented below. 

One of the main questions concerning the initialization algorithm was: How close does 
the intial guess have to be in order for the process to converge? For a gravity gradient 
stabilized satellite, like RADCAL the pitch and roll angles are usually known to within 20 
degrees. The yaw angle, however, is completely unknown. In this situation, choosing four 
sets of initial conditions with the yaw angles separated by 90 degrees will produce at least 
one convergent 

Another question concerning this algorithm was: What constitutes a valid solution? 
Sometimes the algorithm would converge to a solution that was clearly invalid (e.g. not 
nadir pointing). How do we know if a solution that looks correct actually is? The line 
bias estimates provide the answer. We know that the line bias estimates for a particular 
baseline should all be closely clustered. The largest difference between line bias estimates 
for a baseline provides a measurement of proximity. If the largest difference is at most 1/4 
of a cycle for two out of three baselines, the solutions is deemed correct. 

Since this algorithm uses very little a priori information, it is very sensitive to the input 
data.  A third question that arose was:  How do we select data that will produce a valid 
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solution? To answer this question we have developed a set of data selection criteria which 
insures the success of the algorithm. These criteria are: 

Interval Length: The length of the interval must be long enough to obtain adequate 
information to resolve the ambiguities, but short enough so that the assumption that 
angular velocity is constant is not violated. We found 10 minutes of data to be optimal 
for RADCAL. 

Number of GPS Satellites: Since the number of GPS satellites dictates the number of 
states to be estimated, the number of satellites must be chosen prior to running the 
algorithm. With too few satellites not enough information will be available to resolve 
the integers. But too many satellites (and hence, too many states) could decrease 
the algorithm's performance. We found that using 3 or 4 satellites produced the best 
results. 

Satellite Motion: Being a motion based technique, we look for GPS satellites with large 
motion relative to the user satellite. Large satellite motion will translate into a large 
change in the differential phase measurements. Measuring the change in phase mea- 
surement over each baseline for a particular satellite provides a gauge of how much 
satellite motion is present. Satellites with cycle slips or changes in the master antenna 
are eliminated. For RADCAL, satellites with a change in phase measurement of less 
than 0.25 cycle over each baseline are also eliminated. If at least 3 satellites remain 
and the cumulative phase change for the interval is more than 8 cycles then this inter- 
val is considered a good candidate. (The cumulative change is calculated by adding 
the change in phase over each baseline to produce a total change for a satellite, then 
adding the total change for each satellite to produce a cumulative change for the in- 
terval). In addition to looking for large phase changes, to insure that the geometry is 
favorable we required at least one of the satellites to attain an elevation of 50 degrees 
or more. 

Reliable Data: Poor data produced by low signal levels or corrupted by multipath will 
degrade the performance of this algorithm. Furthermore, data from satellites low on 
the horizon will be particularly susceptible to producing poor results. To account for 
this, measurements with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were filtered out. We found 
that during the satellite selection process described above, filtering data with SNR's 
below 6 AMU* indicated intervals that would yield a consistent solution with a very 
high probability of success. 

Sometimes no intervals contained data that satisfied the above requirements. In these 
cases the constraints were loosened either by lowering the SNR cutoff or lowering the phase 
change per baseline cutoff. While loosening the constraints usually indicated a usable 
interval of data, the probability of success was decreased. 

2.3.2      Baseline Error Analysis 

It is well known that errors in the baseline estimates produce errors in the attitude solutions. 
This relationship, however, is not a direct one. The attitude error caused by a baseline error 

'Amplitude Measurement Unit.   Corresponds to the amplitude of recovered carrier in a bandwidth of 
lKHz. 
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is dependent not only on the baseline error itself, but also on the baseline. Furthermore, 
the orientation of each of these vectors with respect to the line-of-sight vector is also an 
important factor. 

To determine the extent to which a baseline error, 6b, affects the attitude solution, recall 
that the observed phase measurement, A<j>, for baseline i observing satellite j, is given by 
the equation 

Ah, = (bff Cej (2.1) 

where bf is the baseline vector in the body frame, C is the local-to-body transformation 
matrix, and ef is the line-of-sight vector. Equation 2.1 also assumes the measurement noise, 
cycle integer, and differential line bias are all zero. 

Consider that we have an a priori estimate of the attitude, C, and an apriori estimate 
of the baseline, bf, so that 

bt = bi + Shi (2.2) 

C = 6CC = [I + 0X + 0 (66*)] C (2.3) 

where the small rotation matrix, 6C, is a function of the small angle rotation vector, 66, 
and 0X is the cross product matrix associated with 66. 

Let ej = Ce7-. Furthermore, assume that all quantities are given in the body frame. 
This allows us to drop the reference frame superscripts and simplify notation. 

After making the substitutions described in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 and neglecting second 
order terms, it follows that the Equation 2.1 can be rewritten as 

Afc,- = (hi + 6bi)T ey + (hi + 6bi)T Bxej (2.4) 

Also recall that the predicted phase, which is a function of the a priori quantities only, 
is calculated by the equation 

A^- = bj ej (2.5) 

Now the phase residual, Sfcj, which is the difference between the predicted and observed 
phase, is given by 

6cf>ij = 6bfGj + (hi + 6bif 0 x ej (2.6) 

or 

6&J = ej6bi + ejBt
x 66 + eJ6B? 66 (2.7) 

where Bx and 6B* are the cross product matrices associated with the vectors b; and 6bi, 
respectively. 

The measurement gradient matrix which is also is calculated from a priori quantities, 
is given by the equation 

Hii = ejBt
x (2.8) 

Given enough observations we could solve for 66 and £b. However, typically we ignore 
£b and solve the following equation 

B\66 = 6<f> (2.9) 

to find the correction vector, 66, to the a priori attitude. By substituting Equations 2.7 
and 2.8 into the above equation, we can rewrite Equation 2.9 as follows: 

erB*66 = 6bTe + eTBx66 + eT6Bx6d (2.10) 
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Then the error in 66 due to 6b which we define as 

60 = 66- 66 

can be found with the equation 
eTB*66 = -6bTe 

And for a single baseline and satellite, Equation 2.12 is equivalent to 

[kj x bij   66 = 6bi ■ ej 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

If ej x b; = 0 (i.e. if the line-of-sight and and baseline vectors are aligned), then the 
rotation about b^ is not observable. However, if ej x b; ^ 0, then we can approximate the 
magnitude of 66 with the equation 

\66\ 
l^b,-e,-| 
|e; x bi| 

(2.14) 

To demonstrate, consider the case where the estimated baseline is perpendicular to 
the line-of-sight vector, and the baseline error is aligned with the line-of-sight vector as 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. The resulting error in the attitude solution will be on the order 
of 6b/b for small 6b. On the other hand, if the baseline error is also perpendicular to the 
line of sight vector, then resulting error in the attitude solution will be zero. 

1 

e 

""\   66 
6b 

e 

£0 = 0 
•«= ' * 

b b                           6b 

Figure 2.1: Effect of Baseline Error 

2.3.3      Kaiman Filter Enhancements 

In the original formulation of the filter, given in [1], the attitude quaternion, angular velocity, 
and line biases were estimated.   The state vector has now been augmented to estimate 
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disturbing torques as follows: 

x = 6qi    6q2   Sq3 I Sui    bu2   8a>3 I STI   6T2   6T3 I 6ß\   Sß2   Sß3 (2.15) 

where £q, 8u>, ST, and 6ß represent corrections to the local to body quaternion, the inertia! 
angular velocity, the disturbing torque, and the line biases, respectively. The equation 
for the predicted phase difference is unchanged from the previous implementation. The 
measurement gradient H^- for baseline i and satellite j is slightly modified as follows: 

Hy — 2(Ce^)TBtX 0   0   0 0   0   0 ^A    hßt (2.16) 

where hßn is 1 if i = n and zero otherwise. 
Between measurement epochs, the quaternion and angular velocity states are advanced 

to the current measurement time by numerically integrating the nonlinear equations of 
motion for a gravity gradient stabilized satellite. These equations now are 

92 =    - (wi93 + ^294 ~ <v3q1 - Qqi) 

93 =    -- (-wxg2 + v2qx + w394 - ^94) 

94 =    2 (_a;i9i - ^292 - w3g3 + ^93) 

H 
h 
r2 

«1    =    Kxw2wz - 3Ü2KXC21C31 + 

üJ2   
=   K2(jj\u}3 — 30 K2C\\C3\ + 

ü3 = KZUXU}2 - 3n2jr3CiiC2i + Y- 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

where fi is the orbital rate of the spacecraft (i.e. the angular velocity of the local frame in 
inertial space), I\, I2, and I3 are the principal moments of inertia, and K\, K2, and K3 are 
defined as follows: 

ffi = {h-h)lh 
K2 = (h-h)lh 
K3   =   {h-I2)lh 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

The derivatives of the disturbing torque, r, and line biases, ß, are equal to zero. Derivations 
of the above equations can be found in Kane [6]. 

The covariance matrix is propagated forward with the state transition matrix derived 
from the linearized dynamical equations. Linearizing Equations 2.17-2.23 about the current 
estimate and neglecting second order terms leads to the following equations: 

and 

£q = (JJX Sq + -Su 

8CJX    =   Ktffl2 [ (C|j - ClJSqi - ClxC21Sq2 + CxlC3X6q3] 

2.6 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 



+Ki [W36ÜJ2 + (^2^3] + STX/II 

6ÜJ2   =   K26Q.2 [ CiiCnSfr + (C& - C1
2
1)^g2 - C2iC316q3 

+K2 [u>3&*>i + UJISUJS] + ST2/I2 

6ü3   =   K36Sl2 [-CuCsiSqi + C2iC316q2 + (Cft 

+K3 [U26LJI + ^1^2] + 6T3/I3 

Again, the derivatives of 6T and Sß are equal to zero. 

Cl1)6q3 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

2.4    Results for RADCAL 

The following sections contain a compilation of attitude solutions and other results for 
RADCAL obtained with the improved methods described above. Recall that RADCAL is 
a symmetrical spacecraft in a near-circular, polar orbit at an altitude of 815 km, used by 
the U.S. Air Force for radar calibration. The physical parameters for RADCAL are given in 
Table 2.1. It is passively stabilized to a nadir pointing attitude by a gravity gradient boom 
and magnetic nutation dampers. RADCAL carries a Trimble Navigation TANS Quadrex 
receiver modified by Stanford to measure the differential phase of GPS signals arriving 
at four microstrip patch antennas mounted on the zenith face of the vehicle and canted 
outward 17.5 degrees. 

The phase differences between each of 3 slaves and a master antenna are downloaded to 
the ground for post processing. In addition to the phase observation files, we also use the 
RADCAL GPS navigation solutions corrected for Selective Availability by the Air Force, 
and the precise GPS orbits calculated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A total of 5 data 
sets have been processed and analyzed as listed in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.1: RADCAL Parameters 

parameter value units 

nominal orbit * semimajor axis 1793 km 
eccentricity 0.01 
inclination 90.0 deg 

size* body height 40.6 cm 
body diameter 76.2 cm 
boom height 6.069 m 
weight 89.3 kg 

moment of inertia* radial 6.234 kg • m 
transverse 96.242 kg • m 
normal 96.675 kg • m 

2.4.1     Attitude Initialization Results 

Using the data selection criteria outlined in Section 2.2.1 we found the that each time a 
consistent solution was obtained, it proved to be within 10 degrees of the filter estimate 

^Nominal orbit and size parameters are taken from Reference [7]. 
'Moments of inertia! are taken from the mechanical drawings. 
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Table 2.2: RADCAL Data Sets 

Day Date Length Data Rate 
079 20 Mar 94 2.2 hrs 15 sec 
107 17 Apr 95 5.9 hrs 12 sec 
160 9 June 94 17.6 hrs 30 sec 
165 14 Jun 94 11.2 hrs 30 sec 
189 8 Jul 94 16.8 hrs 30 sec 

for all data sets. However, since the quality of the RADCAL data is rather poor, finding 
a criteria that would produce good results without eliminating most of the data was not 
easy. Seventy-five percent of the measurements had an SNR of less than 9 AMU, and only 
two percent of the measurements had an SNR above 15 AMU. Ideally, we would like to 
filter out data with SNR's less than 8 or 10. With RADCAL, however, we had to settle for 
the lax requirement of 6 AMU. Even so, on three of the days the minimum phase change 
per baseline requirement had to be lowered to find any candidate intervals. On Day 189 
the length of the interval had to be increased as well. Loosening the constraints to this 
extent resulted in occasionally having to try more than one interval before finding one that 
produced a consistent solution. 

2.4.2 Baseline Estimation Results 

The attitude and line biases from the initialization and baselines from the mechanical draw- 
ing provided the a priori values for the filter. The standard deviation of the measurement 
noise was set to 1 centimeter, and the process noise was chosen to allow for a 1 millimeter 
change in the baselines (expressed in local coordinates) over a 1 second interval. Differential 
phase measurements with an SNR of less than 3 AMU were eliminated from the solution. 
Table 2.3 contains the baseline estimation results for all days processed. The baselines from 
the mechanical drawings are also included in the table. After examining the baseline re- 
sults from each of the five data sets, the estimates from Day 160 were chosen as the nominal 
baseline values to be used subsequently in the attitude filter and point solutions algorithms. 

The estimates for each baseline coordinate are closely clustered. The maximum dif- 
ference in baseline length between data sets is 7 millimeters. The maximum difference in 
baseline direction between data sets is 1 degree. 

2.4.3 Attitude Kaiman Filter Results 

The attitude Kaiman filter was run on the 5 data sets using the a priori attitude provided 
by the initialization routine. The Day 160 baselines and line biases were provided by 
the baseline estimator. The standard deviation of the measurement noise was set to 1 
centimeter. The process noise covariance for each state are listed in Table 2.4; the values 
correspond to a 1 second interval. Figures 2.2-2.6 present the attitude filter solutions for 
each of the five data sets. Measurements with SNR's of less than 3 AMU are excluded from 
the solutions. 

The Kaiman filter results for Day 106 are shown in Figure 2.4. Here the spacecraft is 
slowly spinning about the yaw axis, and the rate of spin is near the orbit rate but opposite 
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Table 2.3: RADCAL Baseline Estimates 

Day Baseline 1 (m) Baseline 2 (m) Baseline 3 (m) 

bx 
by         hz bx by bz bx by bz 

079 0.0 0.310    0.304 0.0 0.618 0.0 -.006 0.305 -.308 

107 0.0 0.306    0.311 0.0 0.615 0.0 -.002 0.309 -.310 

160 0.0 0.303    0.308 0.0 0.614 0.0 -.004 0.307 -.309 

165 0.0 0.306    0.307 0.0 0.620 0.0 -.005 0.311 -.312 

189 0.0 0.304    0.309 0.0 0.621 0.0 -.009 0.307 -.309 

Mech. 0.0 0.313    0.313 0.0 0.626 0.0 0.0 0.313 -.313 

in direction. Harmonic oscillations about the roll and pitch axes are also apparent which 
is typical of gravity gradient motion. On Day 107 the spacecraft displays similar behavior, 
shown in Figure 2.3. 

Results from Day 189, however, indicate a different type of motion. In Figure 2.6, 
which shows the attitude solutions for Day 189, the yaw angle is seen to be fairly constant 
for the first four hours. The yaw rate then speeds up to the "normal" mode observed on 
RADCAL. Furthermore, the satellite exhibits a bias in the roll angle which agrees with the 
Likins-Pringle theory discussed in Melvin [8]. The results for Day 165 also show a similar 
period where the yaw is constant, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

To gain a better understanding of the observed motion we examine estimates of disturb- 
ing torques acting on the spacecraft during these periods. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show a time 
history of the disturbance torques about the body axes for Days 160 and 189, respectively. 
By taking a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the torques we can plot the frequency content 
of the of the data as shown in Figure 2.9. For these plots the output of the FFT is converted 
to amplitude and plotted against frequency. 

The FFT's for the x-axis torques for both days show that most of the power is at lower 
frequencies of 0.02 cycles/minute and less. These frequencies correspond to periods of 50 
minutes (« twice orbital rate) and longer. On Day 189 we also observe a large spike at zero 
that is not apparent in the Day 160 data. This spike is probably due to the disturbance 
producing the constant yaw angle on Day 189. The cause of these various disturbing torques 
is unknown although we speculate that some of the disturbance is related to the magnetic 
hysteresis rods. 

In addition, the FFT for the y-axis torque for Day 189 contains an anomalous spike at 
0.05 cycles/minute (or 20 minutes/cycle). Since it seems unlikely that a disturbing torque 
with this short of a period is acting on the spacecraft we suspect this could be the effect of 
poor filter tuning. 

2.4.4    Attitude Filter Performance 

As a method of evaluating our results we compared the expected and observed roll and 
pitch frequencies. The observed frequencies can be determined by taking an FFT of the 
RADCAL attitude solutions. The results are compiled in Table 2.5. The observed periods 
of the roll and pitch motions agree with the expected periods within 5.6 and 6.5 percent, 
respectively. 

The FFT for Day 189 also showed a strong secondary peak at 545 minutes due to the 
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Table 2.4: Kaiman Filter Process Noise Parameters 

State Process Noise Units 
quaternion 1 x 10"14 dimensionless 
angular velocity- 2 x 10"18 (rad/sec)2 

radial torque 6 x 10-16 (N-m)2 

normal, transverse torque 1 x 10"14 (N-m)2 

line bias 1 x 10~14 
(cy)2 

Table 2.5: Roll and Pitch Periods for RADCAL 

Day Roll Period Pitch Period 
Expected 52.47 60.85 

107 54.01 64.80 
160 52.94 62.30 
165 51.84 61.28 
189 49.54 60.57 

disturbing torque producing the constant yaw angle. The data for Day 079 spanned less 
than two orbital periods, and hence, was too short to produce meaningful results. 

Line bias consistency is yet another indication of filter performance. Line bias estimates 
in cycles for all days are compiled in Table 2.6. There is strong agreement in line bias 
estimates across each day. The largest difference of 4.4 millimeters occurs on line bias 2. 

2.4.5     Solution Accuracy Analysis 

Because there is no accurate attitude reference for RADCAL, it is difficult to quantify 
the accuracy of the attitude solutions. One way of determining approximate accuracy is 
by comparing the point and filter solutions. Computing the difference between the point 
and Kaiman filter solutions at each measurement epoch will give the combined error from 
both solution types. The point solutions track the measurement data exactly, so point 
solution errors are likely to be dominated by errors in the GPS measurements. The GPS 

Table 2.6: Line Bias Estimates for RADCAL 

Day Line Bias (cycles) 

ßl            ßl            ßz 
079 0.918 0.515    0.184 
107 0.902 0.493    0.172 
160 0.906 0.496    0.180 
165 0.910 0.493    0.179 
189 0.900 0.494    0.180 
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Table 2.7: RMS of Point and Filter Solution Differences 

Day Ayaw Aroll Apitch 
RAW HPF LPF RAW HPF LPF RAW HPF    LPF 

107 0.59 0.55 0.20 0.82 0.60 0.38 0.98 0.64     0.37 
160 0.62 0.50 0.30 0.83 0.58 0.43 0.88 0.58     0.50 
165 0.60 0.55 0.20 0.90 0.59 0.45 0.95 0.64     0.49 
189 0.50 0.46 0.19 0.95 0.59 0.49 0.87 0.53     0.66 

measurement errors include receiver noise and multipath which generally have periods less 
than 10 minutes. Because each GPS satellite pass is fairly short (20 minutes), there is 
no viable mechanism for low frequency errors to appear in the point solutions. The filter 
solution has removed or smoothed the measurement errors by establishing a fairly high 
confidence in the dynamic model; i.e. by setting the process noise values low. Filter 
solution errors are caused by dynamic mismodeling and are evident in the lower frequency 
components of the solution differences, with periods of 50 minutes and above. Errors 
common to both methods, such as baseline or line bias errors, are not apparent in the 
difference data as these errors will cancel out in the computation. 

Hence, in addition to the Kaiman filter solutions we also computed point solutions from 
the RADCAL data. Again, the attitude from the initialization algorithm was used to start 
the process. The line biases were fixed to the estimates calculated in the attitude Kaiman 
filter. Measurements with SNR's of less than 3 AMU were excluded from the solution. 

To separate and quantify the errors attributed to each solution type, we performed 
both a high and low pass filter on the difference data. The high pass filter (HPF) should 
remove Kaiman filter solution errors, leaving only errors due to the point solutions. The low 
pass filter (LPF), on the other hand, should remove the point solution errors, leaving only 
TCa.1ma.-n filter solution errors. A Butterworth filter with a 25 minute cutoff was used for 
both band pass filters. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the raw data was computed. The 
RMS of the high and low pass filtered data with the initial transient (30 minutes) removed 
was also computed. The results are given in Table 2.7. Day 079 is excluded because it is 
too short to produce meaningful results. 

In all cases the yaw errors are smaller than pitch and roll errors since there are two 
baselines observing yaw, while only one baseline observing each of the other angles. The 
raw data produced roll and pitch RMS errors ranging from 0.82 to 0.98 degrees and yaw 
RMS errors ranging from 0.50 to 0.62 degrees. The high pass filtered data, which represents 
the point solution errors, produced smaller roll and pitch errors of 0.53 to 0.64 degrees. The 
improvement in yaw, however, is not as pronouced. Since the yaw motion is uncoupled, 
we beleive that the dynamic model for yaw is more accurate which would account for 
this phenomenon. The low pass filtered data, which represents the filter solution errors, 
produced the best results as expected. The one exception was the pitch errors for Day 189 
where the low pass filtered data produced greater errors than the high pass filtered data. 
This is possibly due to poor modeling of the disturbing torques on that day. 
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2.4.6    RADCAL Multipath Analysis 

In addition to looking at attitude solutions, we also looked at measurement residuals from 
the filter to gain insight on its performance. Figure 2.10 shows post-fit phase difference 
measurement residuals for PRN 23 on Day 107. The residuals for baseline 2 are clearly- 
structured with a time constant of approximately 4 minutes. Using an approximation given 
in Georgiadou and Kleusberg [9], we calculated the minimum distance to a reflector that 
would cause this type of oscillation. The reflector turned out to be 6 meters away, which is 
close to the distance from antenna 2 to the top of the boom. 

Multipath in the residuals for baselines 1 and 3, however, do not look the same. An 
explanation is illustrated in Figure 2.11 which is a sky plot of the line-of-sight vector ex- 
pressed in the body fixed frame for PRN 23. The GPS antenna positions are also shown 
with the boom at the center of the plot. As the GPS satellite moves across the sky, each 
antenna will be affected by multipath differently. Since the boom is in the center of the 
antennas, it may be corrupting measurements to one antenna, but not to another. Further- 
more, the antennas are canted outward and look in different directions, which exacerbates 
this phenomenon. 
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Figure 2.2: Attitude Kaiman Filter Estimates for RADCAL Day 079 
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Figure 2.3: Attitude Kaiman Filter Estimates for RADCAL Day 107 
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Attitude Estimates for RADCAL Day 160 
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] Figure 2.4: Attitude Kaiman Filter Estimates for RADCAL Day 160 
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Figure 2.6: Attitude Kaiman Filter Estimates for RADCAL Day 189 
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Figure 2.7: Torque Estimates for RADCAL Day 160 
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Figure 2.8: Torque Estimates for RADCAL Day 189 
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Figure 2.9: Spectral estimates of disturbing torques acting about the body axes. For each 
plot, the x-axis corresponds to frequency in cycles/minute, and the y-axis corresponds to 
amplitude in dyne-cm. 
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Figure 2.11: Sky Plot for PB.N 23 on Day 107 
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2.5    New Phase Error Models 

As described in previous reports, we have developed a computer simulation which models 
a spacecraft with a GPS-based attitude determination system. The spacecraft's orbital 
and attitude motion are modeled as are the GPS satellite positions. Phase measurements 
observed by an on board GPS receiver are also modeled. In the past a discrete first order 
Markov process was used to model a combination of phase measurement errors. While this 
method is straightforward and easy to implement, it only serves as a crude approximation 
to the total measurement error. In another study for CTA Space Systems we evaluated the 
performance of the GPS-based attitude determination system on board the spacecraft REX 
II, a follow-on to RADCAL. This study required a deeper understanding of how different 
error sources affect the attitude solutions. Since multipath is clearly the dominant source 
of error for RAD CAL we developed several models to analyze how multipath contributes to 
the phase errors. A more accurate model of receiver noise, another important contribution 
to the phase errors, has also been developed. Since REX II and RADCAL are so similar, 
the algorithms are applicable to both spacecraft. 

2.5.1 Receiver Noise Model 

Receiver thermal noise introduces a high frequency contribution to the phase observations. 
This effect is typically modeled as a white Gaussian random variable with variance related 
to the carrier-power-to-noise density C/N0 and the tracking parameters of the receiver phase 
lock loop. The C/N0 is a function of the incoming signal strength, the zenith angle of the 
signal with respect to the antenna, and the gain pattern of the antenna. In our simulation, 
we model the receiver noise as a discrete Gaussian random variable with variance computed 
as follows: 

■*=<dsnj (234) 

where c2
R is the variance of the receiver noise, the tracking loop bandwidth /jv is 10 Hz for 

the Trimble Vector, C/N0 is 104 Hz (40 dB-Hz), and G is the gain of the antenna. 
A gain pattern for the antenna, measured by Bruce Schupler and Roger AUshouse at 

NASA Goddard, as a function of satellite azimuth and zenith angle, is illustrated in Figure 
2.12. This pattern has been normalized to a maximum value of 1. The receiver noise 
generated according to equation 2.34 has a minimum variance of (1mm)2 at a zenith angle 
of 28 degrees and a maximum variance of (6 mm)2 at a zenith angle of 90 degrees. The 
nominal C/No was based primarily on experience with ground test data. The theoretical 
variance values computed based on the SNR reported by the receiver predicts receiver noise 
errors as little as 0.1 mm, 1-cr. We have never observed such high quality measurements. 
More typical results based on experiments conducted at CU show noise levels to be in the 
1-2 mm range, 1-a. To be somewhat conservative in modeling the performance for REX II 
and RADCAL we have used the low C/No value as a means of scaling the receiver noise 
variance to better match our experimental results. 

2.5.2 Geometric Multipath Model 

Multipath refers to the error that is introduced into an observation when, in addition to 
the direct satellite signal, reflected signals from nearby objects arrive at the GPS antenna. 
Reflected signals are always delayed relative to the direct and generally are weaker than the 
direct. To properly simulate the multipath environment on board a spacecraft one would 
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construct a geometric optics model of the vehicle surfaces as well as the signal and antenna 
properties. The development of such a model is beyond the scope of this analysis; however, 
a more sophisticated geometrical optics simulation [10] is available and could be used in 
the future to model the spacecraft's environment. In the meantime we use a simplified 
geometrical model as follows. The reflector is assumed to perfectly redirect all signals to 
the receiving antenna. The phase of the indirect signal 4>M is 

4>M = |d| - e • d (2.35) 

where d is the vector from the antenna to the reflector, and e is the line GPS line-of-sight 
vector. When combined with the direct signal, this leads to a phase error given by 

a sin d>M 
tanÖM = 7- *T- 2-36 

1 + cos q>M 

where a is the amplitude of the reflected signal relative to the direct signal. These multipath 
errors are added to phase measurements for any satellite-antenna pair for which the unit 
vector from the antenna to the satellite lies within a specified bi-directional cone of the unit 
vector from the antenna to the reflector, as illustrated in Figure 2.13. The assumption is 
that a signal coming in at a more obtuse angle will not reflect into the antenna. Clearly, 
this is a simplified model. While it does not take into account the complexities of microwave 
refraction, it does produce errors representative of those observed on RADCAL. Figure 2.14 
illustrates the multipath error produced by a point reflector located at the top of the boom 
as a GPS satellite flies overhead. The periodic structure of the errors is the well known 
signature of multipath. 

To simulate the environment on REX II we placed a series of 32 reflectors along the 
6 meter boom with a valid cone angle of 25 degrees. A cluster of reflectors near the top 
and bottom are meant to simulate the larger reflective areas of the tip mass and baseplate 
respectively. This configuration produces multipath errors on approximately 25 percent of 
the measurements. 

2.5.3     Sinusoidal Multipath Model 

As a secondary model which does not specifically require knowledge of the reflector location 
we also developed a sinusoidal model that produces a multipath type of error signal. In 
the RADCAL attitude error data we observed a significant level of signal power in the fre- 
quency range of 5-20 Hz which is probably attributable to multipath. As such we generated 
sinusoidal phase errors in this frequency range for the REX II simulation. For each satellite 
that comes into view, we construct the multipath error at time t with the equation: 

0M = A sin (CJM t + <p) (2.37) 

where UM, A, and <p, are all uniformly distributed random variables over a specified range. 
Figure 2.15 illustrates the multipath errors produced with this model. For this plot the 
frequency range of is 0.02 to 0.0054 radians/second which corresponds to periods of approx- 
imately 5 to 20 minutes. The amplitude range (A) is from 0 to 10 mm, and the phase shifts 
range from 0 to 2TT radians. 
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Figure 2.15: Example of Sinusoidal Multipath 
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2.6    REX II Simulation Results 

REX II is very similar in design to RADCAL. It is a gravity-gradient, axis-symmetric 
satellite with a 6 meter boom. The planned orbit is circular with an inclination of 82 
degrees at an altitude of 834 km. REX II has a momentum wheel for 3-axis stabilization, 
but this attribute is not modeled here. The main difference between the two spacecraft 
that affects this analysis is antenna placement. There are four co-planar antennas on board 
REX II. However, they are not canted outward as on RADCAL, but lie flat on the zenith 
face of the vehicle. 

The primary scenario that we investigated is similar in character to the motion observed 
on RADCAL for Day 160. The yaw rate of the vehicle was -lxlO-3 radians/second, the 
pitch oscillations peaked at 12.3 degrees and the roll oscillations peaked at 6.7 degrees, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.16. The simulations we performed were 5 hours in length with GPS 
measurements generated every 1 second. At each measurement epoch the point solution 
algorithm was run using measurements from up to six visible satellites. The parameters 
selected for the multipath models are intended to be representative of the errors observed 
for RADCAL. 

2.6.1 Geometric Multipath Results 

Two different cases of geometric multipath were investigated. One simulates a low multipath 
environment, and the other simulates a high multipath environment. For the low multipath 
case, the magnitude of the multipath relative to the direct signal was chosen to be 0.06. This 
produced phase errors, including receiver noise, of approximately 8.8 mm, 1-a. Figure 2.17 
shows the attitude point solutions using low multipath model. The high frequency error in 
the signal is due to receiver noise, while the lower frequency "bumps" superimposed on the 
attitude motion are caused by multipath. These bumps occur when a GPS satellite passes 
overhead and its signal interferes with a large portion of the boom (which is also overhead 
of the antennas). If the root-sum-square (RSS) of the errors are plotted against argument 
of latitude, as in Figure 2.18, it is evident that the errors decrease as REX II moves over the 
Earth's poles. Since the GPS orbits are inclined 55 degrees, no GPS satellites pass directly 
overhead when REX II is near the poles which accounts for lower multipath errors. With 
this multipath case the RMS of the error in yaw, roll, and pitch are 0.34, 0.55, and 0.50 
degrees, respectively. On the other hand, for the high multipath case the magnitude of the 
multipath relative to the direct signal was chosen to be 0.10. This case produced phase 
errors of approximately 11.8 mm, l-<7. While the multipath bumps occur in the same place 
as they do in the low multipath case, they have larger amplitude. This translates into larger 
solution errors - almost 0.3 degree worse in roll and pitch compared to the low multipath 
case. Knowledge of the yaw angle, however, was not reduced to the same extent because 
signals from the lower elevation satellites that determine the yaw angle are not affected by 
the boom as much as signals from overhead satellites. 

2.6.2 Sinusoidal Multipath Results 

Low and high multipath environments were also simulated using the sinusoidal model. 
The maximum amplitude of the multipath errors was chosen to be 1 centimeter for the 
low multipath environment and 1.5 centimeters for the high multipath environment. This 
produced total phase errors, including receiver noise, at the level of 8.2 and 10.2 mm (1-cr), 
respectively. Figure 2.19 shows the attitude point solutions from using the high multipath 
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Table 2.8: RMS of Simulated REX II Errors 

Multipath Model RMS of Solution Errors (deg) 
yaw roll ' pitch 

geometric/low 0.34 0.55 0.50 
geometric/high 0.38 0.84 0.84 
sinusoidal/low 0.45 0.41 0.40 
sinusoidal/high 0.59 0.58 0.55 

model. Here the bumps are more regularly spaced and occur more frequently than with 
the geometric multipath model. Furthermore, the errors are about the same magnitude in 
all three angles, unlike the geometric multipath model where the roll and pitch errors were 
larger than the yaw. The RMS of solution errors for the high multipath case range from 
0.55 to 0.59 degrees. A summary of results from both the sinusoidal and geometric models 
is given in Table 2.8. 
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Figure 2.16: Simulated REX II Attitude 
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2.7    Future Work 

This study demonstrates a series of attitude and baseline estimation algorithms for use 
with GPS. Since these two processes are closely coupled, the next step is to develop a 
combined filter that will estimate the attitude and baselines simultaneously. The main 
concern with this approach is observability, baselines simultaneously. The main concern 
with this approach is observability. We know that estimating the attitude along with the 
three coordinates for each baseline does not provide enough observability to distinguish 
attitude errors from baseline errors. However, our investigations show that reducing the 
number of baseline parameters to estimate will provide the necessary observability. The 
planned method is to compute a vector correction to two of the baselines and a scalar 
correction to the third. 

The baseline estimation process uses the electronic baselines as a basis for the body 
frame. Generally speaking, all instruments and principal axes can be expressed in a 
mechanically-defined reference frame. In order to accurately estimate the attitude of the 
"body frame", these two reference frames must be reconciled. We believe that errors in 
baseline length as well as errors in the direction of one baseline relative to another can be 
observed with this method. However, a pure rotation between these reference frames will 
remain transparent (i.e. will appear as an attitude error). A pure rotation would need to 
be resolved by some external means. 

In the current implementation of the point solution algorithm, only the attitude is 
estimated. The line biases are assumed constant, and their values are fixed to the a priori 
estimates. However, our observability studies also show that with enough measurements the 
point solution has enough information to resolve both attitude and line bias parameters. 
Furthermore, using a minimum variance approach we can incorporate knowledge of the 
baseline errors, as well as attitude and line bias errors, into the solution. 

Another improvement would be to modify the torque estimation procedure in the 
Kaiman filter by including a correlated process noise model. This could increase the accu- 
racy of the dynamic model without having to model the specific disturbing torques acting 
on the spacecraft. Along with improving the filter, adding disturbing torques in the simu- 
lation would aid in the testing and analysis of the improved filter as well as promote our 
understanding of spacecraft dynamics. 

In addition to the BADCAL data, we have also received GPS data from a TANS Vector 
receiver flown on the Daimler-Benz Aerospace CBISTA-SPAS satellite [11]. GPS Navigation 
and attitude solutions computed on board as well as raw differential phase data is available 
for our analysis. We plan to compute attitude solutions with the raw phase data using 
the algorithms described herein. Also on board the satellite was a a stellar-inertial attitude 
determination system which will provide an excellent attitude reference for comparison with 
our results. 
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3        MULTIPATH MODELLING AND CORRECTION 
Christopher J. Comp 

3.1        INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

High precision measurements of the GPS L-Band carrier phase have been used for a wide variety 
of surveying applications ranging from worldwide geodetic networks to kinematic survey on both 
land and sea. More recently, attitude determination systems based on the carrier phase observable 
have been developed and demonstrated on land [17], sea [14], air [7, 3], and in space [8, 18]. The 
key measurement in each of these systems is the difference in the received phase measured by 
two antennas to a single satellite, known as the differential phase. When two separate receivers 
are used to track the two antennas, as is the case in a survey application or in some attitude 
determination systems [17, 14, 3]. The difference between differential phase measurements for two 
satellites (double difference) is used as the measurement, eliminating the effect of the different 
receiver clocks. 

The limiting factor on performance in almost all attitude determination applications has been 
identified as multipath. Similarly, in some high precision surveying environments, multipath ap- 
pears to be the dominant error source. Multipath is the corruption of the direct GPS signal by one 
or more signals reflected from the local surroundings. Figure 3.1 shows an example of differential 
phase residuals between two fixed antennas. The structured oscillations are characteristic of multi- 
path interference. The residual data has the first order GPS satellite motion removed, leaving the 
multipath and receiver measurement noise. In this particular set of data, the multipath produced 
peak errors of 8 millimeters with low frequency components. Uncorrected, these measurement er- 
rors would produce attitude errors at the level of 8 milliradians (0.46 degrees) for a 1 meter antenna 
baseline length. 

The primary goal of this research is to develop and implement a technique to correct for multi- 
path in GPS carrier phase measurements. The technique should be successful in reducing multipath 
to the level of receiver measurement noise. The technique should also work in a variety of precise 
GPS applications involving both static and dynamic platforms, and also in a changing multipath 
environment. The research will emphasize multipath correction for attitude determination onboard 
near-earth spacecraft. Generality is desired to include commercially viable areas such as terrestrial 
attitude determination and differential surveying. A distant goal is to implement the technique in 
a near real-time operational mode. 

The theoretical foundation of multipath with the GPS carrier signal has been studied, and 
was laid out in detail in the September, 1994 Technical Report [2]. Based on that knowledge, a 
procedure for estimating the multipath present in the phase measurement of the carrier signal was 
devised. The multipath correction approach described in [2] overcomes many of the shortcomings 
of previously recommended techniques. It utilizes the ratio of the amplitude of the recovered carrier 
signal to the noise (SNR) and the known antenna gain pattern to create a multipath correction 
profile for the carrier phase measurements. Thus, a new correction profile is generated for each 
data set, eliminating the constraint that the environment remain unchanged. 

The.relationship between the direct GPS signal, one or more multipath signals, and the resulting 
composite signal which is reported by the receiver, was developed as in [9]. The relationship was 
then used to derive the phase error due to multipath, based on information obtained from the 
amplitude of the composite signal (i.e.   the SNR). When the multipath signal strength relative 
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Figure 3.1: Differential phase data for a 1 meter patch antenna baseline. The data was collected 
May 24, 1994, with a Trimble Vector attitude receiver. The horizontal axis is time in minutes, the 
vertical axis is differential phase residual in millimeters. 

to the direct signal is small, the expression for the phase error due to multipath is given by the 
following approximate formula: 

8<j)   « 

]P <XiA0 sxn(ujit + 6i) 
 j  
A0Aa + ^2 OLiA0 cos(ojjt + 6i) 

(3.1) 

where i is summed over all multipath signals present. The a,-40 is the amplitude of the multipath 
fluctuations, u{ is the frequency of the multipath, t is a time reference, 0; is the phase offset of the 
multipath in the SNR, and Ac is the actual composite SNR. 

The frequency, amplitude, and phase offset of the multipath are determined from the SNR data 
using spectral estimation techniques. Inserting the parameters into Equation 3.1 creates a profile of 
the multipath error in the phase data. This profile is subtracted from the phase data to eliminate the 
multipath error, leaving uncorrupted navigation information. Modeling and subsequent subtraction 
of multipath error that is identified directly from the phase data would be incorrect, due to the 
risk of removing fluctuations from actual vehicle dynamics. 

The technique has proven successful for correcting multipath in differential phase measurements 
to near the receiver noise level, in limited trials. The technique was used in a post-processing mode 
on data from static terrestrial platforms. The data was generated by a model of a generic code- 
correlating receiver for the simulations, and was collected by a Trimble Vector code-correlating 
attitude receiver for the experiments. Simulations have been performed which analyze the effect 
of multipath on a dynamic orbiting spacecraft, in so doing the multipath characteristics are well 
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understood.  At this time, however, the correction technique has been used only with simulated 
and experimental static scenarios. 

The research conducted since the last progress report has concentrated on the development of a 
procedure to better estimate the spectral content of the multipath in the SNR data. The procedure 
must be capable of identifying non-stationary constituents from varying amounts of data, and must 
also lend itself to automation. This constitutes the basic criteria of what we consider successful 
adaptive spectral estimation. 

Various candidate methods have been identified, all of which can be classified within two general 
areas of spectral estimation. Namely, the short-time FFT, data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram, 
and adaptive least squares, are different types of sequential estimation. Others, such as the FIR 
system modelling and predictive filter, and the IIR adaptive notch filter, are types of adaptive 
filtering. Presently, the short-time FFT, data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram, and FIR adaptive 
filters have been implemented. The performance of each has not met the criteria stated above for 
what we consider a successful adaptive spectral estimation. However, as the research has evolved, 
it now appears that the IIR and adaptive least squares approaches are the best qualified. 

A computer multipath simulator that employs electromagnetic principles is desired. The design 
of such software would involve months of extensive research that is beyond the limits of this research. 
Nonetheless, the finished product would benefit in the modelling and verification areas of the 
multipath correction work. A software package has been obtained from the Ohio State University 
that we believe will satisfy our needs. 

Section 3.2 discusses the planned work involving the Ohio State electromagnetic scattering 
code for multipath modelling purposes. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 explain the sequential estimation 
and adaptive filtering approaches, respectively. Section 3.5 discusses the results of the methods 
implemented thus far. Section 3.6 concludes the multipath coverage by outlining future research. 

3.2    MULTIPATH MODELLING 

Reliable modelling software is needed to help in the modelling and verification areas of the mul- 
tipath correction research. A software package has been obtained from the Ohio State University 
ElectroScience Laboratory [16], called "Near Zone - Basic Scattering Code." The device utilizes 
the theories of electromagnetics and geometrical optics to analyze radiation from antennas in the 
presence of interfering structures. For this research, the GPS satellites and receiver antennas are 
modelled as right hand circular polarized and microstrip patch sources, respectively. Interfering 
structures that from complex shapes are modeled as combinations of simple flat plate and cylin- 
der type reflectors. The software takes the following inputs: parameters describing the analysis 
frequency, source types and locations, structure types and locations, and what format of output 
is desired. The output is the radiated power from the antennas in the Er and E\ electromagnetic 
planes, from which the amplitude and phase can be extracted. The theory of reciprocity is key, 
meaning that antennas posess similar radiation and reception characteristics. 

A user's manual and FORTRAN 77 source code are provided. The program is currently opera- 
tional on a UNIX workstation at CCAR. At this time, only test cases have been done to ensure the 
software is running correctly. Elsewhere, the code has been used extensively in conjunction with 
NASA Langley Research Center to study communications applications onboard the space station. 
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3.3    SPECTRAL ESTIMATION 

The field of spectral estimation has received considerable attention in the past three decades. 
However, most of the progress has been made under the ideal setting of stationary signals. In 
the real world, the vast majority of signals are nonstationary. The most popular approach to this 
problem has been to modify existing techniques to estimate the time-varying spectrum. This usually 
assumes that the signals are slowly varying and remain locally stationary within specified time 
windows. An example of this is the short-time Fourier transform [1]. Although computationally 
efficient and easy to implement, it suffers from poor time-frequency resolution. A myriad of other 
methods exist, such as the set of autoregressive techniques [11, 15, 10], or the Wigner [5] and 
bilinear [4, 5, 6] distributions. In the end, these methods are plagued by faults that render their 
performance unsatisfactory for precise applications with nonstationary signals. 

The data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram models the nonstationary signal in terms of its 
complex sinusoidal contributions at all frequencies. From the model, an expression for the time- 
varying amplitude is derived, which is a function of both time and frequency. The evolutionary 
spectrum for a given time and frequency is then computed as the power of the associated amplitude 
estimate. The data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram will be described in Section 3.3.2. But first, 
the classical approach of the short-time FFT will be described, which will serve as a baseline from 
which to compare the other methods. 

3.3.1    SHORT-TIME FFT 

The well-known discrete Fourier transform (DFT) produces samples of the Fourier transform that 
are discrete in frequency, of a periodic signal that is likewise discrete in time. Given a finite-length 
sequence x(n) of length N, the DFT X(n) is defined as 

N-l 

X(k)   =    Y,x{n)Wfr,   WN = e-^'N,   k = 0,...,N-l (3.2) 
n=0 

and is equal to N samples of the Fourier transform separated equally in frequency. The complex 
frequency domain representation of the signal in 3.2 is easily converted to a power spectrum, or 
power versus frequency, by 

P(w)   =    ||*(fc)|| (3.3) 

which contains the frequency content of the signal. However, heavy computational cost prevents 
the DFT from practical use. The number of complex arithmetic operations are on the order of TV2. 
Storage space is also needed for the x(n), X(k), and WN terms. The DFT has two main properties 
which may be used to its advantage: symmetry and periodicity of Wft1. 

The symmetry and periodicity properties of the DFT were exploited to form a fast and effi- 
cient means of computation in the fast Fourier transform (FFT). In simple terms, the iV-pt DFT 
operation is incrementally decomposed into log(N) 2-pt DFT operations, for N an integer power 
of 2. The total number of complex arithmetic operations is then on the order of Nlog(N). The 
procedure is also accompanied by a reduction in storage space. The operation may be done entirely 
in place, eliminating space to store the X(k) terms. Further, the redundant 2-pt DFT needs only 2 
WN terms in storage. Despite the savings, the N length conglomerate output of the FFT is equal 
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to that of the iV-pt DFT. The FFT has subsequently experienced widespread use in a number of 
signal processing applications, from convolution and filter design, to spectral estimation. The latter 
of which forms the basis of the short-time FFT (STFFT). 

The FFT provides the spectrum of a signal over a time span equivalent to N samples. The 
spectrum is divided into N sections, or bins, in the range from DC to the Nyquist frequency. 
With greater N comes narrower bin width, and hence finer precision in the spectrum. A necessary 
condition to preserve the spectral effects (spikes, bumps, etc.) is that the signal is stationary, or 
not time-varying. For nonstationary signals, the effects move across and into other frequency bins 
as time passes. The FFT averages the changing effects over the total time span, resulting in a 
smeared image of the spectrum. 

The STFFT consists of a series of consecutive short-length FFTs. It operates on shorter seg- 
ments of the sequence in an attempt to reduce the amount of smearing. To explain, return to the 
length N sequence x(n). The standard FFT effectively operates on the entire sequence, whereas 
the STFFT operates on an L length window of the sequence that is shifted along in time (typically 
L < N/2). Therefore, the STFFT is actually a concatenation in time of short-length FFTs of the 
windowed segments. The resolution of the STFFT spectrum is directly dependent on L, which 
is ultimately limited by N. Because the consecutively windowed segments are of shorter length, 
the spectral images tend to be coarse due to poor resolution. A windowing function (Blackman, 
Hanning, etc.) is usually employed to smooth the spectrum. 

3.3.2    DATA-ADAPTIVE EVOLUTIONARY PERIODOGRAM 

In its simplest form, the evolutionary spectral estimator may be viewed as a periodogram at each 
measurement time of the data sequence under analysis. As the spectrum is computed at each 
discrete frequency, the contributions from all other frequencies are minimized by assuming they 
are uncorrelated. The output is a snapshot of the spectrum at each data sample, thus showing the 
evolution of the signal contributions at each frequency over time. This technique is proposed as the 
evolutionary periodogram (EP) in [12]. Among the EP strong points are: a unique spectrum for a 
given signal, excellent frequency resolution, guaranteed positive spectral power, and the absence of 
cross-terms among multiple signal constituents. 

To enhance the performance of the EP, the data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram (DAEP) 
was proposed in [13]. Rather than assuming that the signal components at frequencies different 
than that under analysis are uncorrelated, which is unrealistic, the information of those signal 
components is used to the advantage of the DAEP. As a result, the DAEP retains all the qualities of 
the EP while boasting an improvement in frequency resolution. The DAEP has shown to outperform 
the other methods mentioned above in estimating the spectrum of nonstationary signals. 

3.3.2.1    THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The following theoretical development contains the fundamental steps that are taken from the more 
detailed derivation in [12, 13]. Given a nonstationary process x(n), which is available over the range 
0 < n < N — 1, where N is the number of data samples, the contribution at the distinct frequency 
UQ can be represented as a complex variable 

Xuo    =   A{n,uQ)eP™° (3.4) 
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where A(n,u0) is an amplitude function, and ejmj° is the complex argument. The nonstationary 
process may be modelled as the contribution from the frequency w0 and those from all other 
frequencies. We can write 

x(n)   =   xuo(n) + yuo(n) 

=   A{n,wQ)e'™° + yUo{n) (3.5) 

where yUo is the contribution from all frequencies other than UQ, is zero-mean, and is uncorrelated 
with xwo because they are at different frequencies. The variance of the amplitude function is related 
to the spectral density of xwo, signified by 5(n,o;0), as given by the relation 

E{\A(n,u,0)\2}   =   S(n,u;o)^ (3.6) 

Therefore, using x(n) to estimate A(n,u0), one can in effect estimate S(n,u0). Performing this 
operation over all frequencies, the time-dependent spectral function can eventually be determined 

1    f* 
S(n,u)   =   — /    S(n,uo)dujo (3.7) 

Assuming the amplitude A(TI,üJQ) varies with time, and it can be represented by an expansion 
of orthonormal functions {/S,(n)}, then 

M-l 
A(n,u0)   =    ^2 ßiin)ai{uQ) 

«=o 

=   bH(n)a(a;o) (3.8) 

where 

b(n)    =    D3o(n)A(n)---^Af-i(n)f (3.9) 

is a vector of orthonormal functions at time n, and 

a(n)    =   [0(w0)l(o;o)---M-l(u;o)f (3.10) 

is a vector of expansion coefficients at UQ. The order of expansion M dictates the rate at which 
the amplitude A(n,uo) is modeled to change, i.e increasing M creates a better model for rapidly 
changing amplitudes. However, as will be shown later, large M hinders the frequency resolution. 

Combining (3.5) and (3.8), x(n) can be written as 

M-l 

*(n)   =    ^ ß*(n)ai(uo)einuo +y„o,0<n<N-l 

If we let 

{/n+i,,+i} = A?(")eJ'na'0, (3.11) 
0<n<iV-l, 0<i<M-l 

be the entries for the N x M matrix F^,,, and also 

x   =   [x(0)x(l)---x(N-l)]T (3.12) 

y(wo)   =   [yuo(0)yUo{l)---ywo(N-l)]T (3.13) 
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then x(n) may be expressed in the following matrix form 

x   =   F(w0)a(w0)+y(w0) (3.14) 

Define a linear estimator for the amplitude function as 

N-l 
Ä(n,v0)   =    ]T w*x(k) 

k=o 

-   wH(n)x (3.15) 

where the wn(k) are time varying weights. The * and H stand for the complex conjugate and 
Hermitian transpose operations, respectively. Substitution of (3.14) into (3.15) gives 

A(n,wo)   =   wff(n)Fa+wff(n)y (3.16) 

where the wo has been and will be omitted for simplicity, but the dependence as in (3.14) is still 
implied. Studying (3.16), the first term on the right hand side depends solely on xWo, whereas 
the second depends on yuo. To estimate the proper amplitude function at wo, the influence of the 
second term must be minimized. We impose the constraint towards this goal 

i(n, w0) = w"(n)Fa = hH (n)a (3.17) 

or in other words 

w"(n)F   =   hH{n) (3.18) 

We now define a performance function as the mean squared error £, or the variance of the true 
minus estimated amplitude. 

Z   =   ^E{\A(n,u0) - i(n,w0)|
2} (3.19) 

=    ±E{\bM(n)*-wH(n)FSi + wH(n)y\2} 

Recall that zWo and yUo are uncorrelated. Let RJ,J, and Raa be the correlation matrices for the data 
sequence y(wo) and the expansion coefficients a, respectively. Precisely, 

Rxx = £{xx"} = RJ,J, + FRaaF" (3.20) 

Using the relation in (3.20), and applying the constraint in (3.18), the expression for £ in (3.19) 
takes the following matrix form 

£ = -[w"(n)RItw(n) - bff(n)Ranb(n)] (3.21) 

The £ given by (3.21), subject to the constraint (3.18), is minimized using Lagrange multipliers. 
Define the augmented cost function 

J   =   £ + CA 

=    2 [w"(n)R-**w(n) - bH(n)Raab(n)] 

-[w^F-bjA (3.22) 
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where C is the constraint function, and A is an M x 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating 
(3.22) with respect to the weights w(n), and setting it equal to zero gives 

dJ 
■^   =   Rxxwopt(n) - FA = 0 (3.23) 

Isolating A and applying (3.18) yields 

A   =    [F^FJ-Vn) (3.24) 

Inserting (3.24) back into (3.23) and solving the optimum weight vector results in 

wopf(n)   =   R^FlF^R^PJ-^Cn) (3.25) 

Correspondingly, substituting (3.25) into (3.21) and simplifying terms produces the following ex- 
pression for the minimum £ 

Uin     =     2b"(n)[F"lR**F-" - Raa]b(n) 

Inserting the expression in (3.20) for Hxx finally yields 

Uin   =   jb"(n)[F*R£F]-ib(n) (3.26) 

Interestingly, the minimum £ depends only on the correlation matrix Ryy and the expansion func- 
tions b(n). This is the effect of minimizing the contributions of the y(w0) term in (3.16) by means 
of the constraint in (3.18). In the minimal case where Ryy = I, (3.26) is scaled down to 

iminEp   =   bH(n)b(n) (3.27) 

which is used for the evolutionary periodogram (EP) [12]. 

Lastly, substitution of (3.25) into (3.15) yields the minimum £ estimate of the time-varying 
amplitude at the analysis frequency UQ 

i(n,o;0)   =   b^nJ^R^Fj-^R^x (3.28) 

It will be shown that this expression plays an integral role in the data-adaptive evolutionary peri- 
odogram (DAEP) spectral estimator. As for the EP (RXI = I), the amplitude is given by 

AEp(n,u)   =   bH(n)FHx (3.29) 

The data-adaptive estimate of the evolutionary spectrum at time n and frequency u;0 is written 
using (3.6). 

5(n,w0) = E{Ä{n,u)ÄH(n,u)} 

Inserting (3.28), and varying S(n,u0) over -v < u < TT to produce the time-varying spectral 
estimate over all possible frequencies, the evolutionary spectral estimate eventually consolidates to 

S(n, u>) = bff (n)[Fff («JR^Ff«)]-^^) (3.30) 
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The evolutionary spectral estimator has been derived along the same lines as the minimum variance 
spectral estimator for a stationary setting. To show this, let M = 1 and /3,- = ßo — 1, then 

F(w) = bfeH(u) = [1 e-j" e~2j" ■■■] (3.31) 

As a consequence, the evolutionary spectral estimator in (3.30) collapses to 

S(n,v)   =   [e^MR^eM]-1 (3.32) 

which is the minimum variance spectral estimator (c.f. [11], pp. 378-380). 

Experiments have shown [13] that the DAEP estimate provides the best frequency resolution, 
while exhibiting pseudo-linearity and minimal cross-term error among multiple signal components. 
Furthermore, the DAEP guarantees positive spectral estimates, and is robust in the presence of 
noise. 

The main drawback of the DAEP is computational cost. This is due in part to the computation 
and inversion thereof of the correlation matrix Rxx. It is worth noting that an efficient means of 
estimating the autocorrelation Rxx is detailed in [13] that is based on the evolutionary spectrum 
itself. Fortunately, computational burden is of no concern for the research at this time. 

For the EP, using (3.29) instead of (3.28) results in an expression for S(n,u) that does not 
require any statistical information of the input signal x. This is the end result of the Ryy = 
I assumption discussed earlier. The complexity of the algorithm is diminished by ignoring the 
statistical information, but at a cost in frequency resolution. 

3.3.2.2    DAEP ALGORITHM 

The DAEP spectral estimator is implemented by means of the vector formula in 3.30, which is 
repeated here. 

SDAEp(n, a/) = bw(n)[F//(o;)R-I
1F(a;)]-1b(n) (3.33) 

The DAEP parallels the static periodogram detailed in [11], and actually reduces to the standard 
periodogram for the stationary setting (M = 1,/% = ßo = 1/yN). 

The DAEP spectral estimate has the desirable feature of excellent frequency resolution that is 
common to periodograms in general. Consider that the spectral estimate SDAEP{n,u) hi (3.33) 
may be computed for any chosen frequency. If computational load is of no concern, a range 
of frequencies could be used with infinitesimal separation or resolution. However in theory, the 
minimum resolution is limited by the quantity 2TTM/N. This is true for the standard sets of 
expansion functions such as Fourier or Legendre. As eluded to before, the resolution is controlled 
by the order of the orthonormal expansion and the length of the data sequence. To ensure the 
best possible frequency resolution, it is advisable to keep M at a minimum by utilizing any apriori 
information available on x. 

The DAEP can be viewed as a linear time-varying band-pass filter with evolutionary filter 
response ^^SQ u/£(fc)e~jfcw. In effect, the bandwidth of the band-pass filter is equal to the frequency 
resolution. The center of the band-pass filter is then varied through a selected range of frequencies, 
and the spectrum estimate SDAEP^I^O) is computed by squaring the magnitude of the filter 
output. 
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Figure 3.2: Adaptive Linear Combiner for FIR adaptive filter. 

3.4    ADAPTIVE FILTERING 

Digital filtering can be used to solve a wide variety of engineering tasks. A standard Finite 
Impulse Response (FIR) filter consists of a series of signal taps and delays, and associated multipliers 
or weights. The tap-delay and weight elements collectively form what is generally known as a linear 
combiner. The delays and weights dictate what the filter output will be given an input signal. The 
delays and weights are tuned for the specific problem at hand, based on the assumptions that the 
problem is well known and time-invariant. 

The adaptive filter differs from the standard one in that the weights vary over time as they 
adapt to the specific problem. In this case the system of taps, delays, and weights, is known as the 
Adaptive Linear Combiner (ALC), and is portrayed in Figure 3.2. The ALC is the main ingredient 
of the adaptive filter. The ALC is utilized in different filtering configurations, which are suited for 
the class of problem at hand. Although the class of problem is known, the specifics are usually not, 
and they may or may not be time-varying. Two adaptive filtering configurations were used for this 
research, one system modelling and the other prediction. They will be described after the basic 
theory of adaptive filtering has been explained. 

3.4.1    THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

A generic adaptive filtering configuration is furnished in Figure 3.3. The input signal is repre- 
sented by xn, the ALC (filtered) output by yn, and the desired signal by dn, where n is the time 
index. The error signal is defined as 

=   dn-yn (3.34) 

Let Xn - [xn,xn-i,... ,in_j,]T be a vector composed of the L inputs ordered in reverse. Also let 
Wn = [w0n, win, • • •, wLn]T be a vector composed of the L adaptive weights in the ALC. The error 
signal becomes 

=   4-WX (3.35) 
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Figure 3.3: Generic adaptive filtering configuration. 

Next define the performance index to be the expected value of the squared error (i.e. the mean 
squared error or £) 

£ = E[en] = E[d2
n] + WlE[XnXl]Wn - 2E[dnXl)Wn (3.36) 

The E[dn] term is interpreted as the correlation of the desired signal. Similarly, the i?[XnX£] term 
is interpreted as the correlation matrix of the input signal, and is signified by R. The E[dnX^\ 
term is the cross-correlation vector of the input and desired signals, given as P. The £ in 3.36 is 
now written as 

i   =   £[4] + w£RWn-2PTWn (3.37) 

The £ defines a quadratic performance surface with respect to the weights, Wjn. The dimension 
of the hyperparaboloid surface is equal to the number of weights L. An example of a 2-weight f 
performance surface is displayed in Figure 3.4. The £ has a single global minimum, which is either 
zero or positive due to the quadratic nature. The weight vector corresponding to the minimum 
point is therefore optimal, as in the following 

Zmin     =    ^(W) 

The optimal weight vector may be determined analytically, assuming the statistical properties 
of the signals CE[dj[], R, P) are known. First form the gradient of the £ 

V = = 2RW   — 2P dwn    
z±tWn   lV (3.38) 

Setting Equation 3.38 to zero and assuming R is nonsingular, the optimal weight vector is deter- 
mined 

W*   =   R_1P (3.39) 

Equation 3.39 may be recognized as the Wiener equation.  The minimum £ may be obtained by 
inserting 3.39 into 3.37, and then simplifying. 

U-»   =   E[d2
n]-2PTWn (3.40) 
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Figure 3.4: Example 2-weight £ surface. 

3.4.2    LMS WEIGHT UPDATE 

In the real world, where the signal statistics are unknown, the optimal weight vector and minimum 
£ must be determined using numerical techniques. The most common approach is to use a gradient 
search technique. The least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm is one of the most widely accepted 
because of its simplicity and efficiency. It is superior to other gradient search techniques such 
as steepest-descent, which estimate the gradient by differencing short-term averages of the error 
signal. 

A typical scenario exists where one has access to only the input and error signals, Xn and 
en, respectively. The LMS algorithm utilizes this information to estimate the gradient of the £ as 
follows 

V„ = 
del 

dWn " 2e" [äwtl " "2e"Xn (3.41) 

recalling Equation 3.35. The quantity E[e2
n] is effectively estimated by e2

n itself. A weight update 
recursion is then formulated 

Wn+1 = W„ - MV„ = Wn + 2fienXn (3.42) 

which uses 3.41. The \i term is a convergence parameter that is adjusted to control the speed and 
stability of adaptation. For y. approaching unity, the convergence is slowed, and the variance of the 
weight estimates as they evolve over time is decreased. 

Figure 3.3 together with Equation 3.42 depict the feedback relationship of the adaptive filter. 
For a time index n, the updated weights produce a filter output that subsequently produces an 
error signal, which in turn is used to update the weights at the (n + \)th index.  The minimum 
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Figure 3.5: System modelling adaptive filter configuration. 

f may also be estimated by taking a moving average of the resulting error signal. Finally, since 
the true optimal terminal conditions are unknown, convergence criterion for either the weights or 
£ must be set. 

3.4.3    SYSTEM MODELLING CONFIGURATION 

When considering the system modelling configuration of adaptive filter, the goal is to match the 
transfer function of an unknown system. The configuration is shown in Figure 3.5. The adaptive 
filter accepts the same input xn as the unknown system. The weights are adjusted such that the 
adaptive filter output yn matches the unknown systems output dn, which is the desired signal in 
Figure 3.3. The filter is essentially driving the error signal en to zero. The filter will continue to 
adapt if the unknown response is changing, e„ never quite reaching zero. 

A system is defined as any process that has an input and output signal. The input-output 
relationship of the system is called the transfer function. The function is ordinarily represented 
as magnitude versus frequency. This is easily achieved by converting the time-domain weight 
values to the frequency-domain. As an example, the weights of a low-pass filter would form a sine 
function in the time-domain. In the frequency-domain, the transfer function would be flat across 
the operational bandwidth, except for a notch at the stop frequency. In the trivial setting, a unity 
gain all-pass filter (a filter which does nothing to the input signal) would have a neutral flat-line 
function throughout the operational bandwidth. 

In this application, the unknown system is the multipath process as a whole. The multipath 
process may be visualized as one that takes as input a set of sinusoidal signals spanning the entire 
spectrum, but'only ouputs several distinct signals. The transfer function would be equivalent to a 
series of band pass filters. For the system modelling configuration, the adaptive filter actually takes 
Gaussian noise as input. The multipath system is only assumed to have the same input. The filter 
weights are then adapted such that the output signal matches the desired signal, which in this case 
is the SNR multipath. 

The transfer function of the adaptive filter indicates the spectrum of the multipath system. 
The function closely resembles that of the system, which is a series of band pass filters. The pass 
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Figure 3.6: Predictor adaptive filter configuration. 

bands will be located at the frequencies corresponding to the multipath constituents. In practice, 
the spectrum manifested by the adaptive filter transfer function is searched for band peaks that are 
related to the frequencies fo the multipath constituents. The width of the bands is decreased, and 
hence the frequency resolution is improved, by increasing the number of weights L. The resolution 
is limited by the length of the data sequence by following the rule L<N. 

3.4.4    PREDICTION CONFIGURATION 

This configuration of adaptive filter predicts the desired signal at the (n+l)th time index based 
on the previous L input signals. The configuration is shown in Figure 3.6. The signal xn acts both 
as adaptive filter input and desired signal dn. The weights are adjusted such that the filter output 
yn mimics the desired signal at the next time index, dn+l. Like the system modelling, the error 
signal e„ is driven to zero. Also, if the desired signal is changing, the filter will continue to adapt, 
en never quite reaching zero. 

The predictor filter provides the spectrum of the multipath, much like the system modelling. 
Although the configurations are different, they share the same fundamental elements. For this 
research, the adaptive filter predicts the SNR multipath signal. During the process, the sinusoidal 
components excite the filter weights in their frequency range. The frequency-domain representation 
of the transfer function exhibits spikes at the multipath frequencies. As in the system modelling, 
the spectrum manifested by the adaptive filter transfer function is searched for peaks that are 
related to the frequencies fo the multipath constituents. The width of the spikes is decreased, and 
hence the frequency resolution is improved, by increasing the number of weights L. The resolution 
is limited by the length of the data sequence by following the rule L<N. 

3.5    SPECTRAL ESTIMATION RESULTS 

In order to properly demonstrate the effectiveness of the spectral techniques, two types of non- 
stationary signals were analyzed. The first was a dual chirp signal, the second simulated GPS 
multipath. Both signals will be described later. For each technique and signal combination, the 
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Figure 3.7: Time history of the dual chirp signal. 

spectrum is presented in the forms of a mesh and contour plot. The mesh plot illustrates the 
spectrum as it evolves in time. The horizontal axes are frequency in Hz and time in seconds, and 
the vertical axis is the normalized spectral power. The contour plot is a rendering of the mesh 
plot as viewed from above. Accordingly, the horizontal frequency and time axes in the mesh plot 
appear as the horizontal and vertical axes in the contour plot. Two solid lines traverse the spectral 
ridges. The straight one represents the true frequency, the jagged one the estimated frequency. 
The estimate is simply the frequency corresponding to the maximum power at each time index. 

3.5.1    DUAL CHIRP SIGNAL 

The first data sequence analyzed was a dual chirp signal. A chirp signal is normally a sinusoid 
with frequency that is linearly swept through a specified range. The sequence in this example 
contained two chirps. The two frequencies began at the same value, and then diverged with 
equal measure as the sequence progressed. In addition to tracking the changing frequencies, the 
ability to distinguish the closely located frequencies was also examined. The dual chirp signal was 
implemented using the following expression. 

Xri =   A sin   2TT £(/I„)    + sin   2TT £(/2„) 
\      fc=0 / \      fc=0 / 

(3.43) 

with time index n = [1, N], amplitude A = 2, and frequencies /i,2n = 0.25±n/8iV. The summation 
is the numerical equivalent to integrating the constantly changing frequency over the time interval 
[0,t„], denning the frequency and phase at each time index. 

fintn + <Pn     =      /     fi^t 
JO 

(3.44) 
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Figure 3.8:   Mesh plot of DAEP produced 
spectrum for the dual chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.9: Contour plot of DAEP produced 
spectrum for the dual chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.10:  Mesh plot of STFFT produced 
spectrum for the dual chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.11:   Contour plot of STFFT pro- 
duced spectrum for the dual chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.12: Mesh plot of system modelling 
adaptive filter produced spectrum for the dual 
chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.13: Contour plot of system modelling 
adaptive filter produced spectrum for the dual 
chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.14: Mesh plot of predictor adaptive 
filter produced spectrum for the dual chirp 
signal. 

Figure 3.15: Contour plot of predictor adap- 
tive filter produced spectrum for the dual 
chirp signal. 
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Figure 3.16: Time history of the SNR multipath signal. 

Figure 3.7 shows the dual chirp signal time history. The horizontal axis is time in seconds, the 
vertical is the signal value. The sequence contains 64 seconds of data sampled at 1 Hz, meaning 
that N = 64. 

The dual chirp signal was analyzed by the spectral estimation techniques using MATLAB. 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 display mesh and contour plots of the DAEP produced spectrum. An order 
M = 5 Legendre function was used for the orthonormal expansion. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 display 
mesh and contour plots of the STFFT spectrum. The length of the window for the FFT operation 
was L = 32. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 display mesh and contour plots of the system modelling adaptive 
filter spectrum. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 display mesh and contour plots of the predictor adaptive 
filter spectrum. The number of weights for both filters was L = 64. 

3.5.2    GPS SNR MULTIPATH SIGNAL 

The second data sequence consists of simulated SNR measurements of a GPS signal that is 
corrupted by multipath [9]. The data was created with a Matlab signal simulation program which 
generated multipath corrupted SNR and differential phase data. The simulation was based on 
a simplified model of a single master-slave antenna pair, a single GPS satellite in orbit passing 
directly overhead, and one or more reflectors. The baseline length was 1 meter, and two reflectors 
were located 1 meter and 10 meters from the master antenna. The relative amplitudes of the 
multipath produced by the near and far reflectors were set to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. The model 
is simplified because signals arriving from any direction are reflected into isotropic antennas. 

Out of a 12 hour span relating to the GPS orbit, a one hour segment was chosen that produced a 
good balance of low and high frequency multipath, from the 1 and 10 meter reflectors, respectively. 
From previous analysis, it is known that there are two predominant multipath frequencies [9]. One 
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Figure 3.17:   Mesh plot of DAEP produced 
spectrum for the SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.18: Contour plot of DAEP produced 
spectrum for the SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.19:  Mesh plot of STFFT produced 
spectrum for the SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.20:   Contour plot of STFFT pro- 
duced spectrum for the SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.21: Mesh plot of system modelling 
adaptive filter produced spectrum for the 
SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.22: Contour plot of system mod- 
elling adaptive filter produced spectrum for 
the SNR multipath signal. 
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Figure 3.23: Mesh plot of predictor adaptive 
filter produced spectrum for the SNR multi- 
path signal. 
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Figure 3.24: Contour plot of predictor adap- 
tive filter produced spectrum for the SNR 
multipath signal. 
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frequency is in the range of 4-8 xlO-3 Hz, and time-varying. The other is practically constant and 
on the order of 10-4 Hz. The data was originally sampled at 1.5 second intervals. For the analysis, 
the data was decimated by a factor of 30, giving an effective sampling rate of 0.022 Hz (45 second 
intervals). Also, only N = 64 samples of the available data were used. 

The simulated SNR multipath signal was analyzed by the spectral estimation techniques using 
MATLAB. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 display mesh and contour plots of the DAEP produced spectrum. 
An order M = 5 Legendre function was used for the orthonormal expansion. Figures 3.19 and 
3.20 display mesh and contour plots of the STFFT spectrum. The length of the window for the 
FFT operation was L = 32. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 display mesh and contour plots of the system 
modelling adaptive filter spectrum. Figures 3.24 and 3.24 display mesh and contour plots of the 
predictor adaptive filter spectrum. The number of weights for both filters was L = 64. Note that 
there are no lines for the true frequencies since they are unknown in this example. 

3.5.3    DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The dual chirp signal allows one to evaluate the accuracy of the frequency estimates. Table 1 
contains the mean (/z) and 1-cr errors of the frequency estimates for each technique. The numbers 
surprisingly indicate that the STFFT performs best at estimating the changing frequencies. The 
mean error in the STFFT estimate is half that of the DAEP, and surpasses those of the adaptive 
filters by at least an order of magnitude. The 1-cr errors follow the same trend. 

Table 1: Mean and 1-cr errors of frequency estimates for the dual-chirp signal. 

DAEP STFFT 
System 

Modelling Predictor 

/.[Hz] 0.0179 0.0078 0.1178 0.0574 
a [Hz] 0.0171 0.0047 0.0701 0.0460 

Although the STFFT outperforms the DAEP in estimating the frequency for the dual-chirp 
exercise, difficulties may arise in more challenging situations. The shape of the spectral surfaces 
gives evidence to this observation. The spectral ridges produced by the DAEP are steep and 
separated. By comparison, the STFFT ridges are shallow and often become interconnected. If the 
true frequencies were closer together, or were changing more rapidly, the performance of the STFFT 
would likely degrade considerably. Additionally, the routine for determining the frequency estimates 
was rudimentary. A more sophisticated centroid type technique would exploit the preferable DAEP 
spectra to refine the frequency estimates. 

The FIR adaptive filters supplied unfavorable estimates of the dual-chirp frequencies. The 
shape of the spectra is jagged, not as regular as the DAEP or STFFT. This causes jitter when 
estimating the frequency. The effect is more pronounced in the system modelling spectrum, which 
was expected because of the random noise input. The predictor yields improved estimates, but the 
spectrum exhibits poor frequency separation in the early stages. 

Working with the simulated multipath data provides an initial qualitative assessment of how 
the spectral analysis techniques perform on such complicated signals. There are no precise truth 
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values from which to compare the frequency estimates. 

The DAEP spectrum begins to show the multipath frequencies after 1500 seconds has passed. 
This is because the spectral power of the two signals overshadows the rest of the spectrum. The 
DAEP spectral power builds up over time even for constant amplitude signals. The source of this 
characteristic is found in Equation 3.33, where the ß(n) terms increases with n. As a result, the 
mesh and contour plots have little meaning. The frequency estimates are computed independently 
each time index, however, and they are valid as they appear in the contour plot. The estimates 
are in the neighborhood of what is expected. The 0.006 Hz estimate is constant, which is not 
representative of the multipath data. 

The STFFT presents a good spectral image of the multipath. Two distinct frequencies with 
constant amplitudes of correct proportion are seen. The frequency estimates are again in what is 
considered a permissible region. But like the DAEP, the higher (0.0055 Hz) estimate is constant, 
and is not indicative of the multipath data. 

The predictor adaptive filter produced spectra may in fact provide the best representation of 
the multipath. The evidence supporting this conjecture lie in the frequency estimates. Not only do 
they lie in the acceptable range, they exhibit nonstationarity. The estimates settle down after 1000 
seconds for the system modelling, and 500 seconds for the predictor, have passed. For the remainder 
of the data, both adaptive filter estimates seem to track frequencies relating to the multipath. The 
predictor results look more credible, based on knowledge gained during previous research with this 
data. 

3.6    SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A highly effective technique for the correction of multipath errors in GPS phase data, based on 
SNR measurements, was been described and demonstrated in [2]. The technique, applied to data 
sets collected on static baselines in severe multipath environments, reduced the differential phase 
errors to near receiver noise levels. 

The recent phase of research was spent investigating methods of spectral analysis. In the cur- 
rent implementation of the multipath correction technique, the most substantial weakness is the 
estimation of the multipath frequencies. Classical algorithms, such as the periodogram, performed 
inadequately and demanded extensive user interaction. A method suited for time-varying frequen- 
cies, and requiring minimal external interaction, was desired. 

Four methods of spectral analysis were studied: the data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram 
(DAEP), the short-time FFT, the system modelling and predictor type of adaptive filters. They 
were tested on two kinds of signals: the dual-chirp and the simulated multipath. The STFFT 
performed best on the dual-chirp signal. The predictor adaptive filter performed best on the 
simulated multipath. The STFFT produced spectra with poor resolution compared to the others. 
The adaptive filters were more sensitive to the input signals. None of the procedures needed user 
input during operation. The DAEP calls for an apriori guess of the number of signals being dealt 
with. 

While the spectral analysis methods are an improvement over the classical ones, they don't 
meet the stringent requirements of the multipath correction technique.   Errors in the frequency 
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estimates should be less than 10~3 Hz. The STFFT approached that level with the dual-chirp 
signal. It is difficult to ascertain the extent of performance when the true frequencies are unknown. 
Nonetheless, not one of the estimates appeared to be close with the simulated multipath. 

The next step of research will be to examine more advanced adaptive estimation mechanisms. 
Based on a literature survey, the IIR adaptive filter and adaptive least squares approaches look 
very promising. The IIR adaptive filter is fundamentally similar to the FIR types described in 
this report. It has the advantage that one filter weight per signal achieves the same performance 
of an FIR filter with hundreds of weights. This means shorter convergence times and reduced 
computational complexity. The IIR filter also reports the frequency estimates directly, eliminating 
the search for peaks in the spectrum. The adaptive least squares is another efficient but powerful 
routine that directly reports the amplitude, and phase estimates in addition to the frequency. 

Once a successful spectral analysis procedure has been found, the area of focus will be to test the 
performance of the multipath profiling technique on dynamic data, again in a post-mission mode. 
The first step in the procedure is to compute an initial time history of the vehicle attitude. This 
information serves as the basis for computing the correct antenna gain to be removed from each 
amplitude observation, and for removing the expected phase difference from the phase observables 
to permit the constituent sign determination. Post-mission accuracy refinement is a valuable tool 
for analysis of spacecraft data, and airborne altimetry or photogrammetry. 

Work will continue on the multipath modelling software. The procedure of creating the basic 
GPS transmitting and receiving sources needs to be understood. Progress in this area will be accel- 
erated with the assistance of Wendy Lippincott and Peter Melvin at NRL. After that, sophisticated 
models may be developed to aid the multipath research. 
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4. Spinning Satellite Attitude Determination Techniques   Charles P. Behre 

This section describes several techniques for the detennination of the attitude of a spinning satellite using GPS. 
Because both spinning satellites and GPS receivers have the potential to provide high reliability at low cost, the com- 
bination of the two is quite promising. Furthermore, the kinematics of spinning satellites provide unique advantages 
for GPS-based attitude estimation. GPS antennas mounted on the satellite's rim are constantly undergoing large dis- 
placements, and phase difference measurements can be used to determine the oscillating displacement vector 
between the two antennas. Previously, Martin-Niera and Lucas [5] showed that by analyzing these measurements in 
the frequency domain, one can determine vehicle attitude, nutation angle, body nutation rate, and inertial nutation 
rate. The spin frequencies appear as spikes in the frequency domain and the attitude is related to the amplitude of the 
spikes. Alternative time domain techniques can be used to estimate the instantaneous angular velocity which is 
related to the principle spin frequencies. The spacecraft attitude can then be derived by averaging the vector perpen- 
dicular to the antenna displacement. 

A comparison is made between the performance of these techniques when applied to a simulated spinning satel- 
lite. Analysis focuses on the effect of nutation angle magnitude on the accuracy of the different algorithms and their 
relative advantages and disadvantages. Simulation results indicated that frequency domain techniques perform quite 
well with large nutation angles; whereas a Kaiman Filter approach is superior for small nutation angles. 

4.1        Introduction 
Low cost satellite missions such as the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer [1] are designed to spin about the spacecraft 
major axis for both attitude stabilization and instrument scanning of the Earth. This type of spacecraft typically does 
not have very stringent onboard attitude control requirements; however, both position and attitude knowledge to bet- 
ter than 1 km and 1 degree, respectively are needed for post mission analysis of the science data. GPS has the poten- 
tial to provide this information cost effectively in terms of dollars, weight, and power. 

The use of GPS for spacecraft attitude determination onboard an Earth pointing spacecraft has been already dem- 
onstrated on the USAF RADCAL satellite [2,3] and the Crista Spas missions [4]. In general, a minimum of two 
antenna baselines comprising three antennas are required for full attitude estimation. Phase difference measurements 
to two or more satellites form the basis for the attitude estimation algorithms. 

The application of GPS specifically to spinning satellites was suggested by Martin-Neira and Lucas in 1992 [5]. 
They described an FFT based method for using a single GPS antenna baseline to determine spacecraft spin and nuta- 
tion rates as well as nutation angles and orientation of the angular momentum vector. Their approach uses triple dif- 
ferenced phase measurements as the basic observable. 

Attitude determination of a spinning vehicle with GPS is particularly attractive because of the inherent baseline 
motion. This regular motion permits direct three axis attitude estimation with a single baseline, i.e. two antennas or in 
some cases even a single GPS antenna. This may result in a reduction in onboard hardware or improved redundancy 
with existing hardware. Furthermore, the baseline motion permits highly accurate solutions to be obtained from time 
differenced observations, thus eliminating the need for ambiguity resolution and minimizing the effect of cycle slips. 

This section discusses and compares several algorithms for estimation of the spinning spacecraft angular rates 
and orientation of the angular momentum vector based on GPS data. We begin with a description of the GPS observ- 
ables to be used in section 4.2 plus a description of the satellite motion in section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes a simple 
method for determining the orientation of the spacecraft's angular momentum vector. In section 4.5, two frequency 
domain approaches are investigated - the FFT method and an alternative Auto-Regressive method (AR). Sections 4.6 
and 4.7 present two time domain approaches - an averaging method and a Kaiman Filtering approach to the same 
problem. Section 4.8 describes the computer simulation used to test the algorithms and the results obtained. The sec- 
tion concludes with a comparison of the various approaches, a description of an upcoming experiment to validate 
these results, and suggestions for future work. 
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4.2        Displacement Vectors 

Time differenced GPS phase observations have been used in surveying to establish an initial estimate for long 
antenna baselines [7] and in attitude determination as a means for initial ambiguity resolution [9]. In general, they do 
not produce high accuracy estimates because the measurement noise is higher and the geometry is weaker than a sin- 
gle difference (between antennas) or double difference (between antennas and satellites) observable. The latter prob- 
lem is not the case for a spinning satellite, where the rapid antenna motion produces a strong geometry for time 
differenced observations. The time difference observations are used to solve for what we will call antenna displace- 
ment vectors, which form the basis for the attitude solution methods described subsequently. 

The basic equation for the A<|> measurement for one baseline and from one satellite is 

A<f) = e«r-j + ß + D (4.1) 

where e is the line of sight unit vector to the GPS satellite, r is the baseline vector, j is an integer ambiguity, ß is a 
line bias, and x> is noise. The symbol A will subsequently be used to denote a difference between two antennas. By 
time differencing two Aty measurements and assuming no cycle slips, an equation for the antenna displacement vec- 

tor, or, at each measurement time, ti, can be formed as 

SA*(y = S(tj) • £(tj) + (yi + l-v.) (4.2) 

where the symbol 8 will be used to denote time differences and 

5A<|»(ti)sA«(ti+1)-A*(t1) (4.3) 

Because of the effects of noise, it might be desirable to increase the size of the displacement vectors. Figure 1 
shows two different sizes of displacement vectors. In equation (4.2) two consecutive A<(> measurements are differ- 

enced to compute Sri. Larger displacements, designated as 57^, can be computed by differencing two A0 measure- 

ments taken more than one measurement interval apart as in equation (4.4) 

8A<j»k (tj) = e (t;) • E£ (tj) + (Vj + k - Vj) (4.4) 

where 

8A<|)k (tj) * A<|> (t; + k) - A* (tj) , (4.5) 

k is a constant integer equal to the number of measurement intervals between two differenced A<|> values, and i is a 
changing index for each measurement time. Neglecting changes in the line of sight vector plus errors in the measure- 

ments, Srk is exactly equal to the sum of single interval displacement vectors as in equation (4.6). 

k-l 

5rk(V =   X^t^) (4.6) 
n=l 

It should be noted that while the time interval between antenna position is increased, the measurements are still accu- 
mulated at every sample time. Therefore, there is no loss in the amount of observational data. 

To solve (4.4) for 5rk, measurements from at least three GPS satellites must be available and the line of sight 

vectors must be approximately constant over the interval tj to t^. If we assume that the noise is uncorrelated and 
unbiased, then the least squares solution is 
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master antenna      *0i) slave antenna 

Example: k = 3 

Figure 1. Antenna displacement vectors. 

T.„ -!„T 
Srk(ti) = (H'H)    H 

5A<|> (tj) 

5A())M(ti) 

(4.7) 

where 

H " [e1 e2 ... eM]T> 

the superscript refers to each satellite, and M is the number of satellites. 

(4.8) 

43        Satellite Kinematic Model 
Figure 2 illustrates the antenna configuration on the spinning satellite and defines the key vectors and angular rates. 
For simplicity, the vehicle is assumed to be axisymetric about the zB axis. The master antenna is located at the center 
with the master-slave baseline perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. The body x-axis is defined by the position of 
the slave antenna. I, is defined to be the spin axis moment of inertia and I, is the transverse moment of inertia. The 
angular velocities are defined in [8] as follows: © is the inertia! spin rate about the instantaneous rotation axis; cop is 
the body nutation rate; and co, is the inertial nutation rate. The nutation angle is 6. The relationships between (0, op, 
O/, 6, and the inertias are 

P I 
(D/COSG 

and 

2 2        2 
CO   =0+00, +2co <a,cos9 . 

P      / p  / 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
p      ' p 

The body frame is fixed to the rotating satellite and is denoted with a superscript B. The angular momentum frame, 
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denoted by the superscript H, is defined with the z axis along the spacecraft's angular momentum vector. The orbit 
local frame is designated by the superscript L. 

instantaneous 

rotation axis 

slave antenna 

master antenna 

Figure 2. Kinematic model. 

43.1     Antenna Motion 

In the absence of external torques a GPS antenna on the rim of a spinning satellite will move according to the kine- 
matic model described in equations (4.9) and (4.10). In the body fixed system, the antenna position remains constant. 
In the local system, however, the position is dependent on satellite rotations and the orientation of the angular 
momentum vector in this system. 

The position of the antenna in these two coordinate systems can be related with two separate rotation matrices 
given by 

rL = LcHVrB 
(4.11) 

where 

B 
r   = 

is the position of the antenna in the body frame, and 

v = cyc<(> - c9s\ps<|) 

c\ys<|> + c0s\pc<]) 

sin 0 sin y 

-syc<|> - c9c\jrs<t>    s9s<]> 
-s\|/s<|> + c0cyc<|>    s8c<j> 

s0c\y cG 

(4.12) 
is the rotation matrix from the body fixed system to the angular momentum system. The angles \jr and <j> are time 
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dependent angles related to the kinematic frequencies by 

¥ = V + Vo (413) 

and 

The matrix KT" rotates from the angular momentum system to the local system. If equation (4.11) is differenced in 
time an expression relating the displacement vectors to the satellite kinematics can be formulated. For a constant ori- 
entation of a satellite's angular momentum vector, this relationship at time tj is 

rrL(ti)=
LCH[V(ti + k)  -V(ti)] (4.15) 

The displacement vectors in the local frame were computed from the GPS phase differences by equation (4.7). 
Equation (4.15) describes how these components are related to the spacecraft attitude. In particular, the HT" matrix is 
a function of the orientation of the angular momentum vector, and HCB is a function of the nutation angle, as well as 
the body and inertial nutation rates. 

The following section discusses a simple method to estimate the elements of KT" from the cross products of the 

5r (t) values. Section 4.5 describes a frequency domain technique that determines the frequencies in (4.15) as well 

as the nutation angle and K?1. Section 4.7 shows a time domain method to compute cop and 8. 

4.4        Orientation of the Angular Momentum Axis from Displacement Vector Cross Products 

Ideally, a spinning satellite is rotating perfectly about its rotation axis (i.e. no nutation) which will also be its angular 
momentum axis. A GPS antenna located on one face of the satellite will rotate in a plane perpendicular to this axis. 
The displacement vector of the moving antenna will be in this plane. Taking the cross products of two of these vec- 
tors will yield a vector with the same orientation as the angular momentum axis given by 

ft . ,^X?(W, <«® 

Because the GPS measurements are taken in the local frame, ft, will be computed in the local frame. As a result, ft, 
defines the orientation of the satellite in the local frame. 

When nutation is introduced, the cross product of two successive displacement vectors is not the orientation of 

ft. However, as the satellite's instantaneous spin axis rotates about ft, the average of all the vectors formed from 

these cross products will tend towards the actual orientation ft. This is given by 

1 Ü  5r(L)x5r(t    ) 

NiTi|fi0s)x8r<lj + k)| 

where N is the number of measurements. 
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4.5        Modal Analysis Techniques 

From equations (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) we see that the displacement vector is comprised of terms containing the 
sines and cosines of y and <(>. From equation (4.15) it can be seen that only the first column of "C8 is required. Since 
the angle y rotates at cop and <|> rotates at ©/, the sine and cosine products will cause oscillations at oa, ± eop. The siny 
term in the last row will cause an oscillation at <ap. Thus, three frequencies can be determined from the displacement 
vector components. Two methods for extracting the desired frequencies are described in this section. 

4.5.1      FFT Method 

To determine the modal frequencies and modal amplitudes of a signal the following steps are applied: 
1) Apply an FFT algorithm to the sampled signal data. 
2) Compute the power spectral density (PSD) of the transformed data in step 1. 
3) Identify the peaks of the PSD. 
4) Determine the frequency at which each peak occurs. 
5) Relate these frequencies back to a kinematic model. 

Using only the PSD values, the frequencies found in step 4 are the most likely estimate (MLE) of each signal mode. 
Ideally, they are the exact frequencies of the modes. However, the sampling properties of the signal can lead to 
errors. 

Ideally, the signal should be sampled so that the modal frequencies are integer multiples of the frequency bin. 
The frequency bin size is determined from dividing the sample frequency by the number of data points. 

In reality, however, the peaks of the PSD occur in the frequency bins that are closest to the correct modes. The 
signal power of each mode is spread over a range of frequency bins surrounding the correct frequency. In order to 
determine a better estimate, the frequency center of the bins are computed by weighting them according to their 
power. Additionally, increasing the sample size increases the resolution of each bin. 

Another problem that degrades the determination of the modal frequencies is noise in the signal. For the ideal 
sampling case, this is not a problem if the signal power is significantly larger than the noise level. The frequency of 
each mode still occurs exactly at one bin. For the non-ideal sampling case, there are some additional effects. When 
bin weighting is used, extra power due to noise contained in these surrounding bins causes the estimation of the fre- 
quency center to be less accurate. 

One way to decrease the effect of noise is to use a window function on the data. Ideally, the most accurate FFT 
would be of an infinite length of data, however, in reality a finite set of data has to be used. Mathematically, this 
appears as an abrupt change from some sampled data value to an infinite number of zeros. This has the effect of 
amplifying the noise. If a window function is applied to the data, this abrupt change is smoothed and the effect of 
noise is decreased. 

In the implementation of an FFT algorithm there are no assumptions about the structure of the signal. In other 
words, the FFT can be applied to any type of signal. There are other frequency estimation methods which can take 
advantage of the knowledge of the signal's structure. The next section discusses one of these methods called the auto 
regressive or AR method. 

4.5.2      AR Method 

In general, a discrete-time process can be well approximated by a time series or rational transfer function model [6]. 
If it is modeled as an AR process of order p, the sampled data can be represented by the recursive difference relation 

p 

x[n] = -£ a[k]x[n-k] +u[n] (4.18) 
k=l 

where the coefficients a [k]   are estimated from the sampled data. Taking the Z-transform of (4.18) yields the trans- 
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fer function 

X(z) _ 
U(z) 

1 
P(z) 

where 

z = exp (j2refn) 

and 

P(z) = 
P 

1+ £a 
k=l 

t[k]z 
-k 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

From the estimated a[k] in (4.18) the roots of P(z) are found from (4.21). The roots occur in complex conjugate pairs 

and lie on a unit circle at angles corresponding to the sinusoidal frequencies f k, where 

{. = -f are the normalized sinusoidal frequencies 
f. 

and 
f, is the sample frequency in Hertz. 

This is illustrated in Figure 3. It should be noted that this technique directly estimates the frequencies f k, therefore it 

■ 

9 

Figure 3. Relationship between signal frequency and 
transfer function poles. 

does not depend on the modal frequencies being multiples of the frequency bins. 

Ideally for the case where there is no noise and the signal is perfectly modeled by (4.21), the signal is assumed to 
be composed of exactly 2p sinusoids. This means that each pole of (4.19) lies exactly on the unit circle at the exact 

angle of 2jcfk. 

For the non-ideal case, however, there is noise and the signal can not be perfectly modeled by (4.21). To take 
into account the noise, a higher order model than 2p is used. This allows for the power contained in the noise to be 
spread among the non-modal frequencies. The poles of (4.19) corresponding to the modes now lie near the unit cir- 
cle, while the poles corresponding to the noise lie farther away. The angles of the poles are only approximately equal 

to 2KIk. As the model order is increased, there are more frequencies available for the noise. As a result, the poles 

for the modal frequencies get closer to the unit circle and the angles get closer to 2nf k. If the model order is too high 

spurious frequencies might become dominant This is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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*: poles corresponding to signal 
x: poles corresponding to noise 

Model order = 10 
Number of sinusoids = 2 

Figure 4. The Pole - Frequency relationship for a noisy 
sampled signal. 

4.5.3      Application of Modal Analysis to Spinning Satellites 

The modal analysis methods as described in the last section can be used to determine the frequencies associated with 
a spinning satellite and to determine its attitude. The components of the antenna displacement vectors oscillate 
according to the kinematic model illustrated in Figure 2. The frequency estimation techniques can be applied to the 
antenna displacements. The dominant frequencies as found from the FFT or AR methods correspond to the frequen- 
cies contained in the model. After the frequencies are computed, other techniques can be used to determine the ele- 
ments of the attitude matrix. The next section describes the application of the frequency and amplitude estimation 
methods. 

4.5.4      Application of Frequency Estimation Techniques to the Spinning Satellite Model 
There are three frequencies contained in (4.15): 

D    fd=f/-fp. 

00, GO 
where f, = —- and f   = -2, 

'271 P     2J[' 

3) V 
and 
4) ft-f/ + fp. 

Applying an FFT algorithm to observations computed by (4.7) yields a PSD with spikes at these three frequencies 
Applying the AR method to (4.7) yields three pairs of complex roots of (4.19). The positive angles on the unit circle 
are 

2iuf. 2rcf.   2rcf 
 ?    p , and 

4.5.5      Attitude and Nutation Angle Estimation 

The technique for attitude estimation involves first reformulating the right hand side of equation (4.15) into the prod- 
uct of a constant element matrix, an oscillatory one, and the constant r0. 
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£(tj) = AB(tj)r0 

where A is 3 x 5 matrix given by 

-a„c0 a,, a^cQ a,,s8 

(4.22) 

A = 
*11    alV *12 a12"- l13c 

*21 -^l00 *22 a22CÖ ^S9 

a31 ~hlcQ a32 ^^ ^S9 

(4.23) 

and a- • are the nine elements of KT". Matrix B is a 5 x 1 matrix composed of the sines and cosines of y and <(> given 

by 

B(tj)= 

cv (tj + k) c<(> (tj + k) - cy (tj) c<|> (tj) 

sv^ + ^^^ + k)-8^^) «♦(«!) 
cv (ts + k) s<)> (tj + k) - cy (tj) s<() (tj) 

sv (tj + k) c<(> (tj + k) - sy (tj) c<|> (9 

(4.24) 

where \j/ and <j» are found by equations (4.13) and (4.14) respectively. 
The elements of A can be estimated using the following steps: 

1) Collect a batch of data and apply (4.7) to get   Sr(tj)  at time i = 1, 2, 3,... N, where N is the number of mea- 

surement times; 
2) Estimate the three frequencies using either the EFT or AR method; 
3) Using these estimated frequencies accumulate the 5xN matrix 

ß = [B (tx) B (L,) . 

4) Form the 3xN matrix 

A= [5r(tl) £(4) 

5) Solve for A by 

A = AßT(ßß')    . 

3M' (4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

4.6        Approximation of Instantaneous Angular Velocity 

As an alternative to determining the angular rates based on frequency domain techniques, we can develop a model 
based on the approximation of the instantaneous angular velocity. Every two successive positions of a rotating 
antenna creates an angle with the spin axis that can be used for this approximation. This angle shown in Figure 5 can 
be computed by 

a = 2asin (4.28) 

where r   = |r|. If we define the mean angular rate oo* by 
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©* = 
g(tj) 

At (4.29) 

><W 

Hi} 

Hgure 5. Angular displacement. 

where At = ti + k-ti and define the rate of change of the antenna position with respect to the local frame expressed 

in the local frame by 

then as At -> 0 we can say 

©* = - 

In general 

L    B    B   L 
r =r+  CD xr 

and if (4.32) is expressed in the body frame then r = 0 and 

.LB B   L...B 
(r)    = [x © ]r  . 

Taking the magnitude of the right hand side of (4.33) and using (4.31) we get 

©* = - 

where ©,, ©2, and a>3 are the angular rates about the body axis and 

0    -ffi3   ©2 

©3     0    -©j rB 

-©2   fflj     0 

ß>= J^lty +(Q2^ +<ö: 
Since 

rB = 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

the equation for ©* can be reduced to 
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-I' 2        2 
.2 + ffl3 

(4.36) 

The equations of motion for the spinning satellite written in terms of ©i, ©2, and ©3 are 

and 

ffii = ©2©3 , 

63 = 0. 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

The solution to this set of differential equations is 

oa^tj) = o)Tcos(Dp(ti-t0), 

©2(9 = -<oTsinü)p(ti-t0), 

and 

©_ 
©3 = 

1-r 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

ty 

where ©T= Ja] (tj) + ®\ (tj) . 

Looking at (4.36) and (4.41), it can be seen that 00* oscillates according to cop. Its minimum value is CO3 and its maxi- 
mum value is ©. For a nutation angle of zero, equations (4.9), (4.10), and (4.42) can be combined to show that 
©=(03=©*. As a result, for small nutation angles, © can be approximated by the average of the ©* computed from the 
displacement vectors. Furthermore, if an accurate value of the satellite's inertia ratio is known, an estimate of ©p and 
©/ can also be found. 

4.7        Nutation Angle Filter 
The nutation angle filter is a Kaiman filter that uses the GPS antenna displacement vectors to estimate the nutation 
angle 9, the angular rate of the antenna about the body zB-axis,  © , and the initial phase about the zB-axis, \|/Q. A 

graphical representation of these states is shown in Figure 6. 

4.7.1      Equations of motion 
In the absence of external torques and nutation damping, the rate of change for each of the states is zero. The case 
involving passive nutation damping has been examined, but for typical damping time constants of hours the rate of 
change can still be considered zero for short time spans. 

4.72     Observation Equation 
The observation for the nutation angle filter is derived by rotating the displacement vector into the angular 

moment frame, scaling it by the radius of the satellite, and taking the third component. 
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Figure 6. Filter states. 

(5r')    = 

r5xf 
5y' 

8z' 

_ VcSr)1 

(4.43) 

Expanding the 8z' component of 5r' yields 

5z' = s9(ti + k)cV(ti + k) -se(tj)cv(ti) 

where 

V(t) =   ©p(t)t+\(ro. 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

4.8 Simulation 

A computer simulation was set up to generate GPS measurements for a comparison by these various methods. The 
program simulated A<|> measurements from two antennas on a spinning satellite. Gaussian noise with a mean of zero 
and a standard deviation of 5 mm was added to each A<|» measurement. Two nutation angle cases were examined. 
Table 1 shows the parameters used for the simulation. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters. 
Satellite radius 
Nominal spin rate (<fl) 

Inertia ratio   ^ 

Nutation angles 
Batch lengths 
Sample frequency 
Differencing Interval 

0.381 m 
5rpm 

1.3 

5 and 25 degrees 
30,100, and 400 seconds 
2Hz 
5 seconds (i.e. k = 10) 

4.8.1     Frequency Estimation 

The body and inertial nutation rates were estimated using the EFT and AR frequency domain techniques, using the 
averaging of ©*, and using the nutation filter. The nutation filter, however, was only used to estimate ©,,. The results 
for each nutation angle are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The estimated frequencies are given to four decimal places. This 
degree of precision is required in the next section for adequate attitude estimation when using the batch least squares 
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technique. 

Table 2. Frequency estimation for 8 = 25 deg. 

Method 
30 second batch 100 second batch 400 second batch 

©/ (rad/s) eop (rad/s) CO/ (rad/s) ©p (rad/s) 00/ (rad/s) 0)p (rad/s) 

True Value 0.6423 -0.1343 0.6423 -0.1343 0.6423 -0.1343 

AR 0.6424 -0.1344 0.6422 -0.1343 0.6424 -0.1344 

FFT 0.5821 -0.0748 0.6416 -0.1331 0.6424 -0.1340 

Average ca* 0.6088 -0.1405 0.6071 -0.1401 0.6073 -0.1403 

Nutation filter -0.1415 -0.1342 -0.1343 

Table 3. Frequency estimation for 0 = 5 deg. 

Method 
30 second batch 100 second batch 400 second batch 

03/ (rad/s) Op (rad/s) (0/ (rad/s) (Dp (rad/s) co/ (rad/s) Op (rad/s) 

True Value 0.6789 -0.1561 0.6789 -0.1561 0.6789 -0.1561 

AR 0.6760 -0.1530 0.6779 -0.1550 0.6794 -0.1565 

FFT no solution no solution 0.6473 -0.1226 0.6795 -0.1562 

Average co* 0.6780 -0.1565 0.6748 -0.1557 0.6759 -0.1560 

Nutation filter -0.1488 -0.1605 -0.1556 

The frequency domain techniques performed better with the large nutation angle. For the large angle case, the 
AR method performs very well with only a small batch size. The error is less 0.1% after 30 seconds. The FFT 
method, however, requires a larger batch size for comparable performance. The nutation angle filter also works well, 
but also requires more time to equal the performance of the AR method. 

For smaller nutation angles, the accuracy of the frequency domain techniques gets worse. This is expected 
because the third term in the first column of (4.12), containing the cop frequency, approaches zero as the nutation angle 
goes to zero. Both the AR and FFT methods require a larger batch size to match the results shown for the large angle. 
A 100 second batch is needed before the AR errors are under one percent. The FFT does not produce meaningful 
results with a 30 second batch and it achieves errors less than one percent with the 400 second batch. The nutation fil- 
ter, however, shows only a small drop in performance for the small angle case. 

The approximation involved in computing the value of co* is worse for larger nutation angles. This shows up in 
the results in determining frequencies for large and small nutation. For small angles, the estimations are comparable 
to the other methods. For large angles, they are much worse. The 100 second batch produced errors around five per- 
cent for the 25 degree nutation angle, while the errors were less than one percent for the 5 degree angle. It should also 
be noted that this technique is dependent on an accurate knowledge of the satellite's inertia values. 

4.8.2     Attitude Estimation 
The orientation of the angular momentum axis was estimated using the batch least squares method in section 4.5.5 
and using the averaging of the displacement vector cross products described in section 4.4. Tables 4 and 5 show 
results for each nutation angle. Figures 7 and 8 show a time history for the cross product method of estimation. 

The batch least squares method shows its best performance for the larger nutation angle. Results improve with a 
larger batch size. This is most likely due to the increased accuracy of the frequency estimation as the batch size 
grows larger. 
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Table 4. Angular mom. axis estimation for 9 = 25 deg. 

Method H pointing error (deg) 

30 s 100 s 400s 
Batch least squares 0.42 0.26 0.13 

dr cross products 0.98 0.35 0.17 

Table 5. Angular mom. axis estimation for 8 = 5 deg. 

Method H pointing error (deg) 
30 s 100 s 400s 

Batch least squares 0.53 0.31 0.16 

dr cross products 0.13 0.13 0.11 

BO 

£   5 
t-l 

§   4 u 

I 2 
s

. 1 
ao 

0 fywtsHr>M'w,h~T—I— 
0       100       200       300       400 

time (sec) 

Figure 7. Cross product axis estimation for 9 = 25 deg. 

The cross product method does better for small angles. As the nutation angle becomes larger, the approximation 
that equation (4.16) is correct gets worse. As more cross products are added to the average in equation (4.17), the 
estimate improves. For small angles the approximation improves very quickly. This is demonstrated in Figures 7 

oa.-oa 
and 8. The frequency of the bumps in the graphs is approximately equal to — . 

4.83     Nutation Angle Estimation 

The nutation angle 8 was estimated using the method of batch least squares and the nutation angle filter. Tables 6 and 
7 show results for each nutation angle. Figures 9 and 10 show a time history of the nutation angle estimation from the 
nutation angle filter. 

As with the angular momentum axis determination, the batch least squares technique for determining the nuta- 
tion angle worked best with large angles. However, large batch sizes did not show an increase in accuracy. Several 
other cases with batch sizes between 30 and 400 seconds showed about a 10% fluctuation in the error. For small 
angles the batch size did make a significant difference. The small batch case failed to provide a meaningful result. 
The 100 second size batch still had a 3 degree error. Even with the largest batch the error was still 1.6 degrees. 

The nutation filter, on the other hand, worked well with both nutation angles. In both cases the error was under 
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Figure 8. Cross product axis estimation for 6 = 5 deg. 

Table 6. Nutation angle estimation for 9 = 25 deg. 

Method 6 (deg) 
30 s 100 s 400s 

True value 25.00 25.00 25.00 
Batch least squares 27.94 25.43 27.48 
Nutation filter 20.98 24.38 24.91 

Table 7. Nutation angle estimation for 8 = 5 deg. 

Method 
6 (deg) 

30 s 100s 400 s 
True value 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Batch least squares no sol. 2.02 6.65 
Nutation filter 4.23 4.79 5.04 

ten percent in about 40 seconds and steadily improved afterwards. 

30 

DO 

25... 
DO 

I 20 
3 s c 

15 

 j—<—.j.—|—i. > 1  

0 100       200       300.      400 
time (sec) 

Figure 9. Nutation filter estimation for 9 = 25 deg. 

4.9        Conclusions 
A comparison of several methods for GPS based attitude determination of a spinning satellite has been presented. 
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Figure 10. Nutation filter estimation for 0 = 5 deg. 

For large nutation angles the frequency domain techniques, especially the AR method, offer a way to estimate the 
spin frequencies with a high degree of accuracy. The computationally simpler method of averaging co* is not that 
accurate. The accuracy of the nutation filter is comparable only after a long period of time. 

For small nutation angles, on the other hand, the frequency domain techniques require a much greater batch size 
to achieve a certain level of accuracy. The averaging of co* works much better and quickly gets a high level of accu- 
racy but it requires knowledge of the inertias. The nutation filter still requires a longer time than the AR method to 
achieve a certain level of accuracy. 

For large nutation angles both the batch least squares and cross product methods have comparable accuracy in 
estimation of attitude. The batch least squares is better with small batch sizes. The cross product method, however, is 
much simpler and its accuracy quickly improves. For small angles, the cross product method is very accurate with 
only a small amount of data. 

The nutation filter is the only one of the two methods to give a very accurate estimation of the nutation angle. 
For both small and large angles, the percentage error is about the same for a given length of time. 

The performance of these methods appears more than adequate to meet the requirements of an inexpensive satel- 
lite mission. The SNOE satellite has a pointing requirement of ±5 deg and spin rate requirement of ±1 rpm [1]. This 
level of precision is well with the levels shown in this section. For the typical time scales of hours, the techniques 
have more than enough performance for an accurate estimation of the satellite's parameters. After only one minute of 
data collection and processing, the pointing error is below one degree and the angular rate errors are below one per- 
cent. 

4.10      Future plans 

To further assess the usefulness of these methods, experimental data is required. Future test plans include mounting a 
GPS receiver on a spinning platform. The platform will have the ability to simulate the kinematics of a spinning sat- 
ellite for a range of frequencies and nutation angles. Another area for further investigation includes the development 
of a more robust method to determine the correct frequencies from the AR method. We hope to implement the pro- 
posed approaches on a future satellite mission. The ultimate goal is closed loop attitude control based on GPS data 
from an antenna on a spinning spacecraft. 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 

This report describes the research performed by the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research during the second half of FY94-95 on spacecraft attitude determination using GPS. 
The work is a continuation of research described in the first and second technical reports for 
FY93-94 [1,2] and the first technical report for FY94-95 [3]. 

The overall project encompasses various methods for using GPS to determine the attitude of 
a spacecraft in near Earth orbit. The specific topics covered in this technical report are a 
combined Kaiman filter for both attitude and baseline estimation, an adaptive estimation 
algorithm to be used for multipath mitigation, and experimental and simulation results for 

GPS on a ground based spinning platform. 

The highlights of the technical advances made during the second half of FY94-95 are as 

follows: 

• Development of a Kaiman filter for combined attitude, line bias, and baseline 

estimation. 
• Evaluation of the combined filter on simulated and RADCAL data. 
• Development of an algorithm combining an adaptive notch filter approach for 

frequency identification and adaptive least squares for amplitude and argument 
estimation for use in multipath mitigation. 

• Evaluation of the adaptive estimation technique on simulated and experimental 

multipath data. 
• Collection of GPS experimental data on a spinning platform at Maryland Point. 
• Preliminary analysis of spin data demonstrating frequency domain techniques. 

Section 2 describes the new combined filter methodology including motivation for its use. 
Results are presented for both simulated and RADCAL data and comparisons are made 
between the new formulation and results from the previously developed bootstrapping 
algorithms. The baseline estimation results from the two methods are quite comparable. 
The attitude-only filter works better than the combined filter when the baseline estimates 
are already known to better than a few millimeters. The combined filter has the potential to 
work well when the true baselines are varying due to vehicle flexure. Plans for future work 
in this area are provided. 

Section 3 presents detailed algorithms for an infinite impulse response (IIR) adaptive notch 
filter (ANF) for frequency estimation and an adaptive least squares (ALS) algorithm for 
determination of signal amplitude and argument. These techniques are combined to form a 
robust estimator of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) fluctuations due to multipath. The combined 
algorithm is demonstrated to be able to reproduce fluctuations in both simulated and 
experimental SNR data. The next step in this area is to map the constructed SNR profiles to 
phase difference corrections. 

Section 4 describes an experiment conducted to investigate algorithms for determination of 
attitude of a spinning platform. A Trimble Vector receiver was mounted on a platform atop 
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the NRL spin table located at Maryland Point, and raw GPS phase differences were collected. 
This section provides preliminary results of the experiment including a frequency domain 
analysis of the data. Suggestions for future work are given. 
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2.0 GPS Based Attitude and Baseline Estimation 

Lisa M. Ward 

2.1 Introduction 

A number of algorithms for GPS-based attitude determination have been developed, stud- 
ied, and presented in the previous reports to NRL [1], [2], [3], and [4]. Until now, the 
emphasis has been on a bootstrapping method that begins with rough estimate of vehicle 
attitude and antenna locations and uses the algorithms sequentially to work up to a highly 
accurate solution. Presented here is an algorithm that combines some of these steps into 
one algorithm: the combined attitude-baseline filter. 

The next section of this report reviews the original bootstrapping algorithms and de- 
scribes the utility of the combined filter. Section 2.3 gives a complete discussion of the 
methodology for the combined attitude-baseline filter. Results from the new filter are pre- 
sented in Section 2.4. And finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in 
Section 2.5. 

2.2 Review of Bootstrapping Process 

Given a rough estimate of vehicle attitude and antenna locations, we have enough informa- 
tion to start the bootstrapping process. The first step is the attitude initialization algorithm 
which resolves integer ambiguities and improves the attitude estimate to with 10 degrees. 
This algorithm is a least squares batch process that uses a simplified dynamical model which 
assumes that the rotation of the vehicle is constant in the orbit local frame. 

If the antenna locations in the vehicle frame are not accurately known (i.e. to within 
3 mm), the next step in the bootstrapping process is the baseline estimation algorithm. 
This algorithm is a sequential filter that estimates the baselines in the orbit local frame. 
Then using the local baseline estimates, the local-to-body transformation is defined. The 
local baselines are converted to the body frame and averaged over time to obtain the best 
estimate. 

After determining an initial attitude estimate and obtaining accurate baseline estimates, 
an extended Kaiman filter is used for ongoing attitude determination. The attitude filter 
combines GPS measurements and dynamic information to accurately estimate the spacecraft 
attitude, angular velocity, disturbing torques, and line biases. 

If the above two steps could be combined into one algorithm, this would simplify and 
streamline the bootstrapping method by simultaneously estimating he attitude and baseline 
states. In past studies we found that estimating attitude along with the three coordinates 
for each baseline does not provide enough observability to distinguish attitude errors from 
baseline errors. However, reducing the number of baseline parameters to estimate provides 
the necessary observability. The approach we employ here is to fix baselines in the body 
frame by estimating only six baseline parameters. 

2.3 Combined Filter Methodology 

In GPS based attitude determination, all knowledge of the body frame is completely derived 
from the baseline positions and their relationship with the body frame. Since the attitude 
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solution is simply the transformation between the body frame and some other frame of 
reference, accurate knowledge of of the baseline positions in the body frame is paramount. 

If the baseline positions are not well known in the body frame, they need to be estimated. 
The baseline estimator presented in [3] is one way of accomplishing this. The disadvantage 
of using this type of baseline only estimator is that no attitude knowledge is produced. On 
the other hand, estimating the attitude along with all three coordinates of each baseline 
vector causes a number of other problems. First, by estimating all baseline coordinates we 
are, in effect, estimating the body frame itself. As the baseline estimates vary, so does the 
definition of the body frame. And without a clear definition of the body frame we don't 
really know what rotation the attitude represents. Second, the attitude and baseline errors 
are not distinguishable from one another (to the first order). This can cause the filter to 
make corrections to the wrong state which will eventually lead to filter divergence. 

To avoid these problems we have developed a method of that fixes the definition of body 
frame and allows for a reduced set of baseline parameters to be estimated. The procedure 
is to define the body frame (B) using components of baseline 1 and baseline 2 (denoted bj 
and b2, respectively) as follows: The js vector is aligned with the direction of baseline 2. 
The iß vector is aligned with the bi x b2 direction. And finally, the kß vector completes 
the orthogonal triad. Then estimate the baseline coordinates that have not been used in 
the definition of the body frame. To summarize: 

1. Estimate only the j# coordinate of baseline 2. The other coordinates are assumed to 
be zero. By doing this, we fix the direction of baseline 2 and estimate only its length. 

2. Estimate the js and kg coordinates of baseline 1.   This fixes the baseline in the 
3B - kß plane. 

3. Estimate all coordinates of baseline 3. 

Based on the attitude filter presented in [4], an extended Kaiman filter is used to estimate 
the vehicle attitude with respect to some orbit local frame (L) and the 6 baseline parameters 
described above. The remainder of this section describes the state vector, the measurement 
prediction equation, and the measurement gradient matrix needed to form the Kaiman 
filter. 

In this particular formulation, the state vector is given by: 

x = [ Sq-L   Sq2   Sq3 | 6ux    bu2   Su3 \ 6TX   8T2   6T3 \ 6bly   Sblz   Sb2y \ Sb3x   Sb3y   Sb3z \ 6ßx   Sß2   6ß 

(2.1) 
where S represents a correction the state and where 

q = local-to-body quaternion, 

üj = inertial angular velocity vector, 

T = disturbing torque vector, 

b = baseline coordinate, 

ß — line bias. 

The GPS observable for attitude determination is the fractional difference in carrier 
phase across a baseline. The equation for the predicted phase difference for baseline i 
observing satellite j is 

A4- = (bf )T (BC% ef) + ßi - kj, (2.2) 
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where 

A(j> = 

bB = 

eL = 

ß = 
k = 

U0 — 

phase difference, 

the baseline vector in body coordinates, 

line-of-sight vector to the GPS satellite in local coordinates, 

line bias, 

integer ambiguity, 

apriori estimate of local-to-body transformation matrix. 

(2.3) 

In the above equation k{j is calculated by 

kij = int [(bf )T (BC% ef) + ßi - Aft; 

where the int rounds to the nearest integer. 
The measurement gradient H,j for baseline i and satellite j has several different com- 

ponents. The part of Ht-j corresponding to the quaternion states is 

0(*q) 
= 2( Sc£e ,^r- o*jJ (2.4) 

where B* is the cross product matrix associated with baseline bf. The measurement 
gradient component corresponding to the line bias /?,- is 1. For the baseline states, the 
gradient matrix is not as straightforward. If all three elements for the baseline vector are 
being estimated, as is the case with baseline 3, then the corresponding Hjj components are 
simply 

On the other hand, if only one or two elements are being estimated, then the corresponding 
elements of Equation 2.5 are extracted. All other components are zero. For example, if 
baseline 1 observes satellite j, then the full gradient matrix is given by 

Hij — 2(flC#ef)   B* 0   0   0 0   0   0 3V ef2    0   0   0   0 10   0 (2.6) 

Between measurement epochs, the quaternion and angular velocity states are advanced 
to the current measurement time by numerically integrating the nonlinear equations of 
motion for a gravity gradient stabilized satellite. The derivatives of the disturbing torque 
and line biases, are equal to zero. The error covariance matrix is propagated forward with 
the state transition matrix derived from the linearized dynamical equations. All of these 
equations can be found in the NRL Report [4]. 

A new approach is being investigated for propagating the process noise covariance. 
Process noise values are set for the baseline, line bias and torque states, and the state 
transition matrix is used to compute the full discrete process noise matrix. This technique 
is still in the development stages and will be discussed more fully in the next report. Table 
2.1 contains the process noise covariance values used for the results shown below. 
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Table 2.1: Process Noise Covariance for Combined and Attitude Filters 

State Process Noise Units 
radial torque 1 x 1(T16 (N-m)2 

normal, transverse torque 1 x 10~14 (N-m)2 

line bias 1 x 1(T9 
(cy)2 

baseline coordinate b^x 1 x lO"10 
(cy)2 

other baseline coordinates 3 x 10"11 
(cy)2 

2.4    Results for Combined Filter 

The results from the combined attitude-baseline filter are presented in this section which 
is organized as follows: A description of the test data which includes both simulated data 
and flight data from RADCAL is given first. Then the results, which are separated in two 
parts, one for attitude solutions and another for baseline solutions, are shown next. 

2.4.1 Test Data 

Simulated differential phase data was produced by modeling a gravity-gradient symmetric 
satellite with a GPS receiver on board. The orbit was circular with an inclination of 82 
degrees at an altitude of 834 km. The yaw rate of the vehicle was 10~3 radians/second. 
The pitch and roll oscillations peaked at 12.3 and 6.7 degrees, respectively. The simulation 
run was 8 hours in length with a measurement interval of 30 seconds. White measurement 
noise with a standard deviation of 1 cm was added to each differential phase measurement. 

The RADCAL satellite is also a gravity-gradient symmetric satellite with a Trimble 
TANS Quadrex modified for attitude determination on board. The orbit is near-circular 
with an inclination of 90 at an altitude of 815 km. The data shown below was collected on 
9 June 94 (denoted Day 160) and 8 July 94 (denoted Day 189). The measurement interval 
for both data sets is 30 seconds. 

2.4.2 Attitude Results 

The attitude solutions derived from the simulated data are shown in Figure 2.1. For this 
test the baseline estimates were initialized with a 1 cm error in each coordinate. The errors 
in the attitude solutions along with covariance bounds are shown in Figure 2.2. Notice that 
it takes about 3 hours for the solutions to converge, but once converged, the errors stay 
centered on zero. 

Compare this to the results from the attitude-only filter shown in Figure 2.3. Again 
the baselines were initialized with a 1 cm error in each coordinate. With this algorithm, 
however, the baselines are not simultaneously estimated, but are fixed to the initial value. 
The baseline error produces an oscillation in the roll and pitch estimates. The yaw angle 
is not strongly affected because the baselines are perpendicular to the yaw axis. If the 
baselines were not coplanar, the errors in the yaw angle would oscillate as well. Of course, 
if the baselines are known and properly initialized, the attitude only filter works fine. 

One point of concern is that the solution errors using both versions of the filter appear 
correlated. We believe this is due to the new process noise implementation. It does not 
seem to be adding enough process noise in the quaternion or angular velocity states. In the 
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future we plan to verify the validity of this implementation and see if anything additional 
can be done to correct the problem. 

The root-mean-square (RMS) of the attitude errors for each case are given in Table 2.2. 
Two RMS values are reported: one using the errors after the filter has converged (after 3 
hours), denoted converged, and the other using the errors in the entire data span, denoted 
all. Without baseline errors, that attitude filter works best, producing roll and pitch errors 
at the 0.30 degree level, RMS. When baseline errors are introduced, the attitude filter 
produces roll and pitch errors that are 1.75 and 1.95 times larger, respectively, than the 
errors produced by the combined filter. 

Table 2.2: RMS of Attitude Errors 

Filter Type Initial Baseline Error Data Span RMS of Errors 
yaw       roll 

; (deg) 
pitch 

combined 
combined 

1 cm 
1 cm 

au 
converged 

0.274 
0.272 

0.450 
0.323 

0.418 
0.320 

attitude 
attitude 

1 cm 
1 cm 

all 
converged 

0.277 
0.275 

0.562 
0.563 

0.679 
0.624 

attitude 
attitude 

0 cm 
0 cm 

all 
converged 

0.269 
0.269 

0.302 
0.278 

0.364 
0.302 

The combined filter was also tested using the RADCAL data. For Day 160 the baselines 
were initialized from the mechanical drawings. Figure 2.4 shows the attitude solutions. 
This plot agrees closely with the results produced by the attitude filter using the baselines 
estimated from the baseline filter. However, since there is no truth reference for RADCAL, 
it is difficult to quantify which method works better in this case. 

For Day 189, however, initializing the baselines to the mechanical drawings did not 
produce good results. The line biases and baselines converged to the wrong answer causing 
spurious attitude results. Recall that in our current algorithm the integers are recalculated 
at each measurement with the assumption that the combined error in the apriori estimate 
is less than an integer. Since this algorithm allows so many degrees of freedom, a large 
measurement error could cause an incorrect integer calculation without forming a large 
residual. Eliminating the recalculation by setting the integers to a fixed value should correct 
this problem. When the baselines were initialized closer the right answer, the combined filter 
worked well. 
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Figure 2.1: Attitude Solutions from Combined Filter for Simulated Data 
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Figure 2.2: Attitude Errors from Combined Filter for Simulated Data 
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Figure 2.3: Attitude Errors from Attitude Filter for Simulated Data 
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Figure 2.4: Attitude Solutions from Combined Filter for RADCAL Day 160 
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2.4.3    Baseline Results 

Baseline errors from the combined filter using simulated data are shown in Figure 2.5. 
Plotted are the results for baseline 3. In the y and z components, the baseline errors are 
less than 1 mm after the filter has converged. However, the errors in x component are 
larger, up to 3 mm after convergence. Since the baselines lie mostly in the roll-pitch plane, 
this out-of-plane component is the most difficult to observe which accounts for the larger 
errors. 

We also noted that, for the x component especially, the covariance bounds clamp down 
early on in the run and do not reflect how long it takes for the solutions to actually converge. 
In fact, the process noise for this coordinate was increased to spread out the covariance 
bounds, which should not be necessary. We suspect that there may be some coupling 
between the attitude and baseline errors that is not being accounted for. Perhaps the 
neglected second order terms in the measurement gradient matrix calculation are the source 
of this discrepancy. 

Combined filter estimates for baseline 3 from RADCAL Day 160 are given in Figure 
2.6. The estimates vary at about the 3 mm level and agree closely with the estimates for 
Day 189. While these variations seem reasonable, the covariance reported by the filter do 
not reflect fluctuations of this magnitude, but instead reflect fluctuations at the 0.5 mm 
level, 1-a. Although this could be just a tuning error, it is more likely due to some type of 
dynamic mismodeling. 

Despite these problems, the combined filter still works remarkable well. Table 2.3 con- 
tains a comparison of the baseline estimates from the combined filter and the baseline only 
filter. Results from both simulated and RADCAL data are compiled here. The true base- 
lines used to generate the simulated data are also given. Note that the baseline estimates 
reported for combined filter are the final estimate, while those reported for the basebne only 
filter are averages over the converged portion of the data. Looking at the estimates from 
the simulated data, we see that all estimates, regardless of filter type, are within 0.4 mm of 
the true values. 

For the RADCAL data, since we don't know the true baselines, we can only compare 
the results from different filter types and different days. Four out of the six coordinate 
estimates are consistently within 2.7 mm of one other. The difference between estimates 
for coordinates b3x and b3y is 5.8 mm and 5.9 mm, respectively. While we expect the out- 
of-plane coordinate to be larger, we do not expect the estimates for coordinate b3y to vary 
that much. With closer inspection of Figure 2.6, we see that the estimate for b3y, drops off 
at the end. Since the covariance bounds are not accurate, it is difficult to determine if this 
is filter divergence or simply an artifact of the data. 
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Figure 2.6: Baseline 3 Solutions from Combined Filter for RADCAL Day 160 
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Table 2.3: Baseline Estimates (m) 

Filter Type Data Type hy hz b2y bzx bzy b3z 
True 

Combined 
Baseline 

Simulated 
Simulated 
Simulated 

0.3044 
0.3046 
0.3046 

0.3012 
0.3012 
0.3016 

0.6088 
0.6094 
0.6092 

0.0 
-.0009 
-.0010 

0.3044 
0.3048 
0.3046 

-.3012 
-.3009 
-.3009 

Combined 
Baseline 

RADCAL 160 
RAD C AL 160 

0.3030 
0.3028 

0.3091 
0.3083 

0.6135 
0.6131 

-.0058 
-.0044 

0.3022 
0.3065 

-.3103 
-.3095 

Combined 
Baseline 

RADCAL 189 
RADCAL 189 

0.3050 
0.3044 

0.3079 
0.3091 

0.6145 
0.6158 

0.0000 
-.0050 

0.3070 
0.3081 

-.3112 
-.3101 

2.5      Conclusions and Future Work 

While the combined attitude-baseline filter presented here shows some promise, there are 
still a number of issues to be address before further comments can be made about the 
performance of this algorithm. These issues include 

1. Filter tuning. A straightforward method of tuning the filter needs to be developed. 
Current implementation of the process noise does not seem to be performing as hoped 
and needs to be reexamined. 

2. Measurement mismodeling. The covariance bounds seem to clamp down before the 
solutions have actually converged, even with simulated data, where we know the 
dynamic model is correct. Including second order terms that have been neglected 
from the measurement gradient matrix needs to be investigated. 

3. Dynamic mismodeling. The discrepancy observed in the covariance bounds for the 
RADCAL baseline estimates suggests some type of dynamic mismodeling which needs 
to be identified. Modeling the disturbance torques as a correlated process may help. 

Even without the resolution of the above issues, we have come some conclusions about 
the utility of the combined filter as compared to the original bootstrapping method. If base- 
lines are known, the attitude filter produces the best results. Clearly, the more knowledge 
we have about the baseline positions, the better the attitude estimate will be. Furthermore, 
since the attitude filter has fewer states to estimate, it can do better when there are not as 
many measurements, and less computational power is needed. If baselines are unknown but 
constant, either approach may work with the following considerations: The baseline filter 
may be best in a post-processing mode where lots of data can be used to average over. These 
baseline estimates can then be used in the attitude filter which will provide the best results 
now that the baselines are known. The combined filter may be best in a real-time mode 
where some attitude knowledge is needed from the start. Again, once baseline solutions 
are good enough, the attitude filter could be invoked to increase robustness. If baselines 
are flexible and changing over time, the combined filter approach is the only possibility. 
Both the attitude filter and the baseline filter work on the assumption that the baselines 
are constant. The combined filter is the only method that could actually track changes in 
the baselines. 

With the resolution of the above issues, a number of additional tasks,have been identified 
for future work that would increase the usefulness of the combined filter.   Currently, the 
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combined filter actually estimates baseline coordinates in a body frame that is defined by 
the baseline positions. However, most missions require attitude knowledge with respect to 
another frame of reference. This frame is usually defined by either the mechanical drawings 
or the position of some other sensor. Therefore, it would be useful to develop a method 
of estimating the baselines in the mission defined body frame. Rather than estimating 
baseline coordinates, the state vector would have to be changed to estimate other baseline 
parameters such as length or direction. 

In both the attitude and combined filters, the principal axes are assumed to be aligned 
with the body frame axes. While this is generally true for gravity-gradient symmetric 
spacecraft, it does not necessarily hold for other types of vehicles. To allow for a more 
general definition of the principal axes, the equations of motion would have to be expressed 
in terms of a full inertia matrix. This change will be necessary for before processing data 
from the CRISTA-SPAS satellite which is neither symmetric nor gravity-gradient stabilized. 

All of the work with to date with the combined filter has involved only constant baselines. 
Since the most promising application of the combined filter is estimating attitude with 
flexible baselines, investigating this aspect will be key in determining the utility of this 
algorithm. 
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3    MULTIPATH MODELLING AND CORRECTION - Christopher J. Comp 

3.1    INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

High precision measurements of the GPS L-Band carrier phase have been used for a wide variety 
of surveying applications ranging from worldwide geodetic networks to kinematic survey on both 
land and sea. More recently, attitude determination systems based on the carrier phase observable 
have been developed and demonstrated on land [15], sea [10], air [5, 3], and in space [6, 17]. The 
key measurement in each of these systems is the difference in the received phase measured by two 
antennas to a single satellite, known as the differential phase. When two separate receivers are used 
to track the two antennas, as is the case in a survey application or in some attitude determination 
systems [15, 10, 3], the difference between differential phase measurements for two satellites (double 
difference) is used as the measurement, eliminating the effect of the different receiver clocks. 

The limiting factor on performance in almost all attitude determination applications has been 
identified as multipath. Similarly, in some high precision surveying environments, multipath ap- 
pears to be the dominant error source. Multipath is the corruption of the direct GPS signal by one 
or more signals reflected from the local surroundings. Figure 3.1 shows an example of differential 
phase residuals between two fixed antennas. The structured oscillations are characteristic of multi- 
path interference. The residual data has the first order GPS satellite motion removed, leaving the 
multipath and receiver measurement noise. In this particular set of data, the multipath produced 
peak errors of 8 millimeters with low frequency components. Uncorrected, these measurement er- 
rors would produce attitude errors at the level of 8 milliradians (0.46 degrees) for a 1 meter antenna 
baseline length. 

The primary goal of this research is to develop and implement a technique to correct for multi- 
path in GPS carrier phase measurements. The technique should be successful in reducing multipath 
to the level of receiver measurement noise. The technique should also work in a variety of precise 
GPS applications involving both static and dynamic platforms, and also in a changing multipath 
environment. The research will emphasize multipath correction for attitude determination onboard 
near-earth spacecraft. Generality is desired to include commercially viable areas such as terrestrial 
attitude determination and differential surveying. A distant goal is to implement the technique in 
a near real-time operational mode. 

The theoretical foundation of multipath with the GPS carrier signal has been studied, and 
was laid out in detail in the September, 1994 Technical Report [2]. Based on that knowledge, a 
procedure for estimating the multipath present in the phase measurement of the carrier signal was 
devised. The multipath correction approach overcomes many of the shortcomings of previously 
recommended techniques. It utilizes the ratio of the amplitude of the recovered carrier signal to 
the noise (SNR) and the known antenna gain pattern to create a multipath correction profile for 
the carrier phase measurements. Thus, a new correction profile is generated for each data set, 
eliminating the constraint that the environment remain unchanged. 

The relationship between the direct GPS signal, one or more multipath signals, and the resulting 
composite signal which is reported by the receiver, was developed as in [7]. The relationship was 
then used to derive the phase error due to multipath, based on information obtained from the 
amplitude of the composite signal (i.e. the SNR). When the multipath signal strength relative 
to the direct signal is small, the expression for the phase error due to multipath is given by the 
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Figure 3.1: Differential phase data for a 1 meter patch antenna baseline. The data was collected 
May 24, 1994, with a Trimble Vector attitude receiver. The horizontal axis is time in minutes, the 
vertical axis is differential phase residual in millimeters. 

following approximate formula: 

8<f>   fa 

>J <XiA0 sm{ujit + 6i) 
 i  

A0Aa + ^2 <XiA0 cos(u,t + 6i) 
(3.1) 

where i is summed over all multipath signals present. The a,A, is the amplitude of the multipath 
fluctuations, ui is the frequency of the multipath, t is a time reference, Ö,- is the phase offset of the 
multipath in the SNR, and Ac is the actual composite SNR. 

The frequency, amplitude, and phase offset of the multipath are determined from the SNR data 
using spectral estimation techniques. Inserting the parameters into Equation 3.1 creates a profile of 
the multipath error in the phase data. This profile is subtracted from the phase data to eliminate the 
multipath error, leaving uncorrupted navigation information. Modeling and subsequent subtraction 
of multipath error that is identified directly from the phase data would be incorrect, due to the 
risk of removing fluctuations from actual vehicle dynamics. 

The technique has proven successful for correcting multipath in differential phase measurements 
to near the receiver noise level, in limited trials. The technique was used in a post-processing mode 
on data from static terrestrial platforms. The data was either simulated using a model of a generic 
code-correlating receiver, or was collected by a Trimble Vector code-correlating attitude receiver 
during experiments. Also, simulations have been performed which analyze the effect of multipath 
on a dynamic orbiting spacecraft, in so doing the multipath characteristics are well understood. At 
this time, however, the correction technique has been used only with simulated and experimental 
static scenarios. 
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In order to reach the true potential of the technique, improved performance must be attained 
in the limited trials, and eventually an automated approach to experimental data from dynamic 
platforms should be realized. An important step in the direction of this goal is to develop a 
procedure to better estimate the spectral content of the multipath in the SNR data. The procedure 
must be capable of identifying parameters of non-stationary sinusoidal signals from varying amounts 
of data, and must also lend itself to automation. 

Various candidate spectral estimators were identified in [1]. Of those, the short-time FFT, 
data-adaptive evolutionary periodogram, and FIR adaptive filters were examined on simulated 
dual-chirp and multipath data sets. It was determined that these methods were unsatisfactory 
for the following reasons. In traditional fashion, they estimate the entire spectrum of a given 
signal. Extensive interaction was required to search the spectrum and identify peaks associated 
with predominant frequencies. In other words, automation would be difficult. Furthermore, the 
frequency estimates were inaccurate, and no amplitude estimates were easily obtainable. In the 
case of multipath signals where the true frequencies were unknown, there was no way of checking 
the integrity of the frequency estimates. 

The research conducted since the last progress report has concentrated on more advanced adap- 
tive estimation mechanisms, namely the IIR adaptive filter and the adaptive least squares. These 
methods differ from the traditional spectral estimators discussed previously, because they inherently 
estimate the specific time-varying parameters of quasi-periodic signals. Using a fundamentally dif- 
ferent approach to the same problem, the IIR adaptive filter is superior to the FIR types. It has the 
advantage that one filter weight per signal achieves the same performance of an FIR filter employ- 
ing hundreds of weights. The IIR filter also reports the frequency estimates directly, eliminating 
the search for peaks in the spectrum. The adaptive least squares is another efficient and powerful 
routine that directly reports the amplitude and phase estimates in addition to the frequency. Both 
methods provide a conclusive way of checking the integrity of the estimated parameters. 

The IIR adaptive filter and adaptive least squares methods have been tested extensively on 
simulated and experimental multipath signals. The frequencies were estimated with sufficient 
accuracy by the IIR adaptive notch filter technique. The adaptive least squares technique also 
provided the signal amplitude and phase offset estimates, but was discovered to be less robust. 
Although individually they performed well, when used together the result is a remarkably robust 
and accurate tool that estimates the amplitude, frequency, and phase offset of the multipath signals. 
This is accomplished at a low computational cost due to the small number of estimated parameters, 
and not needing to do a spectrum search. 

Section 3.2 covers the adaptive spectral estimation discussion as a whole. It includes subsec- 
tions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 which explain the individual IIR adaptive filter and adaptive least squares 
approaches. Section 3.3 presents the results from using the techniques on multipath data. Section 
3.4 discusses meaning of the results. Section 3.5 concludes the multipath portion of this report by 
outlining future research. 

3.2    ADAPTIVE SPECTRAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Classical spectral estimation and parameter identification techniques approximated time-varying 
signals by utilizing stationary models, and assuming the slowly changing signal characteristics 
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remained locally stationary within specified time windows. The output was a spectral image rep- 
resenting an average of the changing signal through the processed time span. In so doing, the 
performance was limited. With adaptive methods, the spectral estimate is updated as each data 
record is processed. The traditional adaptive methods studied in [1] presented a spectral image that 
reflected the signal as it changed through time. However, search routines to identify the spectral 
peaks and compute the associated frequencies and amplitudes were cumbersome. 

The adaptive spectral parameter estimation techniques described in this report differ from true 
spectral estimators. The amplitudes, frequencies, phase offsets of predominant pseudo-periodic 
constituents contained within a signal are estimated, as opposed to the entire spectrum. The 
outcome is better accuracy at lower computational cost. The adaptive estimation schemes fit in 
well with the multipath correction architecture. The spectral parameters of the multipath in the 
SNR measurements are tracked through time as each data record is processed. The parameters 
may then be inserted into Equation 3.1, which relates the multipath errors in the SNR to those in 
the phase measurements. 

3.2.1    IIR ADAPTIVE FILTER 

A digital filter takes discrete samples of an input signal, manipulates it in some specified manner, 
and outputs a desired signal. The input-output relationship is formally expressed as a transfer 
function: 

=    a«,+ «!«-* +■■. + «.*-» 
v ' 1 + blZ~l + ■ ■ ■ + bnz~n v     ' 

where the o,'s and 62's are the filter coefficients, and z~l is the z- transform of the unit-delay operator. 
H{z) is derived from the z-transform of the standard difference equation, which describes the filter 
input-output in the time domain: 

n n 

y(k) = 5Za''u(*~*)-H6»'i'(*-0 (3-3) 
t'=0 t=l 

where u(k) is the input signal, y(k) is the output signal, and k is the data record. 

The output response of a filter is the frequency representation of the phase and magnitude of the 
complex transfer function, and indicates the affect of the filter on the input signal. For example, 
magnitudes of signal constituents at a specific frequency are attenuated by such an amount, or 
phases of constituents at the frequency are shifted by so many radians. Generally, the filter is 
defined by a number of frequency-domain requirements that specify a desired output response, such 
as pass-band, stop-band, transition-band, attenuation, and Nyquist frequency (half the sampling 
frequency). Figure 3.2 provides a pictorial explanation of these terms. 

In practice, it is infeasible to implement an ideal digital filter. There are two types of filter 
approximations (refer once again to Figure 3.2): the Infinite-Impulse Response (IIR) and the Finite- 
Impulse Response (FIR). The IIR filter approximation solves for the poles and zeros of the transfer 
function that satisfies the given task. This type of filter is characterized by abrupt transition-bands 
in the magnitude output response for a low number of filter coefficients. Historically, the cost has 
been that even small and simple models can be highly unstable, ending up in complicated solutions 
for the coefficients. In the FIR filter approximation, the denominator terms (the 6t's) in Equation 
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Figure 3.2: Example magnitude output response for ideal filter, and FIR and IIR approximations. 
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Figure 3.3: Location of zeros and poles with respect to the unit circle for the IIR adaptive notch 
filter. 

3.2 are zero. It is more difficult to approximate the ideal filter when only the numerator coefficients 
are available. Hence, significantly more coefficients are needed to match the IIR performance. The 
order of the model is increased, however it is more stable, and solutions for the coefficients tend to 
be numerically simpler. Consult [14, 13] for more detailed information. 

An IIR Adaptive Notch Filter (ANF) is used in this research. The initial motivation for such 
a filter was to remove quasi-periodic interference from noisy or non-periodic data [11]. A prime 
example would be a set of measurements corrupted by 60 Hz sinusoidal interference from a power 
signal. The frequencies of the sinusoidal signals are identified in the process of their removal. For 
this reason, the ANF eventually became recognized as an excellent tool for spectral parameter 
estimation. 

An IIR ANF is capable of providing narrow notches using a low number of filter coefficients. 
Keeping in mind that the transfer function is a z-transform, the Oj's and 6,'s are zeros and poles, 
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respectively. In this filter scheme, a notch is produced in the output magnitude response by placing 
the poles and zeros along the same line radiating out to the unit circle, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
The angular distance of the line from the real axis is equal to the frequency. For stability, the zeros 
are constrained to lie on the unit circle. The filter transfer function is given as (c.f. [11, 12, 4]):   . 

Mz-1)   = 1 + aiz-1 + • • • + anz-n + ■■■ + ai^2n+1 + z~2n 

K      ' l + paiz-l + --- + pnanz~n + --- + pin-1a1z-
2n+1 + p2nz-2n K ' ' 

where the a\s are the filter coefficients, and n is the number of desired notches (i.e. the number of 
frequencies to be estimated). The width of the notch, and hence the transition-band, is a function 
of the proximity of the pole to the zero, signified by the pole-zero contraction factor p. The factor 
must be in the range 0 < p < 1 for a stable filter, p = 1 forms the ideal notch, 

The mirror symmetry form of the numerator and denominator polynomials in Equation 3.4 
is a necessary condition for the zeros to lie on the unit circle. The associated benefits make this 
particular type of ANF invaluable. Writing the transfer function as follows: 

H{z~l)   =   -^TK (3-5) 

the polynomial A(z-1) may be written in either product or summation form: 

A(pz-i) 

n In 
A{z~l) = "[[(I + ctiz~l + z~2) = ^a,z""',   an+m = an_m,  m<n (3.6) 

t'=0 «'=0 

with closed-form relationships between the a; and a,- coefficients dependent on n. The actual 
number of filter coefficients is equal to the number of notches, and that number is a minimum. 
Other IIR notch filters require more than twice the number of coefficients. Also, the high degree of 
similarity between the numerator and denominator cause the input-output relationship to be close 
to linear, and therefore very stable. Due to the symmetry, the output phase response is nearly 
linear as well. Phase distortion arising from phase response nonlinearity is often a severe problem 
with IIR filters. 

The most useful feature of the IIR ANF is that the frequencies of the sinusoidal signals are 
directly related to the a,- coefficients by [4]: 

/t = acoS(-y) (3.7) 

The value of the IIR ANF, in contrast to an FIR type, becomes very clear. The number of estimated 
frequencies is equal to the number of filter coefficients. The fact that this number is a minimum has 
a profound influence on accuracy and computational efficiency. If an FIR approach were to be used, 
the number of coefficients needed to generate the magnitude response with sufficient accuracy would 
be orders of magnitude greater. In addition, there is no direct relationship between the coefficients 
and the frequencies. In fact, the output response would have to be searched to locate the bottoms 
of the notches to find their corresponding frequencies. This procedure is both time consuming and 
inaccurate. 

The adaptive procedure that determines the ANF coefficients will now be derived. The basic 
function of the ANF is to remove quasi-periodic interference from noisy or non-periodic signals. 
The filter output is then regarded as the error, which in the time-domain is: 

<k) =   M^ku{k) (3-8) 
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where Afa-1) is the time-domain representation of the z-transform polynomial in Equation 3.6, 
and q~l is the unit-delay operator. The coefficients a; are adjusted in the adaptive procedure to 
minimize the cost function: 

V   =   XyW (3-9) 
k=l 

which is the squared error summed over L data samples. Minimizing this cost function means that 
the error is equal to the filter output: e(k) = y(k). The minimization, along with the polynomial 
symmetry, also guarantees that the zeros lie on the unit circle. 

The coefficient adjustment is achieved with a recursive prediction error algorithm. In particular, 
the quadratic criterion in 3.9 is minimized via a stochastic Gauss-Newton search method [9]. Define 
the parameter vector to be the set of filter coefficients: 

6   =   [ai...anf (3.10) 

and the regression vector: 

j^.th\ _ / -V(k ~ 0 ~ y(k - 2n +») + ple{k - i) + p2»-"^* - In + i),   1 < i < n - 1      ,„ 1,, 
ML)-\ -y{k-n)+pne{k_n), i = n (3-11) 

such that <j>{k) = [<f>i(k)... <f>n(k)]T. The standard difference equation can then be written in terms 
of the error: 

e{k)   =   u(k) + u(k - 2n) - p2ne(k - 2n) - <f>T9 (3.12) 

The first order gradient of the error: 

iK*) = [Mk)...iPn(k)f,  i,{(k) = -^ (3.13) 

is shown in [11] to be a filtered form of the regression vector: 

m = ^ (3.,4, 

In practice, the first order gradient is approximated by substituting filtered versions of the input 
and error signals, uF(k) and eF(k) respectively, into Equation 3.11. A useful expression for the 
second order gradient is: 

P{k) = I 
7 

P(jfc _ i) _ ?ik ~ W(k)i>T(k)P(k - 1) 
(3.15) 

tfT(*)P(*-lMJb)+7 

where 7 is a convergence parameter that is updated via: 

7(fc + l)   =   lol(k) + (1 - 7o)7oc (3.16) 

If desired, the pole-zero contraction factor can be updated in the same way. Equation 3.15 is in 
reality equivalent to the inverse of the second order gradient, and was arrived upon using a matrix 
inversion approximation for recursive applications. Finally, the coefficient update is carried out 
with the formula: 

6{k)   =   e(k-l) + P(k)i,(k)e(k) (3.17) 
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Equations 3.11, 3.12, 3.15, and 3.17, collectively make up the recursive algorithm. As input, 
the algorithm requires the following: sampling frequency, number of frequencies to estimate, con- 
vergence parameter and pole-zero contraction factor values, and the data sequence itself. No initial 
frequency estimates are needed. 

The IIR ANF requires the use of a second order gradient search, such as the Gauss-Newton 
method, for two main reasons. The performance surface corresponding to the multi-variable func- 
tion in Equation 3.9 may contain local minima, where a global minimum is sought. There are also 
potential nonlinear instabilities associated with IIR niters in general. When this algorithm is used 
to compute the minimum number of filter coefficients, accuracies are within an order of magnitude 
of the Cramer-Rao bound for large data sets. Moreover, an order of n2 multiplications are needed, 
much less than for other ANF algorithms [11]. 

3.2.2    ADAPTIVE LEAST SQUARES 

The adaptive least squares (ALS) technique begins by modelling the signal under analysis as mul- 
tiple sinusoids embedded in noise: 

n 

y(k) = s(k) + v{k) = J^ At(k) sin(kuji(k) + fa) + v(k) (3.18) 
«=i 

where A{(k) is the amplitude, o;,-(fc) is the frequency, and fa is the phase offset of the ith sinusoid, 
and u(k) is Gaussian noise, all for the discrete time index k = 1,... ,L. The signal y(k) can be 
interpreted as noise corrupted measurements of the sinusoids s(k). Define the state space model: 

s(k) = JTe{k) (3.19) 

where the state vector is given as: 

0i (fc) 
*(*) = 

' ^ Ai(k) cos(kiJi(k) + fa)   I v       ' 
. 6n{k) 

and also JT = [1 0 1 0 ... 10]. Next define the state transition matrix: 

/ Fi(k) 0\ 

F(k + 1, k) = -, ,  Fi = (    C0S(^:»     Sin("f»   ) (3.21) 
I I y-sm{ui(k))   cos(ui(k)) J 

such that the state may be propagated through one discrete time step: 

0(k + l)   =   F(k + l,k)6(k) (3.22) 

The one-step ahead prediction of the sinusoidal portion of the signal y(k) is then: 

s(k)   =   JTF(k,k-l)6(k-l) (3.23) 

In least squares fashion, a quadratic error cost function is employed: 

V = £ X(ky~k [y(k) - s(k)f = £ X(ky~k \y(k) - JTFk-iO{j))2 (3.24) 
k=\ fc=i 
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which is equivalent to the square of the measurement noise, i/2. The forgetting factor X(k) is 
introduced to discount old measurements, and is updated by: 

X(k)   =   Xo\{k - 1) + (1 - Xo)X00 (3.25) 

The following state estimate is reached by minimizing the above cost function: 

6{k)   =   F6(k-l) + K(k)[y(k)-y(k\k-l)] (3.26) 

where the gain K(k) is given as: 

K(k) = G{k)~xJ,  G(k) = JJT + X(k)F(k)G(k - \)FT (3.27) 

and y(k\k — 1) is a one-step ahead prediction of y(k) using Equation 3.23. 

Estimates of the amplitude, frequency, and phase offset are all derived from the state estimate. 
To be precise, the amplitude estimate of the ith sinusoidal component is obtained by the relationship: 

Mk) = ||ft(fc)|| = y/el(k) + efc(k) (3.28) 

where the is and ic subscripts respectively denote the sin and cos parts of the Ö,- element of the 
state vector. The argument estimate of the sinusoidal component is determined by: 

^•(fc) = a>i(*)fc + ^ = arctan(-^-^) (3.29) 
\Qic(k)J 

The difference between two consecutive argument estimates is equivalent to the frequency averaged 
over the time differential: 

Srjiik) = rji(k) -f)i(k-l)= Qi(k) (3.30) 

The frequency estimate is then assembled using the recursion formula: 

ut(k)   =   n(k)ui(k - 1) + (1 - p(k))8rji(k) (3.31) 

where ß(k) is a convergence factor incorporated to smooth the frequency estimates. It is also 
updated in the same manner as X(k). The phase offset estimate is deduced from using the argument 
and frequency estimates and: <fo = fji(k) — &i(k)k. 

Equations 3.25 through 3.31 collectively make up the ALS algorithm. The state transition 
matrix F{k) is calculated using d>,(fc — 1), the frequency estimate from the previous record. As 
input, the algorithm requires the following: sampling frequency, the number of signals to estimate 
parameters for, forgetting factor values, and the data sequence. No initial parameter estimates are 
needed. 

The ALS approach described here is simple yet quite powerful. Similar to the IIR ANF, the 
estimates approach the Cramer-Rao bound for accuracy. Among all spectral methods investigated, 
this one is the best suited for the multipath correction technique. The primary reason being that 
the amplitude and argument of the time-varying signals are directly available, and they easily fit 
into the formula relating the SNR to the phase multipath (Equation 3.1). Under the multipath 
correction setting, the frequency estimate is used only to propagate the state {i.e. to compute F), 
and to compute the gain K. The phase offset estimate need not be performed. 
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3.3    SPECTRAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION RESULTS 

Individually, the IIR ANF and ALS approaches have their respective strengths and weaknesses. 
In practice, the IIR ANF has shown to produce excellent frequency estimates. The performance 
has been very robust as the algorithm has proven successful under varying circumstances, such as 
sampling rate and number of frequencies estimated. The main problem is difficulties in estimating 
the amplitude and phase offset. On the other hand, the ALS routine estimates the amplitude and 
phase offsets as well as the frequencies. It unfortunately suffers under adverse conditions where the 
IIR filter excels. 

An algorithm combining the IIR ANF and ALS methods was devised based on suggestions in 
[12]. In essence, the frequencies are first estimated by the ANF. They are subsequently used as 
truth in the ALS to propagate the state and compute the gain. Based on practical experience, this 
tends to make the amplitude and argument estimation in the ALS more robust. The combined 
ANF-ALS algorithm outperforms the individual ones in all areas. For that reason, the ANF results 
will be presented, followed by ALS results based on the ANF frequency estimates. The dual-chirp 
signal, which was a familiar sight in the last report, will not be used here. Due to the excellent 
performance of the routines, we will move directly to simulated and experimental multipath signals. 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 contain plots pertaining to the spectral parameter estimation for the sim- 
ulated multipath data. The data is the identical set described previously in [1]. Recall that there 
exists a low and high frequency multipath signal (i.e. n = 2), which are produced by reflectors 
located 1 and 10 meters away, respectively. The relative amplitudes of the multipath produced by 
the near and far reflectors are respectively 0.1 and 0.05. The data was generated at 1.5 second 
intervals, and was decimated by a factor of 10 for the analysis, giving an effective sampling rate 
of fs = 0.0667.ÖZ (15 second intervals). The convergence parameter was a constant 7 = 0.9 and 
the pole-zero contraction factor was held at p = 0.5 for the ANF. The forgetting factors were kept 
constant at A = fj, = 0.9 for the ALS. 

Figure 3.4 exhibits the IIR ANF simulated data results. The top plot shows the frequency 
estimates as they evolve through time. The middle plot depicts the magnitude output response 
of the filter versus frequency. The bottom plot displays the input and output signals of the filter. 
At about 30 minutes into the sequence the frequency estimates converge to the correct values, and 
continue to track them as they change over time. At the point of convergence, the filter begins to 
successfully remove the sinusoidal constituents. This event is observed by comparing the input and 
output signals. 

Figure 3.5 presents the ALS simulated results. The top plot again shows the frequency estimates 
that were determined with the ANF. The middle plot shows the amplitude estimates as they evolve 
over time. The bottom plot displays the original multipath signal, and the signal reconstructed from 
the estimated spectral parameters. The ALS amplitude estimation needs more time to converge 
(35 minutes) than does the ANF frequency estimation. The argument estimation follows the same 
trend, but is not shown here. The reconstructed signal provides a nearly identical match for the 
original signal once the estimates have converged. 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 contain plots from the spectral parameter estimation for the experimental 
multipath data. The data was obtained from the reflective multipath injection experiment first 
detailed in [2]. This particular set of data was collected May 25, 1994, on the Engineering Center 
roof using the Trimble TANS Vector receiver, and GPS PRN 27. The average sampling interval was 
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Figure 3.4: IIR adaptive notch filter results for simulated multipath data. Top plot: evolution of 
low (solid) and high (dashed) frequency estimates; Middle plot: magnitude output response at final 
time record; Bottom plot: input (solid) and output (dashed) of notch filter. 
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Figure 3.5: Adaptive least squares results for simulated multipath data. Top plot: evolution of low 
(solid) and high (dashed) frequency estimates from ANF; Middle plot: evolution of corresponding 
amplitude estimates from ALS; Bottom plot: original signal (solid) and signal reconstructed from 
spectral parameters (dashed). 
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Figure 3.6: IIR adaptive notch filter results for experimental multipath data. Top plot: evolution 
of low (solid) and high (dashed) frequency estimates; Middle plot: magnitude output response at 
final time record; Bottom plot: input (solid) and output (dashed) of notch filter. 
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Figure 3.7: Adaptive least squares results for experimental multipath data. Top plot: evolution of 
low (solid) and high (dashed) frequency estimates from ANF; Middle plot: evolution of correspond- 
ing amplitude estimates from ALS; Bottom plot: original signal (solid) and signal reconstructed 
from spectral parameters (dashed). 
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1.75 seconds, but was decimated by a factor of 10 for the analysis, yielding an effective sampling 
rate of fs = 0.057 Hz (17.5 second intervals). It is known from previous analysis that two distinct 
multipath constituents were present (n = 2). The 7, p, A, /x, values were the same as those used 
for the simulated data. 

Figure 3.6 exhibits the IIR ANF experimental data results. Again, the top plot shows the 
frequency estimates as they evolve through time. The middle plot depicts the magnitude output 
response of the filter versus frequency. The bottom plot displays the input and output signals of 
the filter. At about 20 minutes into the sequence the frequency estimates converge to the correct 
values, and continue to track them as they change over time. At the point of convergence, the filter 
begins to successfully remove the sinusoidal constituents. This event is observed by comparing the 
input and output signals. Note that the filter output for the experimental data is greater than that 
for the simulated data. 

Figure 3.7 presents the ALS simulated results. Once again, the top plot shows the frequency 
estimates that were determined with the ANF. The middle plot shows the amplitude estimates as 
they evolve over time. The bottom plot displays the original multipath signal, and the signal recon- 
structed from the estimated spectral parameters. In this case, the ALS amplitude estimation needs 
about 50 minutes to converge. The post-convergence reconstructed signal provides a reasonable 
match to the original signal for the remaining duration of the data. 

3.4    DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The input variables for the ANF and ALS algorithms were chosen based on suggestions in [11, 
12, 16, 8], and also on experience from analyzing a variety of data sets. The tradeoff of the 
convergence/forgetting factors is fast convergence for low values versus less noisy estimates for 
values close to unity. A good compromise was accomplished by setting the convergence parameter 
in the ANF (7) and the forgetting factors in the ALS (A, pi) to 0.9. They were kept constant for 
best performance with the nonstationary signals. A pole-zero contraction factor in the ANF (p) 
that is close to unity produces narrow notches, thereby removing less wide-band signal with the 
sinusoidal constituents, and providing more accurate frequency estimates. A lower value would 
allow the filter notches to better track nonstationary frequencies. Tracking capability was deemed 
a more valuable attribute, and 0.5 was the selected value. It is important to recognize that once 
these variables were decided upon, they remained the same regardless of the input data sequence. 
This makes a statement of the overall stability of the combined routines. The input variables that 
were changed for different input data sequences were the sampling frequency and the number of 
sinusoidal constituents whose spectral parameters are to be estimated. 

If the ANF is estimating the correct frequencies, the sinusoids present in the input signal no 
longer exist in the output. Moreover, the amount of sinusoidal content in the output signifies 
the degree of success in estimating the frequencies. The magnitude output response, which is 
computed by taking the magnitude of the filter transfer function, depicts the notches placed at 
the estimated frequencies. Correspondingly, the filter output shows the removal of the associated 
sinusoidal constituents. This provides a check of the ANF frequency estimates. 

In a similar vein, if the ALS is estimating the correct amplitudes and arguments, the recon- 
structed signal matches the original signal. The closeness of the match signifies the degree of 
success of the spectral parameter estimation as a whole. The amplitude and argument estimation 
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performed by the ALS needs more time to converge than does the ANF frequency estimation, which 
is indicative of the sensitivity of the ALS. 

The potential capabilities of the combined ANF-ALS routine was demonstrated in the recon- 
structed signal for the simulated data. The performance with the experimental data is not quite 
as good, due to the complex nature of the actual multipath process. Only the spectral parameter 
estimation of the multipath in the SNR measurements, and the reconstruction thereof, has been 
presented so far. Whether or not the level of performance will be satisfactory within the multipath 
correction scheme remains to be seen, but favorable results are anticipated. 

3.5    SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A highly effective technique for the correction of multipath errors in GPS phase data, based on 
SNR measurements, was described and demonstrated in [2]. The technique, applied to data sets 
collected on static baselines in severe multipath environments, reduced the differential phase errors 
to near receiver noise levels. 

The IIR adaptive notch filter and the adaptive least squares, when used together, provide 
a remarkably robust tool for estimation the time-varying spectral parameters of the multipath 
signals. The IIR ANF first estimates the frequencies, which are then used as a truth reference to 
estimate the amplitudes and arguments with the ALS. No initial estimates are required, and the 
results may be easily verified. The spectral parameters were successfully estimated for simulated 
and experimental multipath data sets. The amplitude and argument estimates should be easily 
inserted into the multipath correction formula (Equation 3.1). 

The next area of research will be to operate the multipath correction technique using the 
combined ANF-ALS spectral parameter estimation. This shall be conducted on simulated and 
experimental static data, in a post-mission mode as before. Upon success with the static data, 
the next and final step will be to apply the technique to dynamic data, again in a post-mission 
mode. The first step in the dynamic procedure is to compute an initial time history of the vehicle 
attitude. This information serves as the basis for computing the correct antenna gain to be removed 
from each amplitude observation, and for removing the expected phase difference from the phase 
observables to permit the constituent sign determination. Post-mission accuracy refinement is a 
valuable tool for analysis of spacecraft data, and airborne altimetry or photogrammetry. 
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4. Spinning Satellite Attitude Determination Techniques Charles P. Behre 
Previously, attitude determination techniques were applied to a computer simulation of GPS mea- 
surements from a spinning satellite. In October, 1995 a series of tests were conducted at the NRL 
Maryland Point facility using hardware to mimic this data. A Trimble TANS Vector receiver was 
mounted on a structure representing a typical small satellite. Using equipment with the ability to 
perform automated rotations, motion of the structure was implemented that simulated, as closely as 
possible, the kinematics of a spinning satellite. As the structure rotated, GPS data was collected. 

Section 4.1 talks about the purpose of the tests. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 give a detailed description of 
the capabilities of the equipment and their relationship to the motion of an actual spinning satellite. 
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe how the tests were conducted. Sections 4.6 through 4.8 present an 
examination of the data. Section 4.9 concludes with plans for future data analysis. 

4.1 Experiment Objectives 
The primary goal of the tests conducted using the NRL spinning table equipment was to simulate the 
collection of measurements from a GPS receiver mounted on a spinning satellite. The measurements 
were analyzed to validate spinning vehicle attitude determination techniques. A secondary goal was 
to collect GPS measurements in a dynamic situation for multipath analysis. The tests were con- 
ducted using a TANS Vector receiver with four antennas mounted on the top corners of a structure 
with the dimensions of a typical small satellite. 

The equations of motion for a spinning satellite are well understood, based on the relationship 
between the angular momentum, the moments of inertia, and externally applied torques. From 
Euler's equations characteristics such as the satellite angular rates and nutation angle can be com- 
puted. On the surface of the Earth, however, the effects of gravity and friction do not allow a struc- 
ture to spin as it would in space. By using a motorized spin platform a structure can be forced to 
move according to Euler's equations. The intent was to use the NRL spin table to accomplish this 
task. 

By mounting a GPS receiver and antennas on this structure, as shown in Figure 1, data was col- 
lected that mimicked, as closely as possible, the collection of data on an actual spinning satellite. The 
data was then reduced to verify various techniques for attitude determination. While no ground 
based test can equal the exact conditions found in space, they can be an improvement over pure com- 
puter simulation of data and be used to correct simulation errors. The successful demonstration of 
the techniques on experimental data can lead to more confidence in applying them to more expensive 
tests on a space based platform. 

4.2 Experimental Apparatus 
The complete test apparatus consists of two pieces of equipment with a combined total of three rota- 
tion axes as shown in the diagram in Figure 1. The first piece is the TRT-7 two axis tilter. In the local 
level coordinate frame, the first axis is oriented along an east-west direction. The second axis is 
aligned perpendicular to the first and rotates about it. When the first rotation angle is zero the sec- 
ond axis lies in the north-south direction. The maximum tilting angle about both axes is approxi- 
mately ±45 degrees. The second piece of equipment is the BDS-5 spinner. It provides a constant 
angular rate about a third axis. This axis rotates according to the tilt angles of the TRT-7. It is 
mounted so that when the first two rotation angles are zero its orientation is in the up-down direction. 
The GPS antennas are mounted on the top plane of the satellite structure perpendicular to this axis. 

The TRT-7 is programmable through an LCD display, a numeric keypad, and a few other function 
buttons. The angle of each tilt axis can be commanded to specific values in a series of steps. These 
steps can then be looped through for a periodic motion profile. The BDS-5 can be set to a constant 
rotation rate through a PC interface. A picture of the actual hardware is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 4.1. Equipment Diagram 

Figure 4.2. The TRT-7 and BDS-5 combination. 
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43        Theoretical Equations of Motion 
The rotations derived by the Euler's equations for an axially symmetric spinning satellite show a 3-1- 
3 sequence. In other words, the position of the antenna is rotated from a locally fixed reference frame 
(L) to a body fixed (B) by a 3-1-3 series of time dependent rotations. The three Euler angles are <(>, \y, 
and Y, where 

♦ = a>/t + <|>0, 

Q)/ is the angular rate about the angular momentum axis, 

V = <opt + yo, 

<Dp is the angular rate about the spacecraft spin axis, 
and 0 is the nutation angle. The total rotation matrix is defined by 

BcL(<t>,e,v) =R3(v)R1(e)R3((|>). 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The satellite structure in the experimental setup has to be moved according to the rotations 
defined by the TRT-7 and the BDS-5. For this case the local system is defined by the orientation of the 
TRT-7's tilt axis when the plane of the structure is level to the ground. The body system is defined by 
the spin axis of the structure and the position of one of the GPS antennas as shown in Figure 3. In 
the body frame the position of the GPS antenna is always on the xB-axis. 

GPS Antennas 

Figure 4.3. Body frame definition. 

If the east direction is called the 1 axis, the north direction the 2 axis, and the up direction the 3 
axis, then the series of rotations used to move the GPS antenna is a 1-2-3 sequence. If we define the 
three rotation angles as ß, a, and y, respectively, then the total rotation matrix is 

L^B 
(T(ß,a,y) =R3<Y)R2«x)R1(ß) . (4.4) 

In order to simulate the correct movement of a GPS antenna mounted on a spinning satellite with 
motion governed by the Euler angles <(>, 9, and y, the angles ß, a, and y, must be varied in time as a 
function of them. These relations are computed by using the equality 
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BCL(ß,cc,Y) =BCL(<]),e)V) (4.5) 

The resulting equations for a, ß, and y, are a function of the sums and products of the sinusoids of <(>, 0, 
and y. These equations are very involved. However, for small nutation angles they are approximated 
by 

ß(t)~6sin(<Kt)) , 

a(t) =ecos(<|>(t)) , 

and 

Y(t)-<Kt)+y(t) , 

where <(> and y are computed by (4.1) and (4.2) respectively. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

4.4        Experimental Equations of Motion 

In order to correctly move the structure the two tilt angles of the TRT-7 must change according to 
equations (4.6) and (4.7). The angular rate of the BDS-5 must correspond to the derivative of (4.8). 
The implementation of these equations into the motion of the spin table, however, revealed a major 
limitation of the test equipment. The programming capabilities of the TRT-7 only allowed simple 
motion profiles such as linear changes in the title angle. Furthermore, the magnitude of the angular 
rates about the 1 and 2 axes had to be the same for each program step. As a result the desired sinuso- 
ids for a and ß could not be implemented (Equations (4.6) and (4.7) show that a and ß are 90 degrees 

out of phase, therefore, the da 
dt 

is a maximum when dß 
dt 

is a minimum). 

The solution to this problem was to approximate the sinusoids in (4.6) and (4.7) with triangle 
waves. The resulting function for a is shown in Figure 4. 

B  T" 

Figure 4.4. TRT-7 tipping profile. 

where 

29 eo = -co, a     n    I 

is the absolute rate of change of a. 

(4.9) 

Two problems occurred due to running this profile on the TRT-7. The first was that there was a 
noticeable delay when the TRT-7 had to reverse its direction after reaching the maximum angle*. 
The second problem was that the TRT-7's motor did not have sufficient torque to perform the triangle 
wave tipping about the east-west axis with the combined weight of the structure, GPS equipment, 

The reversal delay was found to be due to a braking parameter in the program that 
caused the TRT-7 to slow down gradually (about 0.5 seconds) instead of instantaneously. 
The braking parameter was removed for subsequent tests. Note that this was not a recom- 
mended option in the equipment operators manual. 
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and BDS-5. Looking at Figure 1 it can be seen that there was a large weight imbalance about this 
axis. As a result, only tipping about the north-south axis was used. Most likely, the combination of 
the equipment weight and the desire for continuous triangle wave motion exceeded the performance 
limitations of the TRT-7. 

Another problem occurred with the BDS-5. The BDS-5 motor was used to drive a gear and belt 
system that rotated the satellite structure. As a result, the programmed speed of the BDS-5 was not 
the actual angular rate of the structure. Furthermore, there was no other independent method to 
obtain the true spin rate. The solution to this problem was to time several rotation with a stop watch 
and then estimate the actual spin rate. This was repeated for several different rates. The values 
were then averaged to determine a conversion between programmed speed and actual speed. 

4.5        Experiments 
A Trimble TANS Vector receiver was mounted on the inside of the satellite structure and four anten- 
nas were mounted on the top corners. A diagram of the structure is shown in Figure 5. A picture of 
the actual structure mounted to the spin table is shown in Figure 6. Two types of structure motions 
were implemented. The first was a no nutation spin. After leveling the structure, it was tipped to 
fixed angles about both the east and north axes using the TRT-7. Next, the structure was spun about 
the third axis using the BDS-5. Several combinations of tilt angles and spin speeds were used. Fig- 
ure 7 gives two views of the structure after it has been tilted. The second type of test consisted of 
using the triangle tipping profile described in the previous section. In each of the tests the structure 
was first leveled and then tipped at ±5 degrees about the north axis while spun about the third axis. 
Several tipping rates and spin speeds were used. In both types of tests, antenna phase difference, Acp, 
and line of sight data was collected from the GPS receiver. 

Appendix A gives a diary of the testing and shows a table of the experiments that were conducted. 

GPS Master Antenna 
GPS Slave Antenna 

GPS Receiver 
Computer 

0.72m diagonal 

Figure 4.5. GPS data collection arrangement. 

4.6        Results 

The initial information that is determined is the displacement vector, 5r , of the GPS slave antenna 
relative to the structure's center, i.e. the change in its position in the ENU frame as the structure is 
moved. This value is computed from the A9 measurement between the master and diagonally oppo- 
site antenna by 
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Figure 4.6. Satellite structure mounted on the spin table. 

SrCy = 5(HTH) V 

5Acp (tj) 

5A(p2(t.) 

5AcpM(ti) 

(4.10) 

where H is the standard measurement connection matrix composed of the line of sight vectors to sat- 
ellites 1 through M and 8Aq> is the time difference between two A<p measurements of the same satel- 
lite. The factor of 1/2 is used because the two antennas are on opposite sides of the structure's 
diagonal as opposed to one antenna being in the center. 

Figure 8 shows an FFT of the 8x component of the displacement vector when there is no tipping. 
In this case the spin frequency, GO, is 0.0852 Hz. While the dominant frequency spike is clearly located 
at the expected value of a> there are also noticeable spikes at 1.5co, 2OJ, and 3co. In fact computing the 
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Figure 4.7. Two views of the tilted structure. 
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frequencies using the AR method shows significant frequencies at even more multiples of ca The plots 
for 8y and 8z are very similar. 

0 
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-7   i i 

0.0852 0.1703 
frequency (Hz) 

0.2555 

Figure 4.8. FFT of Sx component of Sr . 

Figure 9 shows an FFT of both the 8x and 8z component of the displacement vector when there is 
tipping. The tipping rate, (fla, is 0.095 Hz. The most prominent spikes for the Sx plot are located at c^ 
1.5(0, and 3co. The dominant frequencies in the 8z plot are (ö, (D+ü)a, (Da-(ü, 3a>a-(D, and 3ca 

4.7 Frequency Analysis 

In (4.10) the values of 8A9 are scalars and the line of sight vectors are resolved in the local ENU 
frame. As a result, the reference frame of the displacement vectors is also ENU. To determine the 
equations relating the body frame displacement of the GPS antenna to its displacement in ENU coor- 
dinates, two sets of rotations must be performed. The first set involves fixed rotations of the angular 
momentum axis. If the orientation of the untilted angular momentum axis is defined to be [0 0 1]T, 
then its tilted orientation can be computed by 

H = RN(Ti)RE(a) (4.11) 

where a and n are fixed rotations about the east and north axes respectively. The second set consists 

of the ß, a, and y rotation angles as previously described. In the no tipping case, H is the vector about 
which the structure is spinning and is equal to the vector zB rotated into the local system. For the tip- 
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ping case, H is the vector about which zB is oscillating in the local frame. This is represented in Fig- 
ure 11. This oscillation is governed by the value of a. In each of the tests the angle ß is zero. 

tipping motion of spin axis 

>N 

E 

Figure 4.11. Orientation of angular momentum vector 

The resulting equations for the antenna position in the local coordinate system are 

x   = {cycacT|-cYsacas'n + sysasTi}x 
L T   B y   = {cysasa + syca}x 
L      r ,   B 

z   = {-cycasTi-cysacac,n + sysacTi}x 

where 

y(t) = cot + yo 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

a> is the angular rate produced by the BDS-5, and a is the angle produced by the TRT-7. The displace- 
ment vectors can be computed by time differencing (4.12).  If a(t)=0 for all t (i.e. coa=0) then the only 

frequency contained in Sr is ca If tipping is introduced, then ©a^O and other frequencies appear. 
If a(t) is varied sinusoidally, we would observe the product of two sinusoids producing frequencies 

at CD1±CC»2, where % and co2 are the two sinusoidal frequencies. In the case of the tipper motor, the func- 
tion a(t) in (4.12) is a triangle wave. The triangle wave has frequencies at kcaa for k= 1,2,3,... . Taking 
the cosine of <x(t) produces only the even multiples, while taking the sine of a(t) generates the odd fre- 
quencies. As a result, the frequencies contained in (4.10) are 

dx    : co±kco„ 

dy    : a and CO ± (2k + 1) coa   k=0,l, 2,.. (4.14) 

dz    : ü)±km 

The magnitude of o and r\ determine the amplitude of the FFT frequency spikes. If these two 

angles are small (i.e. a slight tilt of H), then the sin(a) and sinCn) terms are also small and the cos(o) 
and COS(TI) terms are close to one. As a result the sin(ot) term in 8x is multiplied by a small value pro- 
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during a small amplitude at odd multiples of (%. The cos(oc) in 8z is also multiplied by a small value 
producing a small amplitude at even multiples of coa. Furthermore, the amplitude decreases as the 
value of k gets bigger. 

The test parameters that produced the data for Figure 9 use values of o and TI very close to zero. 
As shown in this figure, the predicted spike at o>Hüa for the 8x plot is almost completely lost in the 
noise, there is no noticeable spike at (öa-(D (the absolute value of ©-(a«), while the spike at aH-2a>a is 
slightly more pronounced. In the 8z plot there are obvious frequencies at cofco«, coa-co, and 3coa-<ö as 
predicted while the frequency at üH-2o)a is in the noise. In both plots, there are noticeable spikes at 
3ex These multiples of (D which are even more prominent in Figure 8 are not predicted by the theoret- 
ical equations of motion. Presently, there is no explanation for their existence. 

4.8 Simulation 
Using the frequencies determined through either the FFT of the experimental data, simulated data 
can be generated to verify the equations in (4.12) and to estimate the values of a, t\, and 0, the ampli- 
tude of a. The simplest way to accomplish this is to vary these values until the standard deviation of 
the error between the experimental and simulated data is a minimum. Also, the initial phases of a 
and y must be adjusted to correspond with the segment of experimental data being used. Figure 12 
shows a comparison between the 8x and 8z components of experimental and simulated data in the 
time domain. 

Figure 10 shows an FFT of the simulated data in the frequency domain. As compared with Fig- 
ure 9, the frequencies found in (4.12) agree with those found in the experimental data. With out the 
presence of noise, the cof ©a spike shows up in the 8x plot. The frequencies at | co±2ooa | are now evi- 
dent in the 8z plot. It should be noted, however, that in the simulated data there are no frequency 
spikes corresponding to multiples of (oa. 

4.9 Future Work 
The previous sections describe the experimental setup, the initial results, and the theory behind the 
results. No quantitative comparison or estimation of accuracy is given for the numbers. Further- 
more, only two different tests runs are examined. The first is a no tipping case with very little tilt of 
the angular momentum axis. The second is a tipping case. 

The next step is to examine in detail the estimates of a* (%, a, r\, and 9 by analyzing the results of 
all of the no tipping and tipping tests. Preliminary analysis shows a slight disagreement between the 
estimates of these parameters and their programmed values. 

The estimates of (ö and coa are found using both the FFT and AR methods. The estimates for a, i\, 
and 8, however, are determined by a crude trial and error method. Their values are manually varied 
along with the initial phases of a and y until the standard deviation of the estimation error is as close 
to zero as possible. The next goal is to construct a filter based on the theoretical equations in (4.12) 
which will be used to sequentially estimate these parameters. 
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Figure 4.12. Comparison between experimental and simulated data in the time domain. 
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Appendix A: Diary and Table of Tests 

10/2/95, NRL Maryland Point Test Facility, Charles Behre and Alan Hope 
The first day of experiments consisted of mounting and testing the satellite structure on the spindle 
and familiarization with the TRT-7 and BDS-5 controls. 

The first set of tests were used to determine the conversion ratio between the BDS-5 rate com- 
mands and the actual spindle rates. The BDS-5 was commanded at several angular rate values. At 
each of these values, a stop watch was used to time a set number of revolutions of the structure. 
These values were later averaged to determine the best approximation for the conversion factor. 

To determine a conversion between the GPS measurements reference frame and the local level 
frame static attitude tests were determined. First, the structure was leveled, then the vector between 
the master antenna and slave number two was aligned with the TRT-7's 1-axis. The TRT-7 was 
mounted so that the 1-axis was aligned east to west in the local frame. Finally, position and attitude 
data were recorded for about 15 minutes. This procedure was repeated several time more. 

10/3/95, NRL Maryland Point Test Facility, Charles Behre and Alan Hope 
Programming the TRT-7 revealed some major problems. The programming capabilities of the TRT-7 
were not very sophisticated. To program a sinusoidal tipping profile, a series of discreet angle values 
plus a series of angular rates would have to be inputted. Furthermore, the two axes could only be 
commanded at the same absolute rate. This means that the desired sinusoids for a and ß could not be 

implemented (a and ß are 90 degrees out of phase, therefore, the da 
dt 

is a maximum when dß 
dt 

is a 

minimum). The best approximation to these sinusoids that could be programed was a triangle wave. 
The angles would have a maximum value equal to the desired nutation angle and would have a rate 
derived from a>/. The second problem was a pause between the execution of each step in the program. 
It was determined that this was due to a motor brake parameters which had to be set to zero. Upon 
setting the values to zero, the pause appeared to be eliminated. 

In the first set of tests the structure was spun about the 3-axis at various speeds while the TRT-7 
was commanded to tilt about the 2-axis at different rates and at several values of the nutation angle. 
Next the TRT-7 was commanded to tip about the 1-axis. This revealed another problem. An error 
message of "high load' appeared on the TRT-7 display. This caused the TRT-7 to discontinue moving. 
The resulting data has to be examined to determine when the motion stopped. 

10/4 -10/5/95, NRL Maryland Point Test Facility, Charles Behre and Bill Betts 
It was raining on both of these days. Some more spin rate calibrations were performed. The TRT-7 
was programed to execute a simultaneous tipping about the 1 and 2-axes. The profiles were two tri- 
angle waves 90 degrees out of phase. Insufficient good weather was available for any further data col- 
lection. 

10/6/95, NRL Maryland Point Test Facility, Charles Behre and Bill Betts 
In the first set of planned tests the structure was commanded to move under the simultaneous tipping 
profiles. The results, however, were more Tügh load' errors. Reducing the tipping rate and magni- 
tude was tried as a solution to this problem, but this was not successful. I believe that the TRT-7 
could not execute the instantaneous change in tipping direction required under the triangle wave pro- 
file.  This would require the motors to rapidly change their spin direction.  This rapid deceleration 
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and acceleration requirement probably exceeded design limitations, especially with the weight of the 
BDS-5, satellite structure and equipment. As a result, the simultaneous tipping experiments were 
stopped. 

In next set of tests the structure was tipped to various orientations and no nutation spin tests 
were performed (i.e. the TRT-7 was not moving). At these positions several spin rates were used and 
GPS measurements were collected. 

Finally, the structure was removed from the test stand and a reflector plate was mounted for mul- 
tipath tests. These tests were performed on the following day. 

10/7/95, NRL Maryland Point Test Facility, Charles Behre and BUI Betts 
The first multipath test involved tipping the satellite back and forth at a very slow rate. The weight 
of the reflector once again caused Tiigh load' errors. Even with the brake parameters re-installed in 
the TRT-7 programs, the errors appeared. This test was cancelled. The next test was a 90 minute col- 
lection of static measurements. The final test consisted of rotating the structure at 24 degrees per 
minute. Data was also collected for 90 minutes. 

Following this last test, the structure was removed from the structure and packed up for ship- 
ping- 

Table 1. Test Descriptions. 

Name Date Type Spin Frequency 
(Hz) 

Tip Frequency 
(Hz) H Orientation 

Sll 10/2/95 Static NA NA 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

Rll 10/2/95 Flat rotation 0.0852 NA 0 deg E, 0 deg N 
S12 10/2/95 Static NA NA 0 deg E, 0 deg N 
S21 10/3/95 Static NA NA OdegE, OdegN 
R21 10/3/95 Flat rotation 0.0852 NA -10 deg E,-10 deg N 

N21 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about N axis + 

rotating 
0.0852 0.1 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

N22 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about N axis + 

rotating 
0.0852 0.05 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

N23 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about N axis + 

rotating 
0.0639 0.05 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

N24 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about N axis + 

rotating 
0.1277 0.05 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

N25 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about N axis + 

rotating 
0.0639 0.025 0 deg E, 0 deg N 
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Table 1. Test Descriptions. 

Name Date Type 
Spin Frequency 

(Hz) 
Tip Frequency 

(Hz) H Orientation 

N26 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about E axis + 

rotating 
0.0639 0.025 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

N27 10/3/95 
Tipping 5 deg 
about E axis + 

rotating 
0.0852 0.05 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

R51 10/6/95 
Tipping about E 

and N axes + 
* 

rotating 
0.0833 0.025 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

R52 10/6/95 
Tipping about E 

and N axes + 
rotating 

0.05 0.0125 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

R53 10/6/95 Flat rotation 0.1167 NA -10 deg E,-10 deg N 

R54 10/6/95 Flat rotation 0.1667 NA -10 deg E, -15 deg N 

R55 10/6/95 Flat rotation 0.05 NA -10 deg E, -15 deg N 

C61 10/7/95 Multipath No spin NA 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

C62 10/7/95 Multipath 0.0011 NA 0 deg E, 0 deg N 

* Tests were stopped and are invalid because of equipment failure. 
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